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Introduction

DEBRA COLEMAN

What is "outside" is not simply the Other-the "not me"-hut a notion of
futurity-the "not yet" .... Will what appears as radically Other, as pure
exteriority, he that which we refuse and abject as that which is unspeakably
"Other," or will it constitute the limit that actively contests what we already
comprehend and already are?
-JUDITH BUTLER, "FOR A CAREFUL READING" 1

The cover of a magazine shows a woman running and then jumping over
a small stool. Since she is one of Eadweard Muybridge's specimensubjects, her movement is captured frame-by-frame; unlike many of his
other subjects, however, this woman is completely clothed (this is a professional magazine). Muybridge's jumping woman has been borrowed
from the pages of his 1887 Animal Locomotion in order to perform in the
service of the cover story "Women in Architecture: Leveling the Playing
Field." In this context the footstool is transformed into a drafting stool,
and the woman into a contestant. The stakes? Equity. She is the Susan B.
Anthony of the drafting room.
Or is she?

X
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Published in 1995 in the now defunct Prowessive Architecture, the
article "Women in Architecture" is part chronicle, part editoriaJ.2 It
describes in general terms the difficulties women still face as architects
and students, and suggests that architecture (as a profession) risks
being consigned to the margins of culture unless greater "gender diversity" is achieved within its ranks. Significantly, feminism is never mentioned. Instead, "gender" appears in tandem with words such as "gap,"
"discrimination," "bias," and "equity" to describe what is wrong with or
missing in the architectural profession. But then it's not surprising that a
mainstream architectural magazine would choose more user-friendly
terms to describe the problems and goals of women in architecture.
Feminism, especially as it's often used in mass culture, is an unpopular
word, raising as it can the specter of the spinster boomer, the burned-out
supermom, the childless career woman, and, of course the man-hater
and the lesbian. Even among women, feminism is often misunderstoodand perhaps even a little feared. As reported by Susan Faludi in The
Nation, when asked if they are feminists, "51 percent of (American]
women say yes; when told that a feminist is 'someone who supports political, economic, and social equality for women,' the proportion jumps to
71 percent."'
It would be easy to criticize the purveyors of "Women in
Architecture" for failing, not so much because of their inability to choose
between the goals of feminism and the alternative, the status quo, but
because in their inability to say "feminism" they dilute or sanitize their
message. As a result, this message becomes just another patient-and
compromising-reminder of how far the profession has yet to go. The
remedies proposed in "Women in Architecture" are, in fact, underwritten
by such complaisance. While a few of the suggestions are of the self-help
variety ("set your own goals, ask for challenging assignments"), many
more rely on the goodwill and authority of the American Institute of
Architects, National Architectural Accrediting Board, Equal Employment Opportunities Commission, and universities to change policies and
set new standards (under the dubious proposition that giving more
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power to the already powerful will create more equity). As the article's
author notes, there is an even less proactive, if more depressing,
approach: "Many people believe that a generation or two must die out
before a real paradigm shift can occur." 4 But as Laurie Anderson sardonically observed in her song "Beautiful Red Dress," there is an interminable half-life quality to this kind of wait-and-see approach: "You
know, for every dollar a man makes a woman makes 63 cents. I Now, fifty
years ago that was 62 cents. I So, with that kind ofluck, it'll be the year
,'3,888 before we make a buck.m
Despite the statistics regarding the participation of women in architecture-as reported in Progressive Architecture, one-third of undergraduate and graduate students, g.I percent of regular AlA members, and 8. 7
percent of tenured facultf-there is no consensus that feminism is relevant to this still largely masculinist discipline. In fact, many women seeking acceptance in this field disassociate themselves from talk of gender
difference in order to escape "being tarred by the brush of female
Otherness, of being contaminated by things ~female.' m(For example, the
notion "woman architect," widely disdained for presupposing an odious
distinction between architects and women architects, is seen by many as
an unavoidable outgrowth of gender consciousness.) Some women worry
that feminism will tarnish their architectural careers. Feminism is "too
radical," and its opposing nature is unseemly in a field that values a posture of gentility.
Women are often drawn instead to "professionalism" with its "neutral" standards of intellectual rigor, critical objectivity, and excellence. For
the aspiring academic or practicing architect, professionalism by itself
looks like a wholly adequate buttress against gender-based inequity. But
as Susan Bordo points out, the promise held out by professionalismthat it is the means for being accepted on an even playing field where we
are all simply and equally "human"-is unrealizable within our present
system of social relations: "In a culture that is in fact constructed by gender duality ... one cannot simply be ~human' .... Our language, intellectual history, and social forms are ~gendered'; there is no escape from
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this fact and from its consequences on our lives."8 Indeed, it is all too
simple to point to those sites within the profession and discourse of
architecture where discrimination against women occurs. Consider the
list Mark Wigley presents in his essay "Untitled: The Housing of
Gender": "The active production of gender distinctions can be found at
every level of architectural discourse: in its rituals of legitimation, hiring
practices, classification systems, lecture techniques, publicity images,
canon formation, division of labor, bibliographies, design conventions,
legal codes, salary structures, publishing practices, language, professional
ethics, editing protocols, project credits, etc." 9 At each of these sites
exclusionary or repressive practices should be challenged-and eliminated. At the same time, focusing too closely on professional status can itself
be limiting; an emphasis on equity issues can tend toward what Judith
Grant has referred to as "corporate feminism" where the "concern is that
[women) be liberated into a free market economy where there is no glass
ceiling, so that they can make as much money as the men of their classes."
From this perspective feminism is about self-interest rather than an interest in "challenging gender per se." 10
In the end, merely changing the superficial rules of inclusion does
not guarantee deep changes in architectural culture; for as Lisa Jardine
has pointed out, "having made it" can also register "an acceptance which
is not accompanied by any alteration in the power relations between
women and men." 11 Perhaps this last suggestion points (indirectly) to one
of the reasons why feminism, and especially its central aim of eliminating
gender injustice, has not taken hold in architectural culture, even though
discussions about sexuality and gender seem to be highlighted with more
and more frequency within architectural theory venues. In other words,
feminist critiques and interventions can be resisted at the same time that
an outward tolerance for diversity is sustained-and even promoted.
Acceptance along these lines depends on the taming of feminism's political will. It also hangs on at least one question: What role does architectural discourse itself play in preserving gender-based relations of
power? Obviously, to ask this is to risk revealing the complicity of archi-
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tectural discourse in the struggles over the mobility and social space
granted to women. By itself, the risk of being "found out" may explain
why this discourse is so reticent when it comes to feminism. Is there
something else, though, beyond a masking of the roles it plays, that makes
architectural discourse so impregnable?
In an essay titled "Women, Chora, Dwelling," Elizabeth Grosz
explores the cultural origins of ideas of spatiality, and proposes a link
between "the very concept of architecture [and) the phallocentric effacement of women and femininitym 2-an insight that suggests that the muteness within architectural discourse goes beyond complicity with external
forces working to maintain current relations of domination. Reading
Plato and Jacques Derrida, Grosz shows that the concept of chora
(Plato's featureless, neutral, but altogether necessary "bridge" between
the world of Forms or Ideas and material reality) can be understood as
the basis for the engendering of the intelligible world. Grosz also points
to the "unacknowledged and unrepayable debt that the very notion of
space, and the built environment that relies on its formulation, owe to
what Plato characterizes as the 'femininity' of the chora." 13 But while the
affiliation of chora with the concepts of spatiality and femininity is readily
acknowledged, in the case of femininity, the connection depends on a
refusal of women's tangible qualities. Grosz aligns her argument with
Luce Irigaray's reading of the history of philosophy as the erasure of
women's autonomy and worth, wherein concepts associated with women
and femininity nevertheless continue to serve as a kind of unspoken base
for philosophical value. In Grosz's words,
Irigaray claims that masculine modes of thought have performed a devastating sleight of hand: they have obliterated the debt they owe to the most
primordial of all spaces, the maternal space from which all subjects
emerge, and which they ceaselessly attempt to usurp .... The production
of a (male) world-the construction of an 'artificial' or cultural environment, the production of an intelligible universe, religion, philosophy, the
creation of true knowledge and valid practices of and in that universe-is
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implicated in the systematic and violent erasure of the contributions of
women, femininity and the maternal. This erasure is the foundation or
ground on which a thoroughly masculine universe is built."

Grosz's analysis points to the absence of the feminine at the very
heart of architectural discourse, the result of a maneuver that both precedes and exceeds other gender-based asymmetries at work in this discourse. This absence is not so much a simple act of subordination or an
instance of blindness. It is the total eclipsing of the feminine. Following
this analysis, just sketching "her" in now is not enough. The issue is not
really what architecture lacks, what is overlooked in its conception, what
nuances are ignored. Rather, space and place must be reconceptualized.
The question is: Will we theorists, critics, students, and practitioners of
architecture participate in the work of generating "new perspectives, new
bodies, new ways of inhabiting"? 15
Architecture and Feminism is, then, more of a proposal than a definition of the relationship between architecture and feminism. Instead of
the prescriptives "architecture if feminism" or "architecture plus feminism," we suggest the strategic and speculative "architecture and feminism." The link we have in mind would not assuage the inadequacies of
architecture (or, for that matter, feminism). Nor would it be limited to the
character of an interdisciplinary crossover, with its focus on an exchange
of concepts and the creation of "new" ideas. Rather we propose a connection forged out of the desire to produce intertextual work that contests an unjust social order.
What does this work look like? by what methods is it induced? with
what languages is it studied?-these questions are best left unsettled. For
we imagine a connection between feminism and architecture that only
exists to the extent that it is put into play, and, then later, put into play
again. This "and," in Linda Singer's words, "keeps open a site for strategic engagement."~ 6 Its contours must be flexible enough to account for
the puzzle of issues and circumstances that are bound to come into focus
when these two discourses associate. At the same time, the critical and
theoretical work emanating from the space between feminism and archi-
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tecture should reach beyond the general feminist goal of opposing male
dominance and endeavor to be context specific. As Nancy Fraser has
written, ''Although gender dominance is ubiquitous, in sum, it takes different forms at different junctures and sites, and its character varies for
differently situated women. Its shape cannot be read off from one site or
one group and extrapolated to all the rest.m 7
Architecture and feminism is, finally, a compact that aspires to
weaken the "architecture is art/feminism is politics" dichotomy, and, in
the process, reanimate questions about the limits of architectural discourse in the expression of sociocultural and political critique. Employed
now, in the form of this collection of essays and projects, it operates at a
time when the discourses of feminism and architecture are each suffused
with uncertainties, as theorists in both fields question whether theoretical
foundations are necessary imd wonder how utopian hopes might be articulated. Under these circumstances, it is tempting to favor the search for
"better" theories over interventions that-with all of their unpredictability-seek to transform current social, cultural, and political conditions.
But as Judith Butler has argued, "The lure of a transcendental guarantee ... is one which seduces us away from the lived difficulty of political
life. This urge to have philosophy supply the vision that will redeem life,
that will make life worth living, this urge is the very sign that the sphere of
the political has already been abandoned.ms For those of us who do our
work within the bounds of architectural discourse, it remains to be seen
whether or not we are ready to venture something else.
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Everyday and "Other" Spaces

MARY McLEOD

Q

ne of the primary preoccupations of contemporary architecture
theory is the concept of "other" or "otherness." Members of the so-called
neo-avant-garde-architects and critics frequently affiliated with publications such as Assemblage and ANr and with architecture schools such as
Princeton, Columbia, SCI-Arc, and the Architectural Association-advocate the creation of a new architecture that is somehow totally "other."
While these individuals repeatedly decry utopianism and the morality of
form, they promote novelty and marginality as instruments of political
subversion and cultural transgression. The spoken and unspoken
assumption is that "different" is good, that "otherness" is automatically
an improvement over the status quo.
While the formal and ideological allegiances of these advocates vary
considerably, most fall into two broad categories. The first consists of
self-identified proponents of deconstruction in architecture, who seek to
find an architectural equivalent or parallel to the writings of Jacques
Derrida. This group includes the so-called deconstructivists Peter
Eisenman, Bernard Tschumi, Andrew Benjamin, Geoff Bennington,
Mark Wigley, and jeffrey Kipnes. 1 The second category is a diverse group
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of critics and theorists without any collective identity but who are all
adherents of Michel Foucault's notion of "heterotopia." These include
Anthony Vidler, Demetri Porphyrios, Aaron Betsky, Catherine Ingraham,
and Edward Soja. 2
The desire for "otherness," shared by these two groups, raises a
series of questions concerning theory's political and cultural role that
have been largely unexplored in recent architectural debate. To what
extent is this preoccupation with "otherness" a product of critics' and
practitioners' own identity and status? Does it elucidate or support
groups considered socially marginal or "other"? Are there positions in
architecture outside these two tendencies that address concerns of "otherness" relevant to "ordinary" people-those for whom the avant-garde
has little significance?
The deconstructivists have argued that Derrida's notion of differance (a word play on "differ" and "defer") challenges the canons of
architecture, such as function, structure, enclosure-in other words, that
his claim that meaning is infinitely deferred and has no extra-linguistic
beginning or end undermines any notion of architectural truth or foundation. Proponents, such as Eisenman and Wigley, value the disclosure of
this instability as an end in itself. They claim that by revealing how binary
oppositions such as form and content or structure and decoration are
inscribed within a seemingly fixed, hierarchical structure and then eroded by the second or subordinate term in the opposition, the value system
of architecture itself is eroded and put into flux. The second term is then
seen as a condition of possibility for the whole system. For the most part,
these theorists view the "secondary," the "other," as something largely
internal to architecture. They assert that binary oppositions in architecture can be undone, or dismantled from within, through an investigation
of the object. In his essay "En Terror Firma: In Trails of Grotextes," published in 1988 (the year of the Museum of Modern Art's Deconstructivist
Architecture exhibition), Eisenman makes this explicit:
Textual or textuality is that aspect of text which is a condition of otherness
or secondarity. An example of this condition of otherness in architecture
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is a trace. If architecture is primarily
presence-materiality,

bricks

and

mortar-then otherness or secondarity would be trace, as the presence
of absence.... This other architecture ... this second text will always
be within the first text and thus
between traditional presence and
absence, between being and nonbeing.'

Eisenman's discourse is itself slip- FIG. 1 Peter Eisenman (in collaboration with
Richard Trott), Wexner Center for the
pery, and the buzz words change every
Visual Arts, The Ohio State University,
six months: "presence of absence,"
Columbus, Ohio, 1980-86
"grotesque," "monstrous," "the fold,"
"weak form," "slim mold," "anti-memory," and, most recently,
"ungrounding the desire for grounding." With the possible exception of
the writings of his palimpsest phase, coincident with the design of the
Wexner Center (FIG. 1), his rhetoric, whether structuralist or poststructuralist, has consistently proclaimed architecture as "independent discourse." In his essay "The End of the Classical, the End of the Beginning,
the End of the End" (1984), he asserts that architecture is "free of external
values-classical or any other; that is, the intersection of the meaningfree, the arbitrary, and the timeless in the artificial."4 Bernard Tschumi
has made similar claims in his oft-published account of La Villette (FIG.
~). Although Tschumi alludes to intertextuality and applauds programmatic juxtaposition and experimentation, he asserts that "La
Villette ... aims at an architecture that means nothing, an architecture of
the signifier rather than the signified, one that is pure trace or play oflanguage.'15 Otherness is confined here to form (language) and textuality,
refusing any reality outside the object (text).
As I have argued elsewhere, several of these deconstructivist practitioners have based their political claims on this strategy and its discourse. 6 Using words such as "unease," "disintegration," "decentering,"
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FIG. 2 Bernard Tschumi, Pare de Ia Villette, Paris, 1983-85

I I j
FIG. J Peter Eisenman, Carnegie-Mellon Research Institute, project, Pittsburgh, 1988
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"dislocation," and "violation," they have stated that their work subverts
the status quo through formal disruptions and inversions within the
object. Describing his Carnegie-Mellon Research Institute (FIG. 3),
Eisenman writes, for instance,
The presence of a 40' frame over a 45' solid leaves the outline of the 40' Ncube as a trace on the surface of the 45' cube. In this way the fallibility of
man is seen as undercutting the hyperrationality of the forms of knowledge
systems, leading to a new and complex condition of the beautiful. 7

In other words, while such architecture forsakes the modern movement's
political agenda, including the transformation of productive processes
and institutional boundaries, it now gains political power simply through
the cultural sign, or, more precisely, through revealing the disintegration
of that sign. Newness and "otherness"-traditional claims of the avantgarde-are largely an issue of formal strategy.
Although this tendency in architecture has found its most important
theoretical source in Jacques Derrida's philosophy of deconstruction,
other contemporary architecture critics have linked this new fragmented
architecture (and what are sometimes considered its historical precedents, such as Piranesi's Carceri or Campo Marzio) with Foucault's more
politicized concept of "heterotopia"-literally, "other places.m Here the
notion of "other" refers to that which is both formally and socially
"other." Difference is a function of different locations and distributions of
power, as well as formal or textual inversion. "Other" is therefore not
always an issue of "within" but of arenas outside of or marginal to our
daily life.
Foucault gives his most complete discussion of heterotopia in his
essay "Des Espaces autres," a lecture that he delivered at a French architecture research institute in 1967 and which was not published in English
until 1985.9 Since it was written as a lecture, it lacks Foucault's usual
rigor; his argument seems loose, almost conflicted at times, as if he were
groping for examples. But it is also his most comprehensive discussion of
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Thomas Wright, Kirkdale House of
Correction, near Liverpool, 1821-22

physical space/0 and its very looseness
may account for its influence in recent
architecture discourse.
In "Des Espaces autres" Foucault
distinguishes heterotopias from imaginary spaces-utopias-and from everyday landscapes. He proposes that certain unusual or out-of-the-ordinary

places-the museum, the prison, the
hospital, the cemetery, the theater, the
church, the carnival, the vacation village, the barracks, the brothel, the place
of sexual initiation, the colony-provide our most acute perceptions of the
social order (FIGS. 4, 5). These perceptions might derive either from a quality
of disorder and multiplicity, as in the
FIG. s liberal Bruand, Hotel des lnvalides (a hosbrothel, or from a kind of compensatel for wounded soldiers), Paris, 1670-77
tion, a laboratory-like perfection, as in
the colony, which exposes the messy, ill-constructed nature of everyday
reality (FIGS. 6, 7). Many of the spaces cited, such as the prison or asylum,
are exactly the arenas that Foucault condemns in his institutional studies
for their insidious control and policing of the body. In this essay, however, his tone is neutral or even laudatory of those "other" spaces.
Foucault suggests that these heterotopic environments, by breaking with
the banality of everyday existence and by granting us insight into our
condition, are both privileged and politically charged. He asserts that
they "suspend, neutralize, or invert the set of relationships" that they
designate. 11
What are explicitly omitted in his list of "other" spaces, however,
are the residence, the workplace, the street, the shopping center,
and the more mundane areas of everyday leisure, such as playgrounds,
parks, sporting fields, restaurants, and cafes. (Cinemas, paradoxically,
are both excluded and included as heterotopias.) Indeed, in his emphasis
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7

on isolated institutions-monuments,
asylums, or pleasure houses-he forsakes all the messy, in-between urban
spaces that might be considered literally heterotopic. For most contemporary
architecture critics, the political ambiguity and two-sided nature of Foucault's notion of heterotopia (its diversity or its extreme control) has been
ignored. Following Foucault's alluring
account of Borgese's Chinese encyclopedia in The Order of Things, they
interpret the concept simply as incon-

FIG.

s E. Angelou, Prostitute in a French brothel
during the Belle Epoch, Stereoscopic photograph, ca. 1900

gruous juxtaposition, all too frequently
equating Foucault's notion of "otherness" with Derrida's concept of difjerance.12 With a kind of postmodern
ease, critics have created a heterotopic
tableau of these theories seeking to
undermine order.
However, my objective here is not
to expound upon the distinctions
between Foucault's and Derrida's ver-

FIG. 1

Joseph Marrast, Palais de Justice, Place
Lyautey (now Place de Ia Ligue Arabe),
Casablanca, 1916

sions of poststructuralism in terms of
architecture, although at times distinctions will be made. Nor is there the
opportunity to expand on the philosophical differences in the meaning of
the word "other," namely the differences between Sartre's reworking of a
Hegelian other in existentialism and Lacan's notions of split subjectivity
and linguistic drift. 13 Though certainly significant in philosophical and
literary discourse, these distinctions, for better or worse, are typically
blurred in architecture theory. The subject of this essay is a more basic
issue: What are some of the limitations of a political and social vision of
architecture that so exclusively focuses on "otherness," "disruption," and
"break," and thus posits its political role as negation?
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"GETTING A BIT OF THE OTHER" (WITH A DEBT TO SUZANNE MOORE) 14

A paramount problem in poststructuralist theory generally and contemporary architecture theory specifically is the omission of any connections
between an abstract notion of "other" and women's actual social situation-connections that would seem to follow from their proponents' initial preoccupations. As critics have frequently noted, the positions taken
by both Derrida and Foucault (and, one might add, the sometime poststructuralists Roland Barthes and jacques Lacan) have much in common
with feminist theories, especially in their rejection of a universal subject,
originary essence, and the notion of objective truth-too often the viewpoint of the white Western male. In fact, one of the most continually
repeated refrains in poststructuralist theory is the reassertion, indeed celebration, of the secondary or marginal that had been previously
repressed. Focusing more specifically on a Derridean/Lacanian strain of
poststructuralism (and momentarily leaving aside Foucault's more social
model), femininity becomes "lack," "absence," the "unconscious," "that
which cannot be represented"-in short, the "other." It would appear,
following this line of thought, that an architecture that seeks to represent
"the presence of absence," an "other" architecture, might be about
women.
But how can be an absence be about anyone? And is "other" genuinely an "other," or is it simply the all-too-common perspective of a
repressed masculine discourse? These two questions-the first raising
issues of subjecthood, the second alluding to the homogenizing quality of
"otherness"-point to the difficulties some feminist theorists have had
with aspects of Derrida's and Lacan's legacy. As Nancy Hartsock has
asserted:
Why is it, exactly at the moment when so many of us who have been
silenced begin to demand the right to name ourselves, to act as subjects
rather than objects of history, that just then the concept of subjecthood
becomes "problematic.""

The frequent equation of woman with "lack" recalls Luce Irigaray's caus-
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tic critique of psychoanalysis as part of phallocentric culture. Is "woman"
the unconscious, as Lacan claims, or does a woman have one? 16 Do
women have any positive identities apart from masculine models? What
are women's own desires and social realities? For many women architects, the critical point is not just the undermining of binary oppositions,
but the denial of women per se. Can you play Eisenman's game if you're
not permitted to play, or not even recognized as a potential player? Or
more importantly, can you create different games-new forms and
spaces-if your very existence is denied? Must the rejection of essentialism imply absence?
Paradoxically, the poststructuralist rejection of masculine hierarchies has tended to essentialize all that is "feminine." All women become
subsumed into the category of Woman, which then embodies all that is
mystical, dark, and otherworldly. For deconstructivist architects, if they
recognize the issue of Woman at all, to enter this "dark continent" is in
itself transgressive. Whereas modernism's universal subject excluded
women, poststructuralism's celebration of "otherness" presents another
problem: Too often it consigns women to being the means of constructing the identity of men. 17 It is no accident that Peter Eisenman pays
homage to Blue Velvet, in which women exist primarily as choices for
men, as their "other."~ 8 However aesthetically alluring and richly ambiguous the film, part of its appeal for men (especially "with-it" men) is that
they can have "their sex, their myths, their violence, and their politics, all
at the same time."~ 9 Instead of celebrating the avant-garde's desire for
"otherness," architects and critics might investigate the desires of those
multiple others, those actual, flesh-and-blood women. The feminine is
experienced differently, at different times, in different cultures, by different people. The point is not just recognizing "difference," but all kinds of
difference.
Foucault's conception of "other" (autre) stands apart from
Lacanian and Derridean models in that it suggests actual places and actual moments in time. It acknowledges that power is not simply an issue of
language. And this insistence on seeing institutions and practices in political and social terms has been welcomed by many feminist theorists. 20 Yet,
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one of the most striking aspects of
Foucault's notion of heterotopia is how
his concept of "other" spaces, in its
emphasis on rupture, seems to exclude
the traditional arenas of women and
children, two of the groups that most
rightly deserve the label "other" (if by
now one can abide the term's univerFIG. a A cafe on a colonial street, Algiers, 1985.
salizing effect). Women have a place in
Although this photo postdates French
his
discussion primarily as sex
control, it shows how Foucault's description of the colonies as "perfect, meticuobjects-in the brothel, in the motel
lous, and well-arranged" ignores not only
rented by the hour. (And what might be
pre-existing settlements, but also the
everyday habitation of colonial buildings
even harder for most working mothers
and boulevards.
to accept with a straight face is his
exclusion of the house as a heterotopia because it is a "place of rest.")
Foucault seems to have an unconscious disdain for aspects of everyday
life such as the home, the public park, and the department store that have
been provinces where women have found not only oppression but also
some degree of comfort, security, autonomy, and even freedom. In fact,
the writings of Foucault and some of his architecture-critic followers
(most notably, Mike Davis) 21 display an almost callous disregard for the
needs of the less powerful-older people, the handicapped, the sickwho are more likely to seek security, comfort, and the pleasures of everyday life than to pursue the thrills of transgression and "difference." In
applauding the rest home, for instance, as a microcosm elucidating social
structures, Foucault never considers it from the eyes of the resident.
Insight seems to be the privilege of the powerful.
Another m<Uor, and all-too-obvious, problem is the exclusion of
minorities, the third world-indeed, most non-Western culture in architects' discussions of "other." Some of the same issues surrounding the
end of subjectivity and the tourism of "otherness" raised with regard to
women are relevant here. 22 One of the most paradoxical aspects of
Foucault's notion of heterotopia is his example of the colony. Although
the concept of the "other" has had a powerful influence since World
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War II on third-world political and cultural theorists (from Frantz Fanon
to Edward Said)/3 Foucault himself never attempts to see the colony
through the eyes of the colonized (FIG. 8),just as in his earlier institutional studies he avoids the prisoner's viewpoint in his rejection of experiential analysis. 24 In philosophical and literary deconstruction, a m~or
claim for political validity is the notion of dismantling European logocentricism. Yet despite this embrace of "otherness" in some of its theoretical sources, poststructuralist tendencies in architecture posit a notion
of "other" that is solely a question of Western dismantling of Western
conventions for a Western audience. Again, "other" seems confined
exclusively to a Western avant-garde. And once more, deconstructivist
currents and the unconscious biases of Foucault appear to converge in
architecture discourse.
Thus far, this argument about the exclusion of"others" in the concept of"other" has been restricted to theoretical propositions that have at
best-perhaps fortunately-only marginal relation to the architecture
produced by these practitioners, or by those that have been loosely
grouped with them (such as Zaha Hadid, Daniel Libesk.ind, and Coop
Himmelblau). 25 And by no means is the negative tone of these remarks
meant to disparage the incredible aesthetic energy and invention of many
of these designs (FIGS. g, 10). What is disturbing is the link between
theory and the architecture culture surrounding this theory. In the
United States the focus on transgression in contemporary architecture
circles seems to have contributed to a whole atmosphere of machismo
and neo-avant-garde aggression. The theoretical language of deconstructivist theory is violent and sharp; the architecture milieu is exclusive-like
a boys' club. One is reminded how often avant-gardism is a more polite
label for angry young men, sometimes graying young men. All too frequently, lecture series and symposia have at best a token representation of
women-and no African Americans or non-Western architects from anywhere butjapan. One of the most telling examples was the first "Anyone"
conference, staged at the Getty Center at immense expense. Among the
twenty-five speakers, at a conference supposedly about the multiplicity,
diversity, and fluidity of identity, there were only two women; and the
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LEFT: FIG. 9

Zaha Hadid, Moonsoon Restaurant, Sapporo, Japan, 1990
Coop Himmelblau, view of entry, Funder Factory 3, 1988-89

RIGHT: FIG. 10

men were all white American, white European, and Japanese. 26 In fairness, it should be noted that this exclusionary attitude is not the sole
province of the deconstructivists. American and European postmodernists and proponents of regionalism are equally blind to the issues of
the non-Western world beyond Japan. Most recently, the same charge
might be brought against the Deleuzean "de-form" nexus, despite its
rhetoric of continuity and inclusion. 27
These blatant social exclusions, under the mantle of a discourse
that celebrates "otherness" and "difference," raise the issue of whether
contemporary theorists and deconstructivist architects have focused too
exclusively on formal transgression and negation as a mode of practice.
Undoubtedly, the difficult political climate of the past two decades and
the economic recession of the late 1g8os and early Iggos in the United
States have contributed to the profession's hermeticism (namely, its rejection of constructive political strategies and institutional engagement), but
the consequences of this retreat are now all too clear. Are there other formal and social options-options beyond transgression and nostalgia,
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deconstructivism and historicist postmodernism-that embrace the
desires and needs of those outside the avant-garde?
EVERYDAY LIFE

The seduction and power of the writings of Derrida and Foucault, and
their very dominance in American academic intellectual life, may have
encouraged architects and theorists to leave unexplored another position
linking space and power: the notion of "everyday life" developed by
French philosopher Henri Lefebvre from the 1930s through the 1970s
and by cultural theorist Michel de Certeau shortly thereafter. 28 A peculiar
synthesis of Surrealist and Marxist notions, Lefebvre's concept of everyday life might be best understood as a series of paradoxes. While the
"object of philosophy," it is inherently nonphilosophical; while conveying an image of stability and immutability, it is transitory and uncertain;
while unbearable in its monotony and routine, it is festive and playful. It
is at once "sustenance, clothing, furniture, homes, neighborhoods, environment"-material life-but with a "dramatic attitude" and "lyrical
tone." In short, everyday life is "real life," the "here and now," not abstract
truth. 29 De Certeau in his book The Practice ofEveryday Life (L'Invention

du quotidien, 1980) gives the notion of everyday life a somewhat more
particularist, less Marxist cast, stressing the localized and transitory qualities of daily existence.
In contrast to Foucault, both these theorists not only analyze the
tyranny and controls that have imposed themselves on "everyday life,"
but also explore the freedoms, joys, and diversity-what de Certeau
describes as "the network of antidiscipline" within everyday life. 30 Their
concern is not only to depict the power of disciplinary technology, but
also to reveal how society resists being reduced by it, not just in the
unusual or removed places but in the most ordinary. And here, they place
an emphasis on consumption without seeing it as solely a negative force,
as some leftists have, but also as an arena of freedom, choice, creativity,
and invention. De Certeau, who dedicated his seminal work The Practice
of Everyday Life to the "ordinary man," is strangely silent on the issue of
women (except for one female jlt1neur in his chapter "Walking the
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LEFT: FIG. 11

F. V. Poole, "London Receiving Her Newest Institution," 1909

RIGHT: FIG. 12

"Shopping with Hubby," c. 1935

City").31 Lefebvre, however, despite moments of infuriating sexism and
disturbingly essentialist rhetoric, seems to have an acute understanding
of the role of the everyday in woman's experience and how consumption
has been her demon but also her liberator (FIGS. n, 12), offering an arena
of action that grants her entry and power in the public sphere. This argument has been further developed by several contemporary feminist theorists, including Janet Wolff, Elizabeth Wilson, Anne Friedberg, and
Kristin Ross. 32 What these critics share, despite their many differences, is
an emphasis on pleasure, the intensification of sensory impressions, the
freedom and positive excesses of consumption as experiences that
counter the webs of control and monotony in daily life. Here, "other" is
not so much a question of what is outside everyday life-events characterized by rupture, transgression, difference- but what is contained, and
potentially contained, within it. In short, their emphasis is populist, not
avant-garde. 33 They articulate a desire to bring happiness and pleasure to
many, rather than merely to jolt those who have the textual or architectur-
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al sophistication to comprehend
that a new formal break has been
initiated. Of course, these two
goals need not be exclusive.
EVERYDAY AND OTHER
ARCHITECTURE

This notion of an "intensification
of the everyday"-and even an
appreciation of the pleasures of
consumption-is not something
totally new to architecture or
!J 'i:. l. ii.._,, t l i(, t h~ l~
architecture criticism. Groups
~ ~ ~:A\ \ v t._
and individuals as diverse as the
---- I
Situationists, the Independent
Group, Denise Scott Brown and
Robert Venturi, and Jane Jacobs
have all addressed these issues. FIG. 13 Asger Jorn, Live the Passionate
Revolution, 1968
Tracing this lineage, however,
requires a critical distance. While some of the attempts to embrace the
"everyday" have succeeded, or have at least suggested promising strategies, others now appear ineffectual or regressive, frequently carrying
overtones of adolescent rebellion and machismo. Especially in the case of
the Situationists, the differences between certain positions-notably, the
celebration of shock, transgression, and violence-and deconstructivist
theory are not so clear.
The Situationists, indebted to Lefebvre and to whom Lefebvre himself was indebted, proposed a complicated mixture of long-standing
avant-garde practices involving negation and innovative strategies
emphasizing everyday pleasure and its intensification (FIG. 13).34 Formally
launched in July 1957, the Situationist project might be summarized as
"the liberation of everyday life." This involved studying the whole range
of diverse sensations that "one encounters by chance in everyday life" and
then proposing acts, situations, and environments that transformed the
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City").~' Lefebvre, however, despite moments of infuriating sexism and
disturbingly essentialist rhetoric, seems to have an acute understanding
of the role of the everyday in woman's experience and how consumption
has been her demon but also her liberator (FIGS. n, 12), offering an arena
of action that grants her entry and power in the public sphere. This argument has been further developed by several contemporary feminist theorists, including Janet Wolff, Elizabeth Wilson, Anne Friedberg, and

Kristin Ross.'2 What these critics share, despite their many differences, is
an emphasis on pleasure, the intensification of sensory impressions, the
freedom and positive excesses of consumption as experiences that
counter the webs of control and monotony in daily life. Here, "other" is
not so much a question of what is outside everyday life-events characterized by rupture, transgression, difference-but what is contained, and
potentially contained, within it. In short, their emphasis is populist, not
avant-garde." They articulate a desire to bring happiness and pleasure to
many, rather than merely to jolt those who have the textual or architectur-
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Situationists, the Independent
Group, Denise Scott Brown and
Robert Venturi, and Jane Jacobs
have all addressed these issues. FIG. 13 Asger Jorn, Live the Passionate
Revolution, 1968
Tracing this lineage, however,
requires a critical distance. While some of the attempts to embrace the
"everyday" have succeeded, or have at least suggested promising strategies, others now appear ineffectual or regressive, frequently carrying
overtones of adolescent rebellion and machismo. Especially in the case of
the Situationists, the differences between certain positions-notably, the
celebration of shock, transgression, and violence-and deconstructivist
theory are not so clear.
The Situationists, indebted to Lefebvre and to whom Lefebvre himself was indebted, proposed a complicated mixture of long-standing
avant-garde practices involving negation and innovative strategies
emphasizing everyday pleasure and its intensification (FIG. 13).34 Formally
launched in July 1957, the Situationist project might be summarized as
"the liberation of everyday life." This involved studying the whole range
of diverse sensations that "one encounters by chance in everyday life" and
then proposing acts, situations, and environments that transformed the
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world in those same terms. 35 One of the major Situationist techniques
was derive-literally, "drift"-a kind of mindless wandering in the city
which would open up the existing environment to new considerations.
Guy Debord's Memoires, published in 1959, evoke, through a montage of
assorted quotations, the nature of these new perceptions. The investigations of chance urban encounters, everyday locales (streets, cafes, bars),
and the latent desires and techniques of mass culture (comics, film,
advertising)-all for radical, new ends-convey a milieu more accessible
and literally heterotopic than Foucault's "other" spaces. The Situationists attacked both bourgeois art (high modernism) and earlier avantgardist movements, explicitly denouncing the Futurists' "technological
optimism," the Surrealists' "ostentatious 'weirdness,"' and Duchamp's
"gamelike rebellions."' 6 But as much as those of their predecessors, their
visions of pleasure are permeated with sexism, a sexism inextricably
entwined with their revulsion from bourgeois family life. They catagorically ignore issues such as domesticity, childcare, reproduction-indeed,
all aspects of women's situation in society; and their insistent allusions to
sex, debauchery, violence, cruelty, and madness suggest a kind of puerile
avant-gardism, one that may have unfortunately left its heritage in the
deconstructivist movement. 37 The Memoires feel, as critic Greil Marcus
notes, "like a drunken sprawl through the encyclopedia of common
knowledge."' 8 (A quotation that appears on the first collage is "our talk is
full ofbooze."'9) Debord calls women "girls"; and among his "girls" are a
model named Sylvie, a "beautiful wife," and "poor" Ann-the young
prostitute in Thomas De Quincey's Confessions of an English Opium
Eater. Here, "other" seems again to be for the benefit of male identity.
The few architecture projects by Dutch painter and architect
Constant are among the most evocative and exhilarating aesthetic visions
of the 1950s, anticipating the formal vocabulary of much deconstructivist
work. 40 The Situationists' designs, in contrast to those of their formal
heirs, are assertively constructive. Debord once claimed that his objective
was to negate negation. 41 Yet, their program presents other difficulties.
Although Constant's utopian scheme New Babylon (FIG. 14), dedicated
to a postrevolutionary society of play, proposes a communal and festive
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FIG. 14

Constant, Yellow Sector, New Babylon, 1958

use of space, it also carries peculiarly behavioralist connotations in its
attempt to manufacture emotions. 42 What he calls the yellow sector shelters a complete zone of play, including labyrinthine houses for endless
adventure; and there is also a deaf room, a screaming room, an echo
room, a room of reflection, a room of rest, and a room of erotic play. The
project's flexible walls and fluid modes of circulation are supposed to
allow inhabitants to change their milieux, but pyschogeography's correlation between physical environment and emotion, and the suffocating
sense of there being "no exit" from this brave new world, seem to kill the
very freedom of discovery and chance so celebrated by the group.
Indeed, New Babylon's programmed indeterminacy eliminates privacy,
domesticity, social obligations, and loyalties to locales-most of everyday
life as we know it. Notions of drift, so difficult to make architectural, are
reduced to a project for an admittedly seductive "gypsy camp."
Less overtly revolutionary and less rooted in philosophy, but
with a stronger grasp of daily life as experienced by most, is the work
of the Independent Group (IG) in London. In contrast to the
Situationists' fascination with vagrants and bars, the participants of
the IG examined more "normative" conditions of working-class and
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lower middle-class domestic and commercial life. They embraced American
mass culture as a foil to both the depri-

FIG.

vations of postwar Britain and the
sterility of modernist abstraction, and
were especially attracted to an aspect
/
of mass culture that had been largely
neglected in the first phase of the modern movement: advertising (FIG. 15).
This break with the imagery of
Machine Age production was a stand
self-consciously proclaimed by Alison
and Peter Smithson in their 1956 manifesto: "Gropius wrote a book on grain
silos, Le Corbusier one on aeroplanes, ... But today we collect
ads."4' Nor did the Smithsons over1s Eduardo Paolozzi, Dr. Pepper, 1948
look the feminine overtones of this
new vision of mass culture when they alluded to the "patron's wife
who leafs through the magazines." 44 The writings and designs of the
Independent Group begin to suggest the double nature of consumption as oppression and liberation, and its particular meaning to
women.
The Smithsons' architecture clearly embodies an early critique of
avant-garde elitism and its neglect of "everyday" concerns. However
inclusive the modern movement's initial objectives, by the 1950s it stood
for stylistic formalism and abstract functionalism removed from actual
human needs. Reyner Banham dubbed the Smithsons' work an "architecture autre"-not because of its iconoclastic marginality, but for its very
insistence on banality and realism!5 Housing, the street (not just the traffic corridor), and the playground were arenas to explore; and if their sensibility of pop humor meant including images of Joe Dimaggio and
Marilyn Monroe in a photomontage of Golden Lane's street deck
(FIG. 16), the exterior views of this unbuilt housing complex showed
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•
FIG. 16

Alison and Peter Smithson, perspective of the street deck, Golden lane City, housing
project for london, 1952

FIG. 11

Alison and Peter Smithson, Golden lane City, 1952. Although this project is deeply
indebted to le Corbusier's housing proposals for its heroic scale and ideas of social
community, it preserves the fragmented and random urban context of its site, in
contrast to the Ville Contemporaine or the Ville Radieuse.
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existing urban blight with a poignant realism (FIG. 17). Photographs of
their few built projects included actual inhabitants (children, old people),
not avant-garde drifters. The Smithsons' designs struck a delicate balance between invention and appreciation of the ordinary-a balance that
was undoubtedly appreciated by architects more than the population at
large. While their refusal to compromise may have itself carried elitist
overtones, their inclusive vision began to address (in the sphere of their
profession at least) what Andreas Huyssen has called "the Great Divide"
between modernism and mass culture. 46 However, the IG's embrace of
consumerist culture was not without its own political ambiguity. As
Banham noted, "We dig Pop which is acceptance-culture, capitalist, and
yet in our formal politics, if I may use the phrase, most of us belong finnly on the other side." 47
Denise Scott Brown (one of the Smithsons' ambivalent heirs) and
Robert Venturi break even more definitively with modernist dogma in
their advocacy of consumerist culture. In their publications, exhibitions,
and teachings of the 1970s (most notably, Leamingfrom Las Vegas and
the Smithsonian Institution exhibition Signs of Life48), they allude to a
world neglected in both modern architecture and Foucault's heterotopic
landscape: the A & P supermarket, Levittown, mobile homes, fast-food
stores-the milieu of ordinary middle- and lower-class people (FIG. 18).
Leamingfrom Las Vegas does contain an overdose of honeymoon motels
and gambling casinos, but in contrast to Foucault's heterotopic spaces or
Anthony Vidler's examples of the uncanny, this landscape is not privileged for its difference or strangeness but taken as part of a continuum of
daily existence. Like the Independent Group, Scott Brown and Venturi
grant the world of women, children, and elderly people-domestic culture-a place in aesthetic culture. Even Dr. Seuss receives homage in
Scott Brown's 1971 Casabella essay, with its slogan "Hop on pop." 49
What has been noted less frequently is that Scott Brown also gives
one of the sharpest, and wittiest, critiques of the machismo underlying
modern architecture and the profession at large. In Leaming from Las
Vegas, the authors characterize the modern movement as "heroic and
original," "violent, high adventure," "a bunch of angry young men under
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FIG. 18

Denise Scott Brown and Robert Venturi, Signs of Life: Symbols in the American City.
exhibition, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D. C., 1976

30," "imposing on the whole landscape heroic representations of the
masters' unique creations." No less acerbic are their remarks about contemporary architecture in 1970. While the stalwart modern architects of
that era are "aging architectural revolutionaries who man the review
boards and who have achieved aesthetic certainty," avant-garde designers
such as Archigram are the "last, megalomaniac gasps" of a puerile rebellion: "look Ma, no buildings."50 Scott Brown and Venturi's critique of the
heroic gestural designs of the 1g6os might apply equally well to more
recent deconstructivist works:
Our heroic and original symbols, from cm-ceri to Cape Kennedy, feed our
late Romantic egos and satisfy our lust for expressionistic, acrobatic space
for a new age in architecture. 5 1

Throughout Learningfrom Las Vegas Scott Brown and Venturi convey an intuitive understanding of the problems of universal subjectivity, an
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FIG. 19

Venturi and Rauch, Guild House, rear view, 1961

insight that some current architecture theorists would like to claim as
their own. They use the term "Man" sarcastically, for example, alluding to
the aesthetic experts who "build for Man rather than for people.m2
However, Scott Brown and Venturi's populism, which seems so removed from the iconoclastic epater la bourgeoisie of so much avantgardism, raises other political issues. While they challenge the stance of
heroic originality embedded in so much of modernism, their very preoccupation with the everyday becomes at times precariously close to an
endorsement of the status quo (FIG. 19). Must the affirmation of those
groups traditionally neglected by the avant-garde necessarily preclude substantial invention and change? And does "ordinary" necessarily have to be
ugly or mundane? In short, one yearns for a bit more "other"-another
other, a new vision emerging from their very sensitivity to the everyday.
Arguably, the most influential critic to stress issues of the "everyday" in architecture was a non-architect,JaneJacobs (FIG. 20), whose 1961
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book The Death and Life of Great
American Cities (published nearly a
decade before Learningfrom Las Vegas)
had a powerful impact on a whole generation of social and architecture critics
that emerged in the 1g6os and 1970s.53
While the book preceded the advent of
modern feminism in the United States
and does not make gender a specific
issue, Jacobs's urban landscape comes,
as Elissa Rosenberg has argued, explicitly from a woman's experience. 54 A
domestic perspective is critical to
Jacobs's development of the idea of
mixed use. This proposal is not only an
attack on modern architecture's functional segregation but an implicit challenge to the traditional split between

FIG. 20

Jane Jacobs at a neighborhood bar,

c. 1963

domestic and public life. 55 Jacobs deliberately rejects theoretical models
and relies on empirical observation to examine how space is actually
used. Of the individuals discussed in this essay, she comes closest to realizing de Certeau's plea for an account of cities, not from the bird's-eye
view, but from the experience of the pedestrian, the everyday user. And
the terrain she describes is very different from that traversed by
Baudelaire's jlaneurs, from Foucault's prisons and brothels, or from the
Situationist bars and gypsy encampments. What is evoked in her descriptions of New York City's West Village and Boston's North End is an
informal public life: the world of the stoop, the neighborhood bakery, the
dry cleaning establishment, and, most importantly, the street (FIG. 21); and
with these come new subjects-mothers in the park, children, grocers,
and newsstand attendants. In contrast to Foucault and Mike Davis, who
are preoccupied with policing and control (a reflection, I would argue, of
their own unspoken subjecthood as men, relatively strong men),Jacobs is
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FIG. 21

Hudson Street, Greenwich Village, New York City, 1993. Although Jane Jacobs has
decried the changes in the West Village over the past three decades, the neighborhood
still retains much of the vitality and diversity she applauded.

concerned with freedom and safety for children, elderly people, and those
most vulnerable to attack. She grants a public meaning to domestic lifeone that refuses a segregation of the sexes as well as of functions.
This is a vision that shares much with postmodern thought: an
interest in blurring categories, in diversity, in understanding and enjoying
a genuinely heterotopic milieu. Jacobs's detailed and vibrant picture of
daily urban life opens the door for a critical reevaluation of social and
functional divisions that are embodied in the physical form of modern
economic development. But there is also a nostalgia and a conservative
dimension to her interpretation of Hudson Street as a natural order. Her
depiction of the city as a "self-regulating system" overlooks the positive
potential of human agency and cultural transformation, and despite her
acute analysis of many aspects of daily life, the book offers few insights
into confronting the connections between space and power.56
"OTHER" ARCHITECTURES

What I have tried to do in this brief survey is to point to another series
of concerns that have somehow been forgotten in the plethora of recent
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theoretical writings surrounding deconstructivism. These examples are
cited not as endorsement but as territory for rethinking. On the positive
side, they offer models of architectural production that counter notions
of both cultural elitism and isolated artistic rebellion, finding a stratum of
creativity and invention in more familiar terrains. They explore-with
different degrees of success-the gap between architecture and what people make of it, seeing its occupants no longer simply as passive consumers or victims but also as vital actors contributing a multiplicity of
new images and modes of occupation. Although these groups and individuals cannot provide a framework for political action (nor would any
except the Situationists claim to), they articulate a range of concerns
neglected in traditional political analyses and theoretical critiques. Most
optimistically, these architecture positions embody new social and cultural formations. Yet it must also be stated that any facile rehabilitation of the
"ordinary" readily becomes problematic. There is, of course, no "common man," just as there is no universal "other." Despite Lefebvre's and de
Certeau's recognition of the polymorphous fluidity of the "everyday,"
populist tenets frequently homogenize and subsume stratifications of
power, such as class, gender, and race, in the fray of contemporary architectural practice and polemics. The "ordinary" becomes a rationalization
for market forces and passive consumption; "common sense" becomes a
means to avoid the rigors of ideological critique. However progressive
and radically generative the proposals of Scott Brown andjacobs were at
their inception, the subsequent history of postmodern architecture, and
its easy compliance with the boom forces of the 1g8os, invites caution.
Indeed, the blatant commodification of postmodernism fueled the attraction to deconstructivism's subversive claims.
But that time has passed, and now deconstructivism itself faces
co-option (FIGS. 22-24). Transgression and shock have themselves
become part of commodity culture (grunge, deconstructionist clothing,
the ')unky" look, MoMA exhibitions, Decon coffee-table books); deconstructivist practitioners are firmly entrenched members of the cultural
establishment. In this light, it appears that a reconsideration of everyday
life might serve as an antidote not only to the solipsism and implicit biases
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FIGS. 22 AND 23 "Skyscraper Couture,"
photographs by Josef Astor of Michael
Graves (top) and Peter Eisenman (bottom), which appeared in the July 1996

Vanity fair

FIG. 24

"Staying chic on Pennsylvania Avenue,"
a cartoon by Robert Miller, appeared
in U.S. News and World Report in
July 1988, in an article covering the
Oeconstructivist Architecture exhibition
at the Museum of Modern Art.
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in much contemporary architecture theory but also to the commodification of"avant-garde" rebellion.
Recently, there have been a few signs of a shifting mentality in
American architecture. "Politics"-feminism, issues of gay and lesbian
identity, race, ethnicity-have themselves begun to gain a certain fashionability in academic circles, though often in the framework of previous
Derridean currents. It would seem these developments too might gain in
vitality and breadth by a reconsideration of themes such as consumption,
mass culture, and popular taste. Are there politically and aesthetically
constructive positions beyond pure negation? Can buildings and urban
space also be seen in terms of pleasure, comfort, humor, and emotion?
Are there "other" architectures to explore-ones that are less hermetic
and more engaged in individuals' emotional and physical lives?
AFTERWORD

It is always safer for an architecture critic to avoid showing exemplary or
instrumental images; not only does it save the critic from embarrassment
(the examples rarely seem to live up to the grandiose claims), but it also
invites closure. Nevertheless, I would like to propose-modestly-two
urban places that I believe escape the mechanisms of discipline, and not
primarily through negation or transgression. They are cited here neither
as social prescriptions nor as formal models, but simply as places that
might suggest other urban tactics. Both sites, perhaps not coincidentally,
were designed in part by women, women not exactly at the forefront of
the avant-garde culture (one early in her career, the other later). Both sites
are populist, and highly popular with ordinary people. One is humorous,
witty; the other is deeply contemplative involving participation. The first
is Niki de Saint-Phalle and Jean Tinguely's Stravinsky Fountain adjacent
to Centre Pompidou in Paris (FIGS. 25, 26). The second is Maya Lin's
Vietnam Veterans Memorial in Washington, D.C.(FIGS. 27-29). They
present possiblilties of architectural space beyond conformity or disruption, both everyday and other.
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FIGS. 2s AND 26

Niki de Saint-Phalle and Jean Tinguely, Stravinsky Fountain, near Centre
Pompidou, Paris, 1983
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FIGS. 27-29

Maya lin, Vietnam Veterans Memorial, Washington, D. C., 1981-82.
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NOTES
I.

By now, the publications of this group are numerous. Among the most notable are: Philip
Johnson and Mark Wigley, Deconstruclivist Architecture (New York: Museum ofModern Art and
Boston: Little, Brown, 1988); Andreas Papadakis, Catherine Cooke, and Andrew Benjamin, eds.,

Deconstntctio11: Onmibus Volume (New York: Rizzoli, 1989); and Mark Wigley, 'The Architecture
of Deconstructio11: Derritkz's Hau11t (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1993). Needless to say, any
label, such as "deconstructivist" is reductive; not only do the positions of individual proponents
vary, but they have also changed over time. Nonetheless, all the individuals cited have frequently
published their writings and designs under the rubric of "deconstruction" or "deconstruc·

tivism."
2. See Anthony Vidler,

'The Architectural U1!ca1my: Essays in the Modern U11homely (Cambridge,

Mass.: MIT Press, 1992); Demetri Porphyrios, Sources of Modem Eclecticism: Studies of Alvar

Aalto (London: Academy Editions, 1982); Aaron Betsky, VioUJted Perfection: Architecture a11d the
Frar;mentatio11 of the Modern (New York: Rizzoli, 1990); Catherine Ingraham, "Utopia/
Heterotopia" (course description of class given at Columbia University), in Deconstructio11 III,
ed. Andreas Papadakis, Architectural Design Profile No. 87 (London: Academy Editions, 1994);
and Edward Soja, Postmodmr Geographies: 'The Reassertio11 of Space i11 Critical Social 'Theory
(London: Verso, 1989). To the best of my knowledge, Porphyrios's book, based on his Princeton
doctoral dissertation, was the first architecture publication in the English·speaking world to cite
Foucault's notion of heterotopia. Anthony Vidler was his doctoral advisor. Although Vidler does
not specifically mention heterotopia in 'The Architectural Uncan11y, he cites Foucault on numerous occasions and adopts David Carroll's notion of "paraesthetics," which is indebted to
Foucault. See David Carroll, Paraesthetics: Foucault, Lyotard, Derritkz (New York: Methuen,
1987). In several publications, Manfredo Tafuri also alludes sympathetically to Foucault's notion
of heterotopia, and Tafuri's interpretation of Piranesi's work as encapsulating the crisis of
Enlightenment reason reveals certain parallels \vith Foucault's claims for heterotopic environments. See especially Manfredo Tafuri, "'The Wicked Architect': G. B. Piranesi, Heterotopia,
and the Voyage," in The Sphere and the Labyrinth: Avant-Gardes and Architecture from Piranesi

to the 1970s, trans. Pellegrino d'Acierno and Robert Connolly (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press,
1987). The complexity of Tafuri's project of ideological demystification and its multiplicity of
intellectual sources, however, separates his interest in Foucault from the instrumental applications of many architecture critics.

3. Peter Eisenman, "En Terror Firrna: In Trails of Grotextes," Pratt Jounral of Architecture, no. 2
(Spring 1988), rpt. in Deconstmction: Omnibus Volume, 153.
4· Peter Eisenman, "The End of the Classical, the End of the Beginning, the End of the End,"

Perspecta, no. 21 (1984): 166.
5· Bernard Tschumi, Ci11igramme Folie: Le Pare de Ia Villette (Princeton: Princeton Architectural
Press, 1987), vii. This essay has been frequently republished, most recently in Bernard Tschumi,

Architecture and Disjunction (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1994). Although the essay was significantly rewritten in this last publication, it retains the quoted passage.
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6. Mary McLeod, "Architecture and Politics in the Reagan Era: From Postmodernism to
Deconstructivism," Assemblage, no. 8 (February 1989), 50-51.
7· Peter Eisenman, "Carnegie-MeUon Research Institute," in Decorutroction: Omnibus Volume,
172-73. In a 1992 interview Eisenman makes the nature of his "critical" position explicit: "My
desire is to displace from within, from the center." See Alan Balfour et a!., "Conversation with
Peter Eisenman," in Cities ofArtificial Excavation: The Work of Peter Eisenman, 1978-1988, ed.
Jean-Fran~ois

Bedard (Montreal: Centre Canadien d'Architecture and Rizzoli, 1994), 128.

8. Italian philosopher Gianni Vattimo also uses the notion "heterotopia," though in a different manner from Foucault. For Vattimo, "heterotopia" aUudes to the plurality of norms that distinguishes
late-modern art (since the 1g6os) from modern art. Gianni Vattimo, "From Utopia to
Heterotopia," in Trarupa1·ent Society, trans. David Webb (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University
Press, 1992), 62-75. Vattimo's writings have influenced European architecture debate, but have
had little impact on American architecture theory.

g. Michel Foucault, "Of Other Spaces: Utopias and Heterotopias," in Architecture Culture
1943-1968: A Documentary Anthology, ed. Joan Ockman with Edward Eigen (New York:
Columbia Books of Architecture and Rizzoli, 1993), 420-26. The paper was first delivered at the
Centre d'etudes architecturales, Paris, March 1967. A brief account of the essay's publishing history is given in Ockman, 419.
10. Despite Foucault's interest in institutions and his insistent use of spatial metaphors, discussions
of physical urban space such as cities, streets, and parks are rare in his work. Philosopher Henri
Lefebvre charged, probably legitimately, that Foucault was more concerned with a metaphorical
notion of space-"mental space"-than with lived space, "the space of people who deal with
material things." See Henri Lefebvre, The Production of Space, trans. Donald Nicholson-Smith
(Oxford: BlackweU, 1991; orig. Fr. ed., 1974), 3-4. Besides his paper "Les Espaces autres,"
Foucault's most concrete discussions of physical space can be found in interviews from the last
decade of his life. See, for instance, "Questions on Geography" (1976) and "The Eye of Power"
(1977), in Power/Knowledge: Selected Interviews and Other Writings 1972-77, ed. Colin Gordon
(New York: Pantheon Books, 1980); "Space, Knowledge, and Power" (1982) in The FoucauU
Reader, ed. Paul Rabinow (New York: Pantheon Books, 1984); and, especiaUy, "An Ethics of
Pleasure" in Foucault Live (Interviews, 1966-84), ed. Sylvere Lotringer (New York: Semiotext(e),
1989), 257-77. In this last interview, Foucault distinguishes architects from doctors, priests, psychiatrists, and prison wardens, claiming that the architect does not exercise (or serve as a vehicle
of) as much power as the other professionals. Foucault's own class status and power is revealed
when he states, "After aU, the architect has no power over me. If I want to tear down or change a
house he built for me, put up new partitions, add a chimney, the architect has no control" (267).
Surely, few occupants of public housing projects or nursing homes could or would make the
same statement.
u. Foucault, "Of Other Spaces," 421-22.
12. Michel Foucault, preface to The Order of Things: An Archeolflgy of Human Sciences (New York:
Vintage Books, 1970), xv-xx. Foucault's notion of heterotopia outlined in his oft-quoted preface
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from 1966 is more abstract than that given in his 1967 essay. In the earlier account, Foucault
describes heterotopias as "impossible to think"-spaces without "site" which challenge the
order and the language that allow "words and things ... to 'hold together' ... [They] desiccate
speech, stop words in their tracks, contest the very possibility of language at its sources."
Architects have largely ignored the fluidity and radicality of Foucault's concept in The Order of

Things (as well as its theoretical shortcomings), adopting it as a catch-all term for postmodern
plurality and as a means to validate discordant geometries and fragmented forms. See
Porphyrios, Sources of Modern Eckcticism; Georges Teyssot, "Heterotopias and the History of
Spaces," A+U (October 1980): 8o-10o; and Stanley Allen, "Piranesi's Campo Marzio: An
Experimental Design," A.uemblage, no. 10 (December 1989): 77· A more nuanced historical application is provided by Georges Teyssot in "Heterotopias and the History of Spaces," A+U
(October 1980): 80-100. Teyssot distinguishes between Foucault's epistemological and spatial
notions of heterotopia but does not elaborate on the tnesions between them.
13. For concise accounts of the "problem of other," see Vincent Descombes, Modern French

Philosophy, trans. L. Scott-Fox and J.M. Harding (Caniliridge: Caniliridge University Press,
1980) and Elizabeth Grosz, Sexual Subversions (Sydney: Allen and Unwin, 1989), 1-38. For a discussion of the "problem of other" and its relation to gender and colonial/postcolonial theory in
the context of architecture, see Zeynep <;elik and Leila Kinney, "Ethnography and Exhibitionism
at the Expositions Universelles," Assemblage, no.13 (December 1990), esp. 54-56.
14. Suzanne Moore, "Getting a Bit of the Other: The Pimps of Postmodernism," in Mak Order, eds.
Rowena Chapman and jonathan Rutherford (Oxford: Wichart, 1988), 165-92. I am indebted to
this strong and witty argument for articulating some of my own long-standing frustrations with
the masculine biases of some poststructuralist theory.
15. Nancy Hartsock, "Rethinking Modernism," CulhLral Critique, no. 7 (Fall 1987), 187-206.
Similarly, Andreas Huyssen asks "Isn't the 'death of the subject/author' position tied by mere
reversal to the very ideology that invariably glorifies the artist as genius? ... Doesn't post·
structuralism, where it simply denies the subject altogether,jettison the chance of challenging the

ideology of the subject (as male, white, and middle-class) by developing alternative and different
notions of subjectivity?" Andreas Huyssen, "Mapping the Postmodern," in After The Great

Divide: Modernism, Mass Culture, Postmodernism (Bloomington: Indiana University Press,
1986), 213. See also Frances E. Mascia-Lees, Patricia Sharpe, and Colleen Ballerino Cohen, "The
Postmodem Tum in Anthropology: Cautions from a Feminist Perspective," Sig;tu 15, no. 1 (1989):
15.
16. Irigaray argues that Lacan's revision of Freud is even more constraining for women than his predecessor's biological model, where anatomy served as proof/alibi for the differences between the
sexes. She reminds us that language presents its own prison, given that its laws "have been pre·
scribed by male subjects for centuries." Irigaray further charges that Lacan seeks woman out only
"as lack, as fault or /law," and that "it is inasmuch as she [woman] does not exist that she sustains
the desire of these 'speaking beings' that are called men." Luce Irigaray, "Cosi Fan Tutti" (1975),
in This Sex Which Is Not One, trans. Catherine Porter (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1985), 87,
89. See also Moore, 190.
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17. Already in 1949, Simone de Beauvoir in Tlze Second Sex argued that men gained their own identity as subjects by constructing woman as the "other." Simone de Beauvoir, Tlu Second Sex, trans.
H. M. Parshley (New York: Knopf, 1952).
18. This was a major theme in the three lectures that Eisenman delivered at Columbia University in
the spring of1991 (March 25, March 28, April!, April4), entitled "Weak Form: Architecture in a
Mediated Environment."
19. Norman K. Denzin, "Blue Velvet: Postmodem Contradictions," Theory, Culture and Society 5, no.
4 (1988): 472. In Denzin's essay this passage alludes to "postmodem individuals," but his assertion seems most relevant to male viewers.
20. Although many feminists have appreciated Foucault's analyses of power and his emphasis on the
body as a target of disciplinary practices, some feminists have criticized him for failing to provide
a nonnative basis for action and for bypassing the problem of political agency. See especially
Nancy Fraser, Um'llly Practices: Power, Discourse and Gender in Contemporary Social17uory
(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1989). For other feminist interpretations of
Foucault, see Irene Diamond and Lee Quinby, eds., Feminism and Foucault: Reflections on

Resistance (Boston: Northeastern University Press, 1988) and Jana Sawicki, Disciplining
Foucault: Feminism, Power, and the Body (New York: Routledge, 1991).
21. Mike Davis, City of Quartz: Excavati11g the Future in Los A11gelcs (London and New York: Verso,
1990). This aspect of Davis's eloquent and moving text has been largely ignored by critics.
22. Kristin Ross's observation about the struggles of colonized peoples parallels the quotation of
Hartsock cited earlier: "Precisely at the moment that colonized peoples demand and appropriate
to themselves the status of men ... French intellectuals announce 'the death of man."' Kristin
Ross, Fast Cars, Clean Bodies: Decolonization a11d the Reordering ofFrench Culture (Cambridge,
Mass.: MIT Press, 1995), 163.
23. Recently, postcolonial critics such as Homi Bhabha and Gayatri Spivak have challenged the
manichaeism or binary logic implicit in Fanon's and Said's understanding of colonial identity.
See especially Homi K. Bhabha's essay "The Other Question: Stereotype, Discrimination and
the Discourse of Colonialism," in Tlze Location of Culture (London and New York: Routledge,
1994) for a critique of phenomenology's opposition between subject and object-and its extension into the discourse of colonialism as a rigid division between colonizer and colonized.
24. Although one can be sympathetic to Foucault's wish to avoid speaking for others, his magisterial
tone and his refusal to acknowledge voice and perspective in his early institutional studies give
the impression that he is stating universal truths, despite his own demystification of conventional
Enlightenment truths. Too often his exclusion of certain "others" (for instance, his medical study
gives only the briefest reference to issues of reproduction and women's health) results in myopia.
25. Certainly, La Villette and the Wexner Center, the two iconic built projects most cited by deconstructivist theorists, are enjoyed by women and children as much as men, with the possible
exception of the predominantly female staff at the Wexner, who are squeezed into extremely tight
quarters.
26. One of the women speakers, Maria Nordman, limited her remarks to a request that the windows
be opened to let in light and that the method of seating be decentralized; she chose to sit in the
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audience during her presentation. Anyone (New York: Rizzoli, 1991), 198-99. A third womanCynthia Davidson, the editor of Anyone-might arguably be included in the list of participants,
although this publication does not provide a short biographical statement for her, as it does for
the speakers. Subsequent ANY events have included more women, perhaps in response to public
outrage, but minority architects have yet to be substantially involved. In the 1994 catalogue of
Eisenman's architecture, Cities ofArtificial E.tcavation, none of the eight authors are women, nor
are any of the seven interviewers. Just as scandalous is the track record of the evening lecture
series at Columbia University's architecture school (an institution that prides itself on being
avant-garde). Not once in the past six years has the semester series included more than two
women as speakers; and there have been no African Americans.
27. On another occasion I hope to address the masculine assumptions underlying this new current in
architecture theory, which seems to have its greatest energy in New York, and almost exclusively
among young men. While Deleuze and Guattari reject the bipolarity latent in much. Derridean
thought and are more materially grounded, their "becoming-animal, becoming-woman" again
suggests their (male) desire. As in Foucault's work, what is neglected in their exhilarating vision
of fluidity and flow (for instance, domesticity, children, the elderly) is telling, and strikingly reminiscent of the machismo of some male leaders of the New Left in the 1960s.
28. The notion of"everyday life" can be a frustratingly amorphous concept, and Lefebvre's intensely
dialectical approach, combined with his rejection of traditional philosophical rationalism ("truth
without reality"), makes it all the more difficult to decipher. His encompassing vision of daily life
contrasts sharply with Foucault's concept of heterotopias as isolated and removed spaces.
Although Lefebvre's and de Certeau's notions of everyday life both counter Foucault's bleaker,
more paranoid vision of disciplinary controls, it must also be acknowledged that there are important differences between the two theorists which become more pronounced after 1968. More than
de Certeau, Lefebvre acknowledges the tyrannies, monotonies, and inertia of daily existence as
well as its spontaneous moments of invention and festival. Although in the wake of 1968 de
Certeau frequently alluded to "quadn'llage" and the disciplinary surveillance of mass society, by
1980 his vision was more optimistic-indeed idealistic-seeing daily life primarily as endlessly
creative, useful, and efficacious. See Henri Lefebvre, Everyday Life in the Modern World, trans.
Sacha Rahinovitch (New Brunswick, N.J. and London: Transaction Publishers, 1984); Henri
Lefebvre, The Production of Space; Michel de Certeau, The Practice of Everyday Life, trans.
Steven Rendall (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1984); and Michel de Certeau,

Heterologies: Discourse on the Other, trans. Brian Massumi (Minneapolis: University of
Minnesota Press, 1986).
29. Lefebvre, Every•day Life in the Modern World, 17-22.
30. De Certeau, The Practice of Everyday Life, xv. When he uses this phrase, de Certeau cites in a
footnote Lefebvre's work on everyday life as a "fundamental source."
31. In his introduction there is also one parenthetical reference to a housewife shopping in a supermarket (ibid., xix). Although de Certeau discusses many activities in which women are centralleisure, consumption, cooking-he rarely considers these subjects in terms of their particular
implications for women. Nonetheless, his interest in resistance and in minority positions and his
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insistence on the specificity of place and the particularity of subject positions makes his writing
especially relevant to those groups whose creative activities and tactics of resistance have been
traditionally obscured.
j2. See Janet Wolff, Feminine Sentences: Essays on Women and Culture (Berkeley: University of
California Press, 1990), esp. :34-50; Elizabeth Wilson, The Sphinx in the City: Urban Life, the

Control ofDisorder, and Womm (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1991); Anne Friedberg,
Window Sh&J1Ping: Cinema and the Postmodern (Berkeley: University of California, 199:3); Kristin
Ross, introduction to The Ladies' Paradise, by Emile Zola (Berkeley: University of California
Press, 1992); and Ross, Fast Cars, Clean Bodies. Of the critics cited here, Ross is the most indebted to Lefebvre, and, like Lefebvre, she stresses consumption's double-sided nature. For an
insightful discussion of consumption and women's role with regard to architecture, see Leila
Whittemore, "Women and the Architecture of Fashion in 19th-century Paris," afrfc, "Public
Space," no. 5 (1994-95): 14-25.
jj. In contrast to a lineage of French theorists prior to 1968, I am not opposing popular culture to
mass culture; rather, like de Certeau, I see them as increasingly synonymous.
:34· Despite the Situationists' obvious debt to Lefebvre, by the mid-196os they were frequently critical
of Lefebvre, accusing him of presenting an "appearance" of freedom in place of an "authentic"
experience. Lefebvre continued to praise Constant's projects in his writings, but by 1960
Constant himself had left the Situationists due to his differences with Debord about the role of
artistic production. The best overview of the Situationists can be found in the catalogue of an
exhibition sponsored by the Institute of Contemporary Art in Boston, On the Passage of a few
pe~le

through a rather brief moment in time: The Situationist International 1957-1972, ed.

Elisabeth Sussman (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1989). Peter Wollen's essay "Bitter Victory:
The Art and Politics of the Situationists" is especially useful. See also Sadie Plant, The Most

Radical Gesture: The Situationist International in a Postmodern Age (London and New York:
Routledge, 1992), and Ken Knabb, ed. and trans., Situationist Internatiorwl Anthology (Berkeley:
Bureau of Public Secrets, 1981 [orig. publication date, no copyright]; 2nd print.1989).
:35· Ivan Chtcheglov, "Formulary for a New Urbanism," 195:3, in Situationist International Anthology, 4·
j6. Guy Debord, "Report on the Construction of Situations and on the International Situationist
Tendency's Conditions of Organization and Action," 1957, in Situationist International

Anthology, 18, 19.
:37· Some of the themes of Bernard Tschumi's early writings and projects (transgression, lust, violence, murder) recall those of Situationist works. See, for example, Space: A 17lousand Words
(London: Royal College of Art Gallery, 1975); The Manhattan Transcripts (New York and
London: St. Martin's Press/Academy Editions, 1981); and Questions of Space, Text 5 (London:
Architectural Association, 1990). It should also be noted that Tschumi acknowledges Lefebvre as
a source in his writings of the early and mid-1970S.
j8. Greil Marcus, in On the Passage ... , 127.
:39· Ibid., 128.
40. Constant's full name was Constant Nieuwenhuys. In 195:3 he collaborated with Dutch architect
Aldo Van Eyck on a color-space installation. The most complete account of Constant, including a
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selection of his writings, is Jean-Clarence Lambert, Consla11l: Les Trois &paces (Paris: Editions
Cercle d'Art, 1992). Despite the obvious influence of Constant's work on Tschumi and other socalled deconstructivists, the Situationists are not mentioned in the Museum of Modem Art's catalogue Deconstructivist Architecture.
41. In an article written \vith GilJ. Wolman, Debord states: "It is necessary to go beyond any idea of
scandal. Since the negation of the bourgeois conception of art and artistic genius has become
pretty much old hat, [Duchamp's] dmving of a mustache on the Mo11a Lisa is no more interesting than the original version of that painting. We must now push this process to the point of
negating the negation." Guy Debord and GilJ. Wolman, "Methods of Detournement," Les Uvres

nues, no. 8 (May 1956), rpt. in Knabb, ed., Situatio11ist Alllhology, g.
42. Constant, "New Babylon," in Programs a11d Manifestoes 011 20th-Century Arclrilecture, ed. Ulrich
Conrads, trans. Michael BuUock (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1970), 177-78; Constant,
"Description de Ia zonejaune," lnlenraliollal€situaliomrisle, no. 4 Uune 1960): 23-26. See also
the suggestive commentary by Anthony Vidler, "Vagabond Architecture," in The Architectural

Uncanny: Essays in the Modern Unhomely, 212-13 and Hilde Heynen, "New Babylon: The
Antinomies of Utopia," Assemblage, no. 29 (April1gg6), 24-39·
43· Alison and Peter Smithson, "But Today We CoUect Ads," Ark 18 (November 1956), rpt. in David
Robbins, ed. The lndepmdtnt Group: Postwar Britain and the Aesthetics of Pl€nty (Cambridge,
Mass.: MIT Press, 1990), 185.
44· Ibid., 186. It is perhaps not coincidental that women played an active, ifless overtly public, role in
the Independent Group. Mary Banham wrote: "The women, all young and some with children,
believed most strongly of all. We threw our best efforts into the ongoing discussion; opened our
homes to provide the places; worked on publicity; designed and instaUed exhibitions; and
talked, listened, and wrote." Mary Banham, 1990, in "Retrospective Statements," The

Indepmd€nl Group, 187.
45· Reyner Banham first used the term "une arcltilecture autre" in his essay "The New Brutalism,"

Architectural Review uS, no. 708 (December 1955): 361.
46. Andreas Huyssen, After !he Great Divide.
47· Reyner Banham, "The Atavism of the Short Distance MiniCyclist," Living Arts (1963); rpt. in

The Independent Group, 176. In the preceding paragraph, Banham makes it clear that "the other
side" is "in some way Left-oriented, even protest-oriented."
48. Robert Venturi, Denise Scott Brown, and Steven lzenour, Learningfrom Las Vegas (Cambridge,
Mass.: MIT Press, 1981 [orig. 1972, 2d. ed. 1977]) and Signs ofLife, Symbol! in the American City,
Smithsonian Institution, Renwick Gallery, February 26-September 30, 1976. While Scott Brown
and Venturi stress the intensely coUaborative nature of their writing (Denise Scott Brown and
Robert Venturi, interview by Mary McLeod and Stanislaus von Moos, March 18, 1996,
Philadelphia), the populist strains and sharpest polemical passages attacking architects' machismo and heroic posturing are more reminiscent of Scott Brown's independent writings than of
Venturi's. One would never characterize these passages as part of a "gentle manifesto" (Venturi's
own description of Complexity and Contradiction).
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49· Denise Scott Brown, "Learning from Pop," Casabella, nos. 359-360 (December 1971); rpt. in
Robert Venturi and Denise Scott Brown, A View from the Campidoglio (Cambridge: Icon
Editions, Harper and Rowe, 1984), 32. Many have argued that Scott Brown and Venturi's populism is compromised by their irony and "pop" sensibility, especially in a project such as the
Guild House, where symbolism sometimes seems more a product of aesthetic provocation than
of a sensitivity to the occupants' own sensibilities or needs. Nonetheless, Scott Brown and
Venturi's appreciation of mass culture and attention to lower- and middle-class taste has served
as an important antidote to the modem movement's aesthetic strictures.
50. Venturi, Scott Brown, and Izen our, Learningfrom Las Vegas, 165, 149·
51. Ibid., 148.
52. Ibid., 154.
53· Jane Jacobs, The Death ar~d Lift of Great Amen'can Cities (New York: Vintage Books, 1961).
Jacobs is quoted in Learnir~gfrom Las Vegas, 81.
54· Elissa Rosenberg, "Public and Private: RereadingJaneJacobs," Landscape Journali.'J, no. 2 (Fall
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The Knowledge of the Body and the Presence
of History-Toward a Feminist Architecture
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What are the possibilities for a feminist architecture? Or for a feminist
architectural history, theory, or criticism? In order to begin to answer
these questions, it is first necessary to address certain general issues in
feminist theory. If, as many feminist writers have argued, it is impossible,
or at any rate dangerous, to define a feminine "nature,"~ it remains true
that without any essential(ist) definition of the feminine-of the female, of
woman-it becomes impossible to claim any viewpoint or issue as feminist, except in the contingent sense that where oppression, exploitation,
objectification, or marginalization of women occurs, there a feminist position can be taken. This line of reasoning provides for clear lines of action,
but much muddier theoretical positions. It can lead to useful alliances
with other revolutionary philosophies such as Marxism and poststructuralism. To conceive feminism in this way is also, however, to run up
against all of the problems of defining the female as the Other of the normative male, so that feminism becomes derivative of a dominant masculine vision-penis envy in a more subtle form. 2
To push this analysis to its conclusion is to reveal "the feminine" to
be a metaphor in our society, a counter in the game of language, a label
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applied with ideological intent to certain aspects and practices of human
being and action, so that designating a practice as "feminist" can he done
only metaphorically. On the other hand, to abandon all gendered discourses as false or useless leads back to the trap of subsuming the universal or unmarked under the male. Eschewing essentialism, then, deprives
not only the patriarchy but feminism of an important tool to think with.
In Discerning the Subject, Paul Smith has considered this double bind in
terms of the definition of the feminist subject and has advocated a double
stance, fluctuating between the essentialist humanist subject and the
decentered subject of poststructuralism. This solution seems, however,
unsatisfactory, a kind of double talk.'
One alternative to Smith's doubling is to adopt a tactical and historical position, to use the term "feminist" in a strategic manner, as a designation for stances that women may endorse as valuable, without necessarily claiming for them an essential relationship to "the feminine." Perhaps
there are some positions to which women have a historical if not an inherent connection, some aspects of human life that are distorted or depreciated in Western culture, some cases in which these distortions have been
historically linked to a hatred of the feminine. 4 Clearly, one such area is
our relationship to the body-to the female body, but also to the bodily in
general: the concrete, the material, the empirical, the "brute fact," the
"dumb object"-terms which register the fear, contempt, and hatred in
Western culture of"mere matter.m
To take this course is to claim, not that the feminine is bodily, but
that the bodily is feminist-not that a concern with the body is a guarantee of nonoppressive attitudes, but that a non oppressive attitude would
include a regard for the bodily. It is to claim that women can have a body
without being the body.
How do these considerations apply to architecture? As an art which
directly engages the body, architecture has the potential to be feminist in
the sense I have just described. Architecture is involved in forming matter
in conformance with ideas; thus it partakes of the rational, the nonmaterial, the ideal. But if the feminine is bodily, has body, this does not prevent
it from encompassing reason as well. While architects cannot avoid the
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instrumentalization of the material, we can, within the limits of client
preferences and budgets, choose the kinds of experience we create. A
feminist architecture can attempt to create a "second nature," a "world"
in Hannah Arendt's sense, which engenders particular perceptions and
experiences. 6 Such an architecture can, by offering experiences that correspond to, provide modes for, the experience of the body, give validity to
a sense of the self as bodily-a sense that may be shared by both sexes.
The discipline of architecture can thus provide room to address Western
culture's tendency toward abstraction, distortion, mistreatment, even
banishment of the body. It can offer a counterexperience to our culture's
indulgence in Rene Descartes's escape wish, one of the most compelling
and persistent ever imagined-the desire to be only a mind.
In Western philosophy, the mind has been strongly connected with
the organ of the eye and the sense of vision. Philosophers have employed
vision as a metaphor for thought, and light for the faculty of reason. Sight
has been opposed to the rest of the body as the least bodily sense (despite
the fact that it consumes some twenty-five percent of our energy), and the
eye has been conceived of as the most disembodied of the sense organs.
In "The Nobility of Sight," Hans jonas demonstrates that the concepts of
time and eternity, form and matter, essence and existence, theory and
practice, and even infinity can be derived from the characteristics of
vision. 7 Although this imagery is as old as the Greeks, Martin Heidegger
maintains that our emphasis on vision to the exclusion of the other senses
occurs first, or most significantly, with Descartes. Heidegger's definition
of representation [ Vorstellung] as "to set out before oneself and to set
forth in relation to oneself" and also as "standing over against" underlines the way that separating vision from the rest of the senses also separates the viewer from the material world. 8
In the course of the thought experiment leading to the cog;ito ergo
sum, Descartes posits a disembodied mind inhabiting a world without
corporeality: "I nevertheless do not see that from this distinct idea of corporeal nature which I find in my imagination, I can derive any argument
which necessarily proves the existence of any body.... [A]!though perhaps, or rather certainly, as I will soon show, I have a body with which I
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am very closely united, nevertheless ... it is certain that this "1"-that is
to say, my soul, by virtue of which I am what I am-is entirely and truly
distinct from my body and that it can be or exist without it." 9 In trying to
construct a basis for certainty in thought, he maintains that "even bodies
are not properly known by the senses nor by the faculty of imagination,
but by the understanding alone."' 0 He makes use of the metaphoric triad
oflight, sight, and knowledge to describe the purely mental entity which
he presupposes. The organ that perceives these bodies he calls "the
mind's eye." The ideas that the mind's eye knows are "images," similar to
the representations in paintings. The cogito, the mental faculty given by
God to human beings for direct comprehension of truth-that which
exists even if the body does not-is envisioned as light-the light of reason, the light of nature: "Thus the light of nature makes me clearly recognize that ideas in me are like paintings or pictures." 11
Heidegger observes that "through Descartes, realism is first put in
the position of having to prove the reality of the outer world, of having to
save that which is as such." 12 In "The Age of the World Picture," he contends that Descartes's "metaphysics of knowledge" constitutes a historical change in the relationship of the human being to the world.
Descartes's separation of mental subject from physical object creates
these two entities at the same time as it distinguishes between them. This
separation also establishes the relationship of representation between
subject and object. Thought is henceforth a process in which objects are
represented to the mind: "Thinking is representing, setting-before, is a
representing relation to what is represented (idea as perceptio)." 13 As
Heidegger shows, Descartes's thought is emblematic of Western thought
in this respect. The very name of the Enlightenment demonstrates the
continuing connection between light and reason, the separation of sight
from its bodily integument. In the twentieth century, our increasing technological capacity to make connections across space and time has intensified the traditional bodilessness of the sense of vision. 14
Situated within this long-standing opposition between vision and
the other senses, an architecture that required that it be experienced by
senses other than vision in order to be understood could be claimed as a
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FIGS. 1 AND 2

Maya Lin, Vietnam Veterans Memorial, Washington D. C.

strategically feminist architecture. It would merit this designation if it
fostered an awareness of and posited a value to the experience of the concrete, the sensual, the bodily-if it used the body as a necessary instrument in absorbing the content of the experience.
It might be argued that modern architecture's emphasis on construction and materials would qualify it for inclusion in this category. For
some late modernists, tangibility becomes both a value in itself and an
index of the primitive or the timeless. Mario Botta's architecture-for
example the house at Cadenazzo-possesses a materiality that asserts its
own nature and "making." But for two reasons, I will pass over these
examples. First, this tangibility is made to be perceptible by sight alone,
to be obvious even in photographs. Second, for reasons that will become
clear later, I am most interested in the use of the body to apprehend
meanings beyond the self-referentiality of construction.
Le Corbusier's chapel at La Tourette, whose dark, high, oblong
shape must be experienced more by the reverberation of sound and the
movement of the body than by sight, comes to mind as an architecture
that can be claimed as feminist in this way. Another is Maya Lin's
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Vietnam Veterans Memorial in Washington D.C. Cut into the flat lawn of the
capital, the memorial is invisible from a
distance. The first sight of it comes as a
visceral shock-a sudden opening in
the earth, a gash in the green turf which
ruptures the infinite extension and perfect rationality of the ground plane. The
visitor's slow movement along the black
wall becomes an imaginative descent
into the tombs of the soldiers whose
names are engraved on the reflective
stone face (FIGS. 1 AND 2). A similar
physical relationship to words and their
enframing site occurs on the stair from
Forty-third Street down to the United
Nations Plaza in New York. Here one

FIG. J United Nations, stairway down from

Forty-third Street

descends a gentle curve past carved
words from the Old Testament prophesying peace. Moving down along
the beautiful marble panel inscribed with a hope so often disappointed
induces an experience of poignant sadness that makes actual the etymological connection between motion and emotion (FIG. 3).
Movement as a mode of apprehension is also inherent in the design
of Veiled Landscape, an environmental sculpture by Mary Miss. The work
consists of a series of highly articulated screens of wood and metal marking a narrow trail which descends into a New England forest. At the top, a
wooden platform frames a view of the path dropping down into the distance (FIG. 4). From this vantage point, additional screens visible at various points along the path create a series of places in the uniform woods.
These pull the viewer out in a forward projection, an anticipation of
punctuation points to be experienced along the way (FIG. s). As the
sojourner moves down the trail towards these places, the screens frame,
and thereby produce, a series of scenes, views made significant by these
structures. The physical sensation of passing under these thresholds
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.'

viewing platforms, Veiled Landscape, Winter Olympics, Lake Placid,
New York, 1980

FIGS. 4 AND 5 Mary Miss,
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draws the body progressively deeper, down and away into the depths of
the woods, toward an imagined but unseen destination. Miss has written
that the focus of her landscape constructions is "the direct experience" of
"the physical or emotional content, the kind of physical connection that's
taking place." 15 In this project, direct experience is invited and unveiled.
The body is also central to a visitor's experience of two
Philadelphia parks by Venturi, Rauch and Scott Brown. Both Welcome
Park and Franklin Court are found in the Center City area of
Philadelphia. 16 Welcome Park (named after the ship that brought William
Penn to Philadelphia) is located at the edge of the city near the Delaware
River on the site of the Slate Roof House, Penn's residence and the seat of
the government of Pennsylvania in the years 1700-1701. This park is one
of several by Venturi, Rauch and Scott Brown-including Copley Square
in Boston and Western Plaza in Washington D.C.-that employ the
device of miniaturization. These designs have elicited a certain amount of
incomprehension from critics, probably at least in part because the experience is not adequately represented by photographs-that is, it is not an
entirely visual experience. 17
At one level, Welcome Park is simply a miniature map of historic
Philadelphia, its pavement pattern the replica of the original surveyor's
plan (FIG. 6). The park is mostly open, a space meant to be traversed
rather than meditated upon. The mural at the far end of the park, adapted
from a seventeenth-century view from the site, pulls one across the map
toward its bright colors, creating a heady feeling of power and freedom as
one strides over several blocks at a time (FIG. 7). Small trees are located on
the sites of Philadelphia's four squares. These and two miniature
bronzes-the Slate Roof House, located in its proper square on the plan,
and a statue of Penn in the center-intensifY the sense of gigantic
omnipotence. Not simply a picturesque experience of movement through
an organized series of events, this translation through miniaturized space
evokes a hyperawareness of the body.
The rark's impact derives from relationships more complex
than the scale differential of a Gulliver to Lilliputian city blocks, however. The effects of miniaturization are felt at several levels. First is the
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FIG . 6

Venturi, Rauch and Scott Brown, Welcome Park, Philiadelphia, 1982, aerial view

FIG. 7

Welcome Park, view of mural and Slate Roof House
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experiencing of the map. Seen in perspective, laid out on the ground, the
subtle variations in the city grid are
enhanced. The eye, accustomed to
picking out differences in stereoscopic views, more readily comprehends
the variations in block width and
depth than in an orthographic drawing. Second is a curious undermining
of identity. Stepping up to the bronze
Slate Roof House at the far end of the
park, conscious that one is actually
standing on its site, one experiences a
strange oscillation of identification
between the house and one's own
body. The ordinary unthinking connection of the mind with its physical
home is momentarily disrupted by its
tendency to project itself into places
it is absorbed in. This produces an
almost Cartesian doubt as to the relationship of mind and body-am "I"
"in here" or "in there"? Perhaps this
oscillation is also a part of the enjoyment of certain neoclassical buildings

FIGS.

a AND

9

William Strickland, Merchants
Exchange, Philadelphia, 1835

such as William Strickland's wonderful early-nineteenth-century Merchants Exchange located nearby
(FIGS . 8 AND g), whose cool blue-gray stones are so palpable in their
own way. Its lions and gigantic arabesques, of about the same size and
also about human-sized, induce their own form of oscillating identification in which the body equilibrates itself to another entity of similar
size and configuration.
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This experience confers a heightened sense of physicality when the
mind returns to its accustomed container. As one walks over the paving
stones, the streets, blocks, and rivers,
flat and graphic in photographs, take
on depth and tangibility from the
simultaneous sight and feel of the

FIG. 10

Henri Labrouste, Bibliotheque SanteGenevieve, Paris, 1850, elevation detail
and wall section

changing textures and colors of the
stone underfoot-concrete, marble, red
sandstone, and brick. The palpability
of the surface is increased by the sharp
incision of the letters of the street
names and the stylized waves cut into
the two rivers. Walking on them is
eerie, like stepping on something one
shouldn't-a dedication set into a wall,

perhaps, or a commemorative inscription. The letters stretching along the
marble stones of the streets are haphazardly chopped in two as they fall across the joints between stones. Like
the jointed keystone of Venturi, Rauch, and Scott Brown's Wu Hall at
Princeton University, these cloven letters confront the visitor with the
materiality of the surface and the materiality of the word on that surface.
Unlike Henri Labrouste's inscription of the library catalogue onto the
fa~ade of the Bibliotheque Sainte-Genevieve, which makes of the building a "book" whose words are to be read as abstract information (FIG. 10),
this technique rematerializes letters into substance, prevents the unconscious taking in-consumption-of the street names as incorporeal information.18 These words have emphatic presence-carved forms cut into
rocks laid side by side, sharp Roman faces whose edges will someday be
eroded and green from the wear of feet and the ravages of weather, thus to
become themselves part of the history of the city.
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A time line that runs along a side wall and falls as the site slopes
down from the Delaware side to the "Skoolkill" side (as the old map
spelled it) also requires a peripatetic reading. Not only lateral, but also
descending movement is required-a movement "down through history."
Even this most banal presentation of historical data engages the body in
an action that adds to the sense of what might otherwise be ingested as
pure sign, disembodied information.
My claim is not that this park is completely explained by its relationship to the body, but the more modest one that contemplation is not
enough. The action of the body must be performed to complete the intellectual content of the park, to get the message. lnte1· alia, this places a
higher value upon greater complexity and greater subtlety of experience,
experience that includes both the body and the mind as opposed to
developing one at the expense of the other. Preliterate Greeks knew that
all of the senses and emotions must be engaged in order to remember;
thus they inculcated important cultural knowledge with rhyme, rhythm,
dance, song, and story. All knowledge was body knowledge. 19 In this
postmodern park, history is incorporated-made a part of the individual-through a combination of visual, kinetic, and projective means
involving the body in awareness and action.
Franklin Court is a few blocks away from Welcome Park on Market
Street. Comprising a national landmark and museum as well as an urban
park, it has a much more complicated program and design (FIG. n). The
site was owned by Benjamin Franklin, and the still extant Georgian row
houses along Market Street, which provided him with rental income, are
incorporated into the project. The majority of the exhibitions are contained in the brownstones and in an underground level housing a theater
and various programmatic exhibits. Franklin's own mansion, once located at the back of the lot, disappeared many years ago, along with all
record of its layout. Venturi, Rauch, and Scott Brown's design does not
attempt to re-create it. Instead the Franklin mansion is embodied-or
rather dis·-embodied-by two ghost houses constructed of oversized
smooth, gray-white metal members of square section. One of these struc-
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FIG. 11

Venturi, Rauch and Scott Brown, Franklin Court, Philadelphia, 1972, aerial view

tures is the archetypal outline of a house, a child's drawing-a pitched
roof, a chimney at each end, and one in the middle. It is located roughly
over the foundations of the vanished house. A similar structure, an archway leading to an area of more private gardens, is set between Franklin's
house and the brownstones lining Market Street. In photographs these
gray ghost lines look too heavy, too cartoonlike; they seem a mockery of
the "idea of history" in the old city. However, unlike the sharp skeletal
wires of Giacometti's sculptures that served as their inspiration, the flat,
broad, opaque smoothness of the members prevents them from being
perceived as structural. Indeed, in some lights and from some angles,
they seem to fade into the sky above the open park, appearing ghostly
indeed.
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It is the park itself, rather than the museum in its entirety, that
interests me-the way in which it, like Welcome Park, employs the body
as an essential organ of comprehension, and the way it uses narrative
inscribed into the surfaces of the park to create a sense of history.
Entering at the back from the little stone alley called Orianna Street, one
is drawn immediately toward the first ghost house and the curious
brown concrete hoods within its perimeter. These are somewhat hidden
from view and of mysterious purpose. Walking down a few shallow
steps, markers of a mythical descent into the past or the other world, one
peers into these brown openings. The hoods envelope the head like
shrouds, screening out the city and the immediate environment as one
bends into them, enforcing contemplation. One looks down onto the
few remaining stone foundations of the old house-foundations under
glass, seen through periscopes onto a buried past. These "mute stones"
are given a ventriloquist's voice by diagrams indicating what part of the
house they supported.
As one straightens up, one's gaze, schooled in looking down, falls
on the pavement below. The slate within the perimeter of the ghost house
is inscribed with quotations from the seventeenth-century individuals
who once lived here, telling stories ofhardship and joy in the New World.
To stand on these stones, which bear such a marked resemblance in their
colors, textures, and letters to early American headstones, is to feel oneself in the place of the former inhabitants. If there was a slight feeling of
transgression in walking over the city map in Welcome Park, here there is
a strong sense of the sacrilege of walking over graves.
Stepping out of the depression of the house's domain, one moves
up from the dream of the past, wandering toward a low wall made of worn
brick and passing under the ghost arch into the garden precinct. This
part of the park is provided with abundant seating covered by pergolas or
set against walls {FIG. 12). Whereas the graveyard of quotations and the
shrouded foundation stones are clearly marked as "past," these gardens
are just as c!early in the present tense. Designed as a semblance of seventeenth-century gardens, which were important sources of medicines and
spices, their formal layout organizes an apothecary as well as an aesthetic
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FIG. 12

Franklin Court, view of gardens and pergolas

experience. Seated under an oversized and simplified pergola positioned
where Franklin might have placed it long ago, one understands oneself as
a stand-in. The pergola as well as the walls, the gardens, and the trellises
are representatives, not re-creations, of what might have been here, intellectually satisfying in their somewhat schematic forms.
By calling attention to what is (and is not) materially present, this
park makes a clear distinction between old and new. Without fabricating
a "living museum" or attempting to recreate an accurate, literal representation of previous times, it allows the history of the site to be experienced
as simultaneously present to the imagination and past in actuality. It
invites a subtle and precise understanding of the relationship of these
fragmentary remains to the period which produced them. The elements
of the site function both as presences and as signs.
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In all four of these landscapes, imaginal projection, the psychic
dimension of depth, is given architectural representation and concrete
embodiment through the visitor's somatic experience. Depth takes on
different meanings in each of the four projects-remembrance and grief,
distance from civilization, historical span. But in each case, time and
space attain an elastic dimension through the projective propensities of
the body. In his villas, Le Corbusier used the body's movement along the
pmmenade architecturale to tell the story of ascending through uniform,
infinite space-time to the top of the world in order to contemplate, to theorize-to survey "the present situation" and to plan alternatives. 20 In contrast to this archetypal modern experience, these projects give being to
alternatives to linear historical time and rational Cartesian space.
Imaginative involvement produces, not a hegemonic narrative, but
instead each person's individually constructed story. Cultural meanings
given experiential presence by being embedded in the physical experience of places thus propose new relationships between form and content.
The relaxation of Descartes's distinction between mind and body also
allows for a relaxation in the distinction between sign and referent.
Meaning escapes the strictures of semiotic theory to an enlarged dimension, in blithe disregard of the poststructuralist anxiety about presence.
"Incorporation" of meaning, within both subject and object, gives it a
reality not objective, but not illusory either.
Histories take the form of narratives, of readings. In literate cultures,
in which recorded history has replaced an ever-present tradition, buildings need explanations to be understood as memories of the past. In the
Vietnam Veterans Memorial and the two Philadelphia parks, these narratives are literally inscribed onto the architecture. By putting the body in
an unfamiliar relationship to writing on man-made-or, I should say,
humanly-created-surfaces, the architects have allowed history to
become "part of" the individual. For a postliterate society, however, in
which television and the computer are replacing the book which killed
the building, this· incorporated "body knowledge" cannot be a possibility
in the same uncomplicated way that it was for the largely oral Greek society of Plato's time. Perhaps that is why body knowledge is used in these
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projects to establish a relationship with the distant-the dead, the past,
the "natural."
These body experiences suggest possibilities for understanding the
role of history in the postmodern, "posthistorical" present. Our period,
when the modern idea of a unified and teleological history has dissolved
into that of multiple, coexisting histories, has been called the "end of history." In this view, the simultaneous presence of objects and images from
places far separated in location, and the contemporaneity of references to
many historical periods, comprise a single, almost immaterial, postmodern place-time. 21 Theorists of postmodernism have ascribed this flattening of reference to problems in the structure of representation, to the lack
of"a referential being or substance" engendered by commodity capitalism and the media. 22 Culture theorists such as Fredric Jameson have
adduced postmodern architects' preoccupation with the surface as evidence for this assessment. 23 What these four landscapes provide, however, is an alternative model for the operation of history not dependent on
this structure of representation-defined either as an object "standing
over against" a subject or as "the presence of an absence." Rather, the
flexible operation of imaginal projection into highly articulated substance
couples literal surface with imaginal depth, creating physical presence
without totalizing narrative, providing content without singular interpretation, replacing the separation of form and meaning with embodied
meamngs.
If these four projects point beyond the condition of disembodied
subject "standing over against" corporeal object, then according to
Heidegger they can only do so through a Vervinding, an overcoming,
healing, acceptance, and deepening of the dichotomous definition of the
person entailed by Descartes's epistemology. I would like to suggest that
these four projects provide, through the knowledge of the body, glimpses
of an alternate metaphysics of knowledge for the postmodern subject.
The experiences they provide do not eliminate the subject, but the subject they do presume is neither the unified mental subject of humanism
nor the fragmented subject of poststructuralism. Rather, through the
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knowledge of the body, a subject implicated in bodiliness is able to comprehend experiences that employ all of the senses. This implies the existence of a "nature" that even Descartes, towards the end of his
Meditations, grudgingly admitted forms a "mixed whole" or "composite
body.m 4 Such a rapprochement of subject and object, ideal and material,
mind and body, in a new, postliterate form of mixed whole could thus be
said to "produce" a feminist subject whose strategy is the embodiment of
knowledge.

NOTES
1.

For a useful review of the extended debates on this vexed topic, see Paul Smith, Discerning the

Subject (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota, 1988), who summarizes the arguments for and
against defining a female subject in terms of essential bodily or psychic characteristics of women.
IdentifYing women 'vith the bodily or the imaginary (unconscious), domains that have been construed by patriarchal value systems as lower than that of conscious reason, runs the risk of equating women \vith the body or the unconscious, as they have been historically .
2. Smith summarizes Tori! Moi's position in Sexual/Textual Politics as a representative of this point

of view: "Women's experiences and identities are limited by dint of being forged in and by patriarchy: there can be no uncontaminated place from which a female 'subject' could speak or act her
identity-'there is simply nowhere else to go' .... (W]omen's 'truths' and identities can currently be represented only \vithin a symbolic field organized on a principle of difference which works
to exclude and defend against them. Thus, the possibility of women as an identifiable set of'subjects' mounting any kind of resistance to patriarchy is foreclosed upon immediately. According to
such a perspective there can be no specifically female identity and therefore no specifically female
agent except one committed to struggles which are in fact ... not specifically feminist struggles."
Smith, Discerning the Subject, 137. In the concluding chapter of Sexual/Textual Politics, Tori!
Moi, who is herself summarizing Julia Kristeva's work, puts it this way: "We have to accept our
position as already inserted into an order that precedes us and from which there is no escape.
There is no other space from which we can speak: if we are able to speak at all, it will have to be
\vithin the framework of symbolic language." But she continues, "In the end, Kristeva is unable to
account for the relations between the subject and society." Thus Moi holds out for a subject that
can act to change power relations, even as she praises Kristeva's subtle analysis of all subject positions. Tori! Moi, Sexual(fextual Politics: Feminist Literary Theory (1985; reprint, London:
Routledge, 1988}, 170-71.
3· Smith; Discerning the Subject, 15o.jane Gallop's formulation in The Daughter's Seduction is more
positive, but still flirts \vith the stasis of self-criticism: "Both psychoanalysis and feminism can be
seen as efforts to call into question a rigid identity that cramps and binds. But both also tend to
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want to produce a 'new identity,' one that will now be adequate and authentic. I hold the
Lacanian view that any identity will necessarily be alien and constraining. But I do not seek some
liberation from identity. That would lead to another form of paralysis-the oceanic passivity of
undifferentiation. Identity must be continually assumed and immediately questioned." Jane
Gallop, Tlu Daughter's Seduction: Feminism and Psychoanalysis (Ithaca: Cornell University
Press, 1982), xii. Later in her book, Gallop is more emphatic about the necessity for women to be
"like men"-that is, to be able to represent themselves by taking on an identity (74).
4· This strategic approach avoids the problem articulated by the Questionsfiministes group: "It is
legitimate to expose the oppression, the mutilation, the 'functionalization' and the 'objectivation'
of the female body, but it is also dangerous to place the body at the center of a search for female
identity. Furthermore, the themes of Otherness and of the Body merge together, because the most
visible difference between men and women is ... indeed the difference in body. This difference
has been used as a pretext to )ustifY' full power of one sex over the other.... In everything that is
supposed to characterize women, oppression is always present." "Variations on common
themes," trans. Yvonne Rochette-Ozzello, cited in New French Feminisms: An Anthology, eds.
Elaine Marks and Isabelle de Courtivron (Amherst: University of Massachusetts Press, 1980),
218-22; originally published as "Variations sur des themes communs," Questions fiministes I
(1977). Compare Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak's complex defense of the necessity for being
"against sexism and for feminism" in "French Feminism in an International Frame," Yale French

Studies 62 (1981): 154-84, especially 179-84. Elsewhere, however, Spivak seems to endorse in a
qualified way a strategic essentialism. See Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, "Subaltern Studies:
Deconstructing Historiography," in In Other Worlds: Essays in Culhtral Politics (New York:
Routledge, 1988), 206-7.
Since essentialism is often derogated as conservative, it is worth quoting Diana Fuss on its
political mutability: "There is an important distinction to be made, I would submit, between
'deploying' or 'activating' essentialism and 'falling into' or 'lapsing into' essentialism .... [T]he
radicality or conservatism of essentialism depends, to a significant degree, on who is utilizing it,
how it is deployed, and where its effects are concentrated." Diana Fuss, Essentially Speaking:

Feminism, Nature & Difference (New York: Routledge, 1989), 20.
5· The "body" of literature on the body in Western culture is enormous. For one history of the
hatred of the female body as it is connected to the separation of mind and matter see James
Hillman, "Part Three: On Psychological Femininity," in The Myth ofAnalysis (New York: Harper
and Row, 1972). As Hillman notes, the etymological connection between mater and matter is an
index of the close relationship of the female and the material in Western culture. This connection
is at least as old as Plato's separation of Being into matter and form, with matter as the mother and
form as the father of Being (Timaeus 50d).
To equate the bodily with the sexual is, I think, a phallocentric error, as if the body were
only sexual, or the material only a metaphor for sexuality. Making a rigid separation between the
sexual and non-sexual body is another phallocentric error, of course. But even when these terms
are used metaphorically, I prefer "bodily" to "sexual" as the representative for this complex of
experiences, since it is less reductive.
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6. Arendt defines the world as that which relates and separates human beings and outlives individual existence. See Hannah Arendt, "The Human Condition" and "Work," in The Human

Condition (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1958).
7· Hans Jonas's discussion of the role of vision in the development of philosophical concepts in
"The Nobility of Sight: A Study in the Phenomenology of the Senses," in The Phenomenon of
Life: Toward a Philosophical Biology (New York: Delta, 1966) is a classic in this field (originally
published under the same title in Philosophy and Phmomenological Research 14, no. 4 Uune

1954]: 507-19). He is careful to point out, however, that vision depends for comprehension on the
body's dynamic involvement 'vith its environment. For discussions of this constellation of meanings in Greek thought, see also Jean Pierre Vernant, Myth and Thought among the Greeks
(London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1983) and Bruno Snell, The Discovery of the Mind in Greek

Philosophy and Literature (New York: Dover, 1982). For a more recent history of attitudes toward
vision, focusing on twentieth-century philosophers' attempts to dethrone vision as the sovereign
sense, see Martin Jay, Downcast Eyes: The Denigration of Vision in Twentieth-Century French

Thought (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1993). For a discussion of visual bias in psychoanalysis and Plato, and their devaluation of the feminine, see Luce Irigaray, Speculum of the

Other Woman, especially "Plato's Hystera": "The feminine, the maternal are instantly frozen by
the 'like,' the 'as if' of that masculine representation dominated by truth, light, resemblance, identity" (265). Speculum of the Other Woman, trans. Gillian C. Gill (Ithaca: Cornell University Press,

1985); originally published as Speculum de l'autrefemme (Paris: Les Editions de Minuit, 1974).
8. See Martin Heidegger, "The Age of the World Picture," in The Question Concerning Technology

and Other Essays, trans. William Lovitt (New York: Harper and Row, 1977), 127, 139-41.
g. Rene Descartes, "Sixth Meditation,'' in The Meditations Co11cerning First Philosophy, in

Philosophical&says, trans. Laurence]. Lafleur (Indianapolis: The Bobbs-Merrill Company, Inc.,
1964), 128,132. Having started by doubting the existence of the body, Descartes meditates on the
evidence he has of its existence: "First, then, I felt that I had a head, hands, feet, and all the other
members which compose this body which I thought of as a part, or possibly even as the whole, of
myself. Furthermore, I felt that this body was one of a world ofbodies, from which it was capable
of receiving various advantages and disadvantages ... (identified by] pleasure and pain .... I
also experienced hunger, thirst, and other similar appetites, as well as certain bodily tendencies
toward gaiety, sadness, anger, and other similar emotions. And externally, in addition to the
extension, shapes, and movements of bodies, I observed in them hardness, warmth, and all the
other qualities perceived by touch. Furthermore, I noticed in them light, colors, odors, tastes, and
sounds, the variety of which enabled me to distinguish the sky, the earth, the sea, and, in general,
all other bodies, one from another.... And because the ideas I received through the senses were
much more vivid, more detailed, and even in their own way more distinct than any of those which
I could picture to myself \vith conscious purpose while meditating, or even than those which I
found impressed·upon my memory, it seemed that they could not be derived from my own mind,
and therefore they must have been produced in me by some other things .... It was also not
\vithout reason that I believed that this body, which by a certain particular privilege I called mine,
belonged to me more properly and strictly than any other. For in fact I could never be separated
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from it." Descartes, "Sixth Meditation," 128-30. How poignant this description of the joy of ordinary sense experience! Descartes describes it, however, only to subject it to a radical doubt as to
its reality. And although in the end he recuperates the reality of the sense-world, it is clear that the
separation of mind and body, employed perhaps for heuristic purposes, has been irrevocable.

10. Descartes, "Third Meditation," in Meditations, 90-91.
n. Descartes, Meditations, xvi, 95, 98.

12. Heidegger, "World Picture," 139.
13. Heidegger, "World Picture," 132, 149-50. In this essay and "The Question Concerning
Technology" in the same volume, Heidegger argues that with this shift in the relationship to the
world, the idea of a picture of the world also comes into being, an idea that also allows the
thought of control of that world through technology. The concept of the "world picture" sets a
subject who guarantees the reality of the world against the objects in that world and makes of
those objects a "standing reserve" available for exploitation.

14. In "Urban Ecology or the Space of Energy," Virilio emphasizes the need to restore the dimensions of time and gravity to the relationship of human beings with their world: '"Citizens of the
World,' inhabitants of nature, we too often omit that we also live in physical dimensions, in lifesize spatial scale and time lengths; so the obvious duration of the constituent elements of the substances (chemical or others) making up our natural environment is doubled with the unseen pollution of the distances organizing our relationship with the other, but also with the world of
sensual experience. Therefore, it is urgent to affix to the ecology of nature, an ecology of the artifice of the techniques of transportation and transmission that literally exploit the field of the
dimensions of the geophysical milieu and degrade their scale." Paul Virilio, "Urban Ecology or
the Space of Energy" (paper translated and presented by Louis Martin at The New Urbanism
conference, Princeton University School of Architecture, October 1992). See also Paul Virilio,

The Lost Dimension (New York: Semiotext(e), 1991). I want to make clear that I am not suggesting that these technologies be rejected-rather, that they be "incorporated" consciously.

15. Mary Miss, "An Interview with Mary Miss," Landscape: The Pn"ncelon Journal, Thematic

Studies in Architecture 2 (1985): 96-104.
16. For basic information about the parks see Stanislaus von Moos, Vmh1ri, Rauch and Scott Brown:

Buildings and Projects (New York: Rizzoli, 1987), 104-9, 138-40.
17· See for example Thomas Hine, "Welcome Park's Exposed Look Overshadows its Tribute to
Penn," Philadelphia Inquirer, 14 January 1983, sec. m, 8o; Paul Goldberger, "Western Plaza in
Washington Gets a Somewhat Flat Reception,'' New York Times, 18 December 1980, sec. A18;
Benjamin Forgey, "The Plaza that Might Have Been," 17le Washington Star, 28 December 1980,
sec. Dll-D13- In what follows I will present the parks as the record of an experience-just as partial a portrayal, of course, as photography, but one that allows for a description of the experience
of the body.

18. According to Neil Levine, Labrouste's purpose in decorating the library fa~ade with words was
"to show that the content of architecture could no longer be the plastically qualified transformation of the word into stone but just its literal transcription-the descriptive naming on its surface
of the actual content of thought contained therein in books of printed words." As Levine notes,
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Labrouste was closely connected with Victor Hugo, whose famous declaration in The

Hunchback ofNotre Dame that architecture had been replaced by the printed word-"This will
kill that"-served as a motto for Neo-Grec architects. According to Emile Trelat, they desired to
"make the stone speak as a book speaks, to borrow from the writer his ideas and his images, and
to clothe our monuments in them." See Neil Levine, "The Romantic Idea of Architectural
Legibility: Henri Labrouste and the Neo-Grec," in The Architecture of the Ecole des Beaux-Arts,
ed. Arthur Drexler (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1977), 350, 408.
19. Much has been written about the forms of knowledge and the means of transmission in nonliterate cultures. For an extensive discussion of the Greek case see Eric Havelock's history of mimesis
in Preface to Plato (Cambridge: Belknap/Harvard University Press, 1963). Other sources include
Vernant, Myth and Thought, and Snell, Discovery of the Mind. A more recent treatment of mimesis which also examines the Greek theories is Philippe Lacoue-Labarthe, rypography: Mimesis,

Philosophy, Politics (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1989).
20. For descriptions of the promenade architecturale in Le Corbusier's work, see Beatriz Colomina,
"Le Corbusier and Photography," Assemblage 4 (1987): 7-23; Stanford Anderson, "Architectural
Research Programmes in the Work ofLe Corbusier," Design Studies 5=.'3 Quly 1984): 151-58; and
Tim Benton, "Le Corbusiery Ia Promenade Architecturale," Arquitectura 264-5 (1987): 38-47.
21. For example, Marc Auge labels this phenomenon "non-place" (possibly referring to Melvin
Webber's phrase "the non-place urban realm"). For Auge the non-place is characterized by an
excess of history, an excess of place, and excess individuality. He claims that whereas modernity
created a whole that included traditional organic places within it, supermodern non-place displays places as unintegrated nuggets without connection to the matrix within which they are set.

Non-Places: Introduction to an Anthropology of Supermodernity, trans. John Howe (London:
Verso, 1995). See also Gianni Vattimo, The End of Modernity: Nihilism and Hermeneutics in
Postmodern Culture, trans. Jon R. Snyder (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins Press, 1988). In his
introduction, Vattimo seems to be describing a process of "retraditionalizing history." In a traditional society, the events of the past are simultaneously present because they are all equally available for use by living persons for their own purposes; thus a tradition is always being altered as it
is being employed for new purposes by different persons and groups. The discipline of history,
on the other hand, fixes the past-"as it was"- into one unalterable story. Both are concerned
with the past-both have a sense of"pastness"-but the relationship to that past differs.
22.Jean Baudrillard, "The Precession of Simulacra," Art and Text

11

(September 1983): ,'3; Vattimo,

End of Modernity, 10, 128.
23. Fredric Jameson, "Postmodernism, or The Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism," New Left Review
146 (1984): .'3.'3-9224- "Nature also teaches me by these feelings of pain, hunger, thirst, and so on that I am not only
residing in my body, as a pilot in his ship, but furthermore, that I am intimately connected with it,
and that the ,mixture is so blended, as it were, that something like a single whole is produced .... [These feelings] have their origin in and depend upon the union and apparent fusion
of the mind with the body." Descartes, "Sixth Meditation," 134-35; see also 1.'37·
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There is an incident offurnishing in the unstable space
,-------j

behind the third angel from your right in the cornice of angels
~=~

in Louis Sullivan's Bayard Building. It is designed for the rr----'
application of make-up and the making up of architecture.
ProgTam is superimfJosed throughout the desire zone. The
space and the objects are complicated. The table is composed of ,.o;;;;;=;;;;;.r
one unit which is then npeated, bent, and flipped to make its ,-,...---'
'Jraternal" twin. One unit supports a surface on which to

L....::==-t

draw, the other supports a surface that reveals what one has
drawn, a reflective swface. Actually, two surfaces exist to
draw upon: one vertical and one horizontal. The vertical rr----'
surface is the face. The face aligns with the reflective surface.

L....::==--1

The horizontal surface is the table or the paper that lies upon
the table's surface. The table exists in section only. Its section is

r--:----1

its elevation, its image. (Section is an impossible view, it is l...!oi;;o;;;;~
always merely image, always something revealed.) This image

........-:::=~

holds stomge drawers. The drawers are for the drawers who
apply and produce at the table. The storage drawers an

,------l

transparent, presenting thei1· contents as image as well. The L..looOO=---.
section is reflective of its occupation-literally (it is min·ored).

L....::==-t

The table is structurally dependent upon the wall to which it
attaches mt.d upon its monstrous legs, which are derived from

,------l

the angel wing. The table is the sight of images created and ~=~
images reflected.
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Project Manual for the Glass House

CHRISTINE S. E. MAGAR

WRITING SUPPLEMENTS BUILDING

One year after construction was completed on the Glass House, Philip
Johnson wrote an article "House at New Canaan, Connecticut" for the
British journal Architecture Review (September 1950). In this article
Johnson discusses his conception of the house""'L"'"" as a "skin and
bones" building whose typology originated with Mies van der Rohe, and
describes the house as "frankly derivative," part of a succession of famous
buildings.
The article is a ruse: an artifice produced by a man, a riddle giving
clues about what the Glass House means, a stratagem of reinforcing the
importance of the Glass House while disguisingJohnson's own agenda of
claiming the achievement of ideals at which others have failed. Seen in
retrospect, what Johnson offered was a written substitute for his building.
The magazine article"•m•c supplements the Glass House and exposes the building as a poor communicator. It operates alongside the Glass
House, supplying it with facts, dates, anecdotes, and so forth about
which the building is silent. While the Glass House appears to be
autonomous, standing alone in New Canaan without addenda, the maga-
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zme article sits-simultaneously and independently-on innumerable
book shelves. Most readers of this article have probably never visited
New Canaan, and so, for them, the article is not only about the Glass
House-Johnson's magazine article is the Glass House.
The article is organized in two parts, historical and autobiographical, and is composed of twenty-two footnotes, each comprised of an
image and a commentary. The first part (footnotes 1-10) is intended to
reveal sources from which the building is derived. Rather than arrange
these consecutively ordered notes in chronological sequence, Johnson
presents his examples in a spatial hierarchy. This hierarchy begins with
the macroscale of site and ends with the microscale of detail. The second
part of the article (footnotes 11-22) opens with two floor plans followed by
a series of photo illustrations of the building-a kind of photo essay-pictorially describing the building with vignettes. The following five photographs (13-17) are views of the building precinct in the context of the
site. The final five photographs (18-22) are views of the interior of the
Glass House.
The historical sources, revealing the building as derivative, operate
as apologetics and disclaimers. On one hand,JohnsonARC•m•cT claims that
Mies is the main source of inspiration for his house and repeatedly confesses his debt to Mies.Johnson includes in his article the following: "the
arrangement ... is influenced by Mies' theory of organizing buildings";
"the idea of the Glass house comes from Mies van der Rohe ... My debt
is therefore clear"; "details of the house are adapted from Mies' work";
"the plan of the house is Miesian"; "the guest house was derived from
Mies' designs"; "a direct Miesian aim"; and "Mies van der Rohe has not
only influenced the concept of the house. He has designed all of the furniture." On the other hand, Johnson points to historical figures such as
Count Piickler of Muskau, Le Corbusier, Theo van Doesburg, Auguste
Choisy, Karl Friedrich Schinkel, Emil Kaufinann, Claude Nicholas
Ledo~, and Kasimir Malevich, from whose work he claims the house is
also derived. A close look reveals that many of these sources appear to be
at best incidental, implying that Johnson belongs to a succession of architects-Schinkel, then Mies, then Johnson. At worst, these sources are
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provisional, reinforcing Johnson's debt to Mies and exposing Johnson's
guilty conscience.
This project manual is an addendum to Johnson's magazine article.
It is part of the succession of references moving backward to Johnson's
article to the Glass House to the Farnsworth House and so on, ad infinitum. From his twenty-two footnotes, I have interpreted ten of his wishes
for the Glass House and received ten lessons on Mies's architecture.
From these wishes and lessons, I have produced a series of corrections to
the Glass House with the intention of satisfYing Johnson's wish for a
Miesian House.
I have also added to his article by constructing my own series of
objects and images that modify his footnotes by inserting into the Glass
House plan what is missing from or veiled by Johnson's writings. These
additions were originally displayed as a large-scale installation at the Yale
School of Architecture; the images scattered throughout this project were
a part of this installation. My corrections not only "fix" Johnson's formal
deviations from Mies's standards, but they also compensate for a symbolic lack of the fleshy female in the skin and hones building-a lack
obscured by the presence fo an inert papier-mache sculpture of two
females. This lack is made more present in Johnson's own act of writing,
shich is itself an attempt at compensation.

CHRISTINE S.E. MAGAR

FOOTNOTE 1. SIMULATION OF A WISH: ASYMMETRICAL APPROACH

Describing the "approach to the house through meadow and copse,"
Johnson begins his series of twenty-two footnotes to the Glass House
with the name of his "actual model" (but with the absence of its image).
This is the only citation where Johnson's precedent is not illustrated. He
compensates for this absence by citing four other precedents for building
approach in his first five footnotes: Corbusier's off-axis foot path, Mies's
asymmetrical grouping of buildings, the oblique approach to the
Parthenon, and finally Schinkel's dead-level approach. However,
Johnson's wish for the approach "through meadow and copse" is still not
satisfied, even with these added precedents. Why is the image of his
"actual model" absent?
Sigmund Freud, in the case of the Wolfman, offers a method of wish
interpretation. He suggests that the method of symbolic substitution successfully diverts the Wolfman from his real concern. Similarly,Johnson's
symbolic representation of the Glass House (the magazine article) is a
diversion and a substitution for his real wish: that the Glass House were
the Farnsworth House.
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WISH 1

The absence of the illustration of Count Ptickler's estate, Muskau Park,
implies an unsatisfied wish. Johnson wishes that the approach to the
Glass House were like that of the Farnsworth House, "through meadow
and copse."

FOOTNOTE 2. REPETITION OF THE SAME: ASYMMETRICAL
ARRANGEMENT

In his monograph on Mies,Johnson includes two versions ofhis site plan
for liT (Philip Johnson, Mies van der Rohe [New York: Museum of
Modern Art, 1947], 134, 137).Johnson calls one the "ideal" version (illustrated below). The other is the actual plan implemented on the liT campus. In the monograph, he states that both versions exhibit "buildings ... grouped around a central plaza in such a way that they created a
continuous interchange of open and closed spaces. This interwoven
effect is achieved by the simple but highly original device of sliding adjacent units past one another rather than placing them side by side" (n131).
In his magazine article, Johnson only points to Mies's ideal site plan.

2

Johnson site exhibiting Mies's sliding rectangle arrangement
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Why does he illustrate Mies's ideal, rather than built, scheme if both
show the arrangement of sliding rectangles?
WISH 2

In the absence of a realized Miesian ideal is the presence of Johnson's
wish to successfully execute Mies's ideal.

FOOTNOTE 3. DEFERRAL OF ORIGINS: PARTITIONS IN A BUILDING/
BUILDINGS ON A SITE

The previous footnote sets the stage for footnote 3· Here, Johnson footnotes the previous reference to Mies's asymmetrical arrangement of sliding rectangles with Van Doesburg's drawing. Johnson's footnote of a
footnote offers a succession of sources starting with the Glass House and
working backwards from Mies to Van Doesburg and finally to Piet
Mondrian. This succession of references exposes a deferral of origins and
suggests that Johnson's theory of building arrangement was not inspired
by Mies, nor by Van Doesburg, but by Mondrian. Thus, Johnson succeeds in deflecting his own guilt for being derivative by the logic that
everyone is derivative, including Mies.
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WISH 3

In the absence of an actual origin is the presence of Johnson's wish to
deflect his own guilt for deriving the Glass House from the Farnsworth
House.

FOOTNOTE 4. FIRST SUBSTITUTION: AMERICAN ACROPOLIS

In this fourth footnote,Johnson continues his discussion about building
approach by citing the French historian Auguste Choisy. According to
Choisy, buildings at the Acropolis are as a rule approached and viewed
off-axis. This oblique angle arrests the visitor's gaze. The exception to
this rule is given to the prominent buildings: the Propylaea and the
Parthenon. Contradicting Choisy's analysis, Johnson suggests that all
buildings at the Acropolis are approached obliquely. He then proceeds to
carry out a guided tour through his own site, referring in parenthesis to
the Propylaea when the brick house is encountered and the Athene
Promachos when the statue group is encountered. These additions are
substitutions. However, when the reader encounters the Glass House on
the guided tour, Johnson leaves out the obvious substitution: the
Parthenon. FollowingJohnson's previous substitutions, the Glass House
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should, by analogy, be replaced by the Parthenon. The message is obvious: Johnson's House at New Canaan, Connecticut, is the American
Acropolis.
WISH 4

In Johnson's confusion over Choisy's rules of approach and in the
absence of the parenthetical Parthenon,Johnson makes present a wishedfor substitution: The Glass House is the American Parthenon.

FOOTNOTE 5. THE POWER OF RHETORIC: WORD AND IMAGE

This footnote and the next are references to a clubhouse and site composition designed by Schinkel. In footnote s,Johnson observes an analogy
between his own site composition and Schinkel's: "Like his [Schinkel's)
Casino [clubhouse] my house is approached on dead-level and, like
his, faces its principal (rear) facade toward a sharp bluff." He illustrates
this with a photograph of an axial approach to the clubhouse similar to
the approach to the Parthenon. By analogy, Johnson suggests that the
Glass House should also be approached on axis. However, as discussed
in footnote 1, one approaches the Glass House from an oblique angle, on

Foo tnote I ~' illustra tes th;tt t he i d~al vitw of
lite Gla\-; Ho u>e is no t from th e iuot patll
intcndt•d for th e view er, !Jut from the qra\'>
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a footpath "though meadow and copse." Johnson conceals this oblique
view by denying the reader a photograph of the Glass House from the
point of view that the footpath offers. What he does offer is an ideal onaxis view (see my discussion on footnote 15).
WISH 5

The presence of the contradiction between what is written and what is
illustrated exposes Johnson's own confusion about what he wants, and
demonstrates the power of rhetoric.

FOOTNOTE 6. SECOND SUBSTITUTION: CLUBHOUSE PROGRAM

Johnson's site does not resemble any of the descriptions in this footnote.
It is not a regular site. There is no "sharp bluff" or "cliff edge" or
"shelves" or "hill top" on his site. Most importantly, it does not match the
site of Schinkel's Casino, which does sit on a sharp bluff or cliff edge
which descends abruptly into a body of water. The site of the Glass
House starts with a gentle slope that begins at the crest of a hill and
descends with an increasingly steep slope into a small valley where
Johnson later dug a pond. The Glass House is situated with the Guest

')( hi ll k<~l\ dra'lliny
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House and the Sculpture Group midway between the crest and valley on
a level plateau. The question is: Why did Johnson include the Schinkel
Casino as part ofhis repertoire of precedents?
WISH 6

In the absence of an actual site relation to Schinkel's Casino, with its
principle facade and its on-axis approach, is the presence of a program
substitution: The Glass House is a clubhouse.

FOOTNOTE 7. VOLUME VERSUS MASS

Johnson suggests in this footnote that, like the forms and compositions of
Ledoux, the Glass House is comprised of"absolute forms" whose shapes
and distinction are motivated by function. Elsewhere, however,Johnson
states that "architecture is surely not the design of space, certainly not
the massing or organizing of volumes. These are ancillary to the main
point which is the organization of procession. Architecture exists only in
time" (Philip Johnson, "Whence and Whither: The Processional
Element in Architecture," Perspecta 9 /IO [1965]). Even though Johnson
wishes to follow Ledoux, he favors the processional over the play of mass
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and volume. Emil Kaufmann, writing about Ledoux's meditations of
mass and volume exemplified by his sphere house and cube garden, sees
Ledoux's aspirations carried out in America (Emil Kaufmann, Three
Visionary Architects: Boullie, Ledoux, Lequeu [New York: Princeton
Press, 1951], 492). Unlike Johnson, Mies draws distinction between mass
and volume. In the Farnsworth House he defines the volume by opaque
horizontal planes and the mass by vertical transparent planes. (See my
discussion on footnote 8.)
WISH 7

The absence of both absolute forms and the distinction between form
and mass exposes johnson's confusion over these formal characteristics,
which Mies successfully employs in the Farnsworth House.

FOOTNOTE B. REPETITION OF THE SAME: MIESIAN DEVIATIONS

In this footnote,Johnson cites the Farnsworth House as his true precedent. However, the following list points out the differences between the
Glass and Farnsworth Houses:
·APPROACH:

Where Mies's approach to the Farnsworth House is through

copse and meadow, Johnson's is a confused assemblage of asymmetrical
and axial approaches.
•MAss Et VOLUME:

Where Mies's volume is described by the Farnsworth roof

and floor planes and his mass is described by its glass walls,Johnson blurs
the distinction between mass and volume, and between horizontal and vertical planes, by his confused use of materials. For example, both his floor
and cylinder core are brick, collapsing their formal distinction as separate
programmed elements.
•COLUMNS:

Where Mies's columns are clearly distinguished from other ele-

ments,Johnson's columns cut into both the vertical and horizontal planes.
•DETAILS:

Where Mies's details reinforce the distinction between the ele-

ments, Johnson's reinforce their interdependency. Consider the roof
details ofboth houses. In the Glass House, the outside face of the fascia is
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lined up with the outside faces of the floor and the columns. The glass skin
is outside of the primary zone of the building, while everything else is
within this zone. Johnson's fascia sits on the column as if to stop the column from rising, confusing its function of completing the roof. The distinction between elements is blurred. In the Farnsworth, the outside of the
fascia lines up with the outside face of the floor and the inside face of the
columns. The columns are outside and the glass is inside.

The manner in which Mies connects the elements reinforces both
their completeness as units and their independence from the other elements. His roof sits on top of the fascia but it goes horizontally beyond it
into the zone of the column. At the same time, the column is also aligned
with the glass and fascia. Its indifference to the roof is expressed by its
termination well beneath the roof at some arbitrary position on the fascia.
WISH 8

The presence ofJohnson's debt to Mies for the idea of glass exposes his
wish to be part ofMies's lineage, despite innumerable deviations from it.
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FOOTNOTE 9. REPETITION OF THE SAME: MIESIAN PERVERSIONS

This footnote is presented as if it refers to Johnson's corner detail. In fact,
the detail is derived from an unrealized building designed by Mies. The
title to this footnote should read: "Mies Van der Rohe, Administration
and Library Building, liT, section at corner perverted." Although this
building was never executed, it was considered by Mies the ideal in the
art ofbuilding (baukunst) because it was like Gothic construction, revealing structure from both the interior and exterior. The l-beam section
exhibits the axial (directional) diagram for his directional buildings such
as the Farnsworth House. A biaxial or nondirectional diagram appears in
Mies's cruciform column, Ledoux's House, or in the Parthenon. johnson
borrowed the axial detail even though it was unsuited for his corner condition. According to the Mies historian Ludwig Hilberseimer, Mies
always connected his walls to 1-beam columns symmetrically. Johnson
connected his Glass House walls to his 1-beam columns asymmetrically
and consequently perverted Mies's detail. Johnson used a column and
detail intended for a directional building when he wished for a nondirectional building like the Parthenon or Ledoux's Maison des Gardes
Agricoles. Interestingly, in an interview, Mies commented on Johnson's
misuse of his details, stating, " He did come around here from time to
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time. He would snoop through all the details and copy them. The mistakes he made in the details occurred because he hadn't worked them
through, but just sniffed around them" (Franz Schulze, Mies van der

Rohe: A Critical Biography [Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1985],
283)·
WISH 9

Johnson wishes to execute simultaneously an ideal Miesian building
(based on the directional 1-beam section) and a symmetrical Miesian
detail (based on the non-directional cruciform section), an awkward
union that Mies never intended to produce. Johnson's building is biaxial,
and therefore is unsuited for details intended for a directional building.

FOOTNOTE 10. THE POWER OF WRITING IS IN ITS REWRITING

This footnote closes Johnson's historical survey with a reference to
Kasimir Malevich. It is a drawing by Malevich that looks like a diagram
for Johnson's Glass House floor plan. Johnson implies here that the
Malevich drawing is of a filled-in circle asymmetrically placed in a rectangular field, when in fact the field is square. In his reproduction he
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obscures the actual boundary of the drawing to make it look more like the
Glass House. This reframing reinforces Malevich as another precedent
and perhaps deflates Mies as the "actual model" for the Glass House.
WISH 10

In the absence of an accurate reproduction of Malevich 's drawing is the
presence of Johnson's revision. In a similar way, Johnson presents a
revised, reframed reproduction of the Glass House in the form of his
magazine article.

The first ten footnotes in Johnson's article expose a number of
Johnson's wishes which I have addressed in terms of substitutions and
supplements.
JOHNSON:

1. Wishes

for an approach "through

I INTEND TO:

Substitute grass for footpath.

copse and meadow" like the
Farnsworth House, but offers one
on a footpath.
2. Wishes to execute Mies's unrealized

ideal site plan, but produces its

Supplement the Glass House with the
Miesian ideal.

deviant.
3· Wishes to deflect his own guilt for
his assumed debt to Mies.

Supplementjohnson's magazine article with the wishes and lessons offered
in this project manual as absolution of
his guilt.

4· Wishes the Glass House were the

Substitute johnson's oblique

American Parthenon but produces a

approach to the Glass House for an

confused modern icon.

axial approach on grass.
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5· Wishes for many meanings in written
form in his article, suggesting that his

Supplement Glass House with this
project manual.

building does not stand on its own.
6. Wishes that his domestic program

Substitute club program for existing

were a clubhouse, but has a glass house domestic program.
fora home.
7. Wishes that, like the Farnsworth
House, the Glass House would satisfy

Substitute private function for public
function.

the mass and volume distinction, but
instead confuses form and function.
8. Wishes that the Glass House were the

Substitute Mies's design standards for

Farnsworth House but produces

Johnson's design standards. These

countless deviations from it.

will be offered in the next section of
the project manual in the form of
lessons.

g. Wishes to execute Mies's unrealized

Supplement Johnson's detailing with

ideal building, but produces its

Mies's detailing in the Administration

deviant.

and Library Building, liT.

10. Wishes

that his published article could

Supplement Glass House with maga-

reformat the Glass House as the exe-

zine article. Substitute this project

cuted Miesian ideal site and building.

manual for magazine article.

In the first part of the article Johnson reveals that, at best, he is in debt to
a number of architects, and at worst, his Glass House aspires to be a
Miesian temple. The second part of Johnson's article is very different in
character from the first. Where the first part presents the Glass House in
the context of historical precedents, the second part exhibits the Glass
House in a format of exterior and interior photographs.
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Johnson avoids autobiographical information with two exceptions.
First, he includes a self-portrait in footnote 13 that shows him sitting at
the writing table in his bedroom. Here he is present and yet concealed,
since he only exposes his back. (In footnote 22, Johnson illustrates the
same space, but he is altogether absent.) Second, he offers a personal
anecdote in his reference to the brick cylinder and platform in the caption
offootnote 17, clouding his own design process. In the other footnotes he
diverts attention from himself onto Baroque and Miesian influences. He
cites Mies 's experiments on the play of reflections in glass, Mies 's use of a
sculpture as a necessary architectural foil, and Mies's furniture. He also
suggests that his guest house, the placement of the Glass House entry,
and the framed view of the landscape are derived from the Baroque and
from Mies. Where in the first part Johnson supplements the Glass House
with a series of preferred buildings, in the second section Johnson offers
a series of diversions that form the real act of substitution. Johnson substitutes his own furniture for Mies's, his own quotations for Mies's, his
own ideas about art and nature for Mies's. In the absence of a Miesian
building, the presence of the perpetual deflection from himself and onto
Mies amounts to a substitution.
In the following passages, I will point out how Johnson substitutes
Mies for his own subjectivity by providing a series of lessons about
Mies's architecture. Meanwhile, deficiencies in the Glass House are made
apparent by means of Johnson's continual reflection of the Baroque.
These deficiencies are compensated for by a series of corrections that I
develop and intend to etch onto the glass of the house. These corrections
are offered in this project manual with the intention of satisfying
Johnson's wishes and putting into practice the lessons I learned about
Mies's standards in architecture.
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FOOTNOTE 11. TEN LESSONS ON MIES: ARCHITECTURAL PUNS:
CABINET/PARTITION THAT BINDS/DIVIDES SPACE

In 1947, before the designs for either house were finalized, the plans for
the Farnsworth House and the Glass House looked strikingly similar.
Below are reproductions of their early plans. Each shows a steel-andglass rectangular volume, within which a rectangular mass is asymmetrically placed. In addition, two long, thin, rectangular bars-programmed
as cabinet/partitions-are located around the mass. (Johnson provides
the precedent for these "sliding rectangular bars" in footnotes 2 and 3.)
One bar is placed parallel to one end of the mass, and the second bar is
perpendicular to its other end. The form and composition of mass and
bars separate the volume into more-or-less distinct rooms while maintaining a continuous flow of space. In the built version of the Farnsworth
House, Mies achieves the quality of binding and dividing space with only
the rectangular mass. The mass is carefully formed with extended planes
that secure the kitchen/hath programs that they hold, and mark separate
spaces for the living, sleeping, eating, and writing areas. Like Mies,
Johnson marks separate spaces while maintaining a continuity. He keeps
the bars that Mies discards and deviates from Mies's rectilinear mass with
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a cylinder. His composition is clumsy and breaks the Miesian continuous
flow.
LESSON 1

Mies uses an assembly of mass and planes as a means to bind heterogeneous spaces of difference and divide homogenous spaces of sameness,
similar to a sewing seam that can bind two disparate pieces of fabric or
divide homogenous pieces. Mies stitches space to bind heterogeneity and
to divide homogeneity.

FOOTNOTE 12. TEN LESSONS ON MIES: ROUND WINDOW ADDS TO THE
CONTINUOUS BRICK WALL

The difficulty in commenting on the next five footnotes is a result of
Johnson's insistence on linking himself and Mies to the Baroque. In footnote 12,Johnson makes this link by describing the round window form in
the brick unit (guest house) as both Miesian and Baroque. Verifying
Johnson's link to Mies, the front facade of Mies's courtyard house at
Ulrich does indeed utilize the circular aperture for the passage of views
and light. Mies achieves a continuity that might be characterized as
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Baroque with the circular window in the brick wall in two ways. First, the
round shape does not compete with the rectilinear plane, but allows the
brick to flow continuously around the window. In contrast, the square
corners of a glass plane would abruptly stop the flow of brick. Second,
the boundary between inside and out is maintained because the circle
reads like a foreign object added through the wall plane (unlike a square
window, which would read like a transparent plane competing with the
opaque wall plane, diminishing the strength of the wall as boundary
between inside and out). The architectural elements, rectilinear wall and
round window, coexist by means of a connection that is similar to the way
that a patch is added to the elbow of a sleeve.
LESSON 2

If Baroque demonstrates continuous flow reinforced by additions, then
Mies's window is Baroque. Mies uses the round shape for windows,
achieving the continuous flow of the wall plane and maintaining the
boundary between interior and exterior. Like the round window that
adds an additional view within a continuous membrane, applique
stitched on cloth adds to a continuous piece of fabric.

FOOTNOTE 13. TEN LESSONS ON MIES: SURFACE
REFLECTIVITY CONFUSES ELEMENTS

In this footnote, johnson refers to Mies's interest in the reflective characteristics of glass. In 1922, Mies published two skyscraper entries for a
competition. He wrote a brief summary about his design process including his discovery of the inherent quality of reflectivity in glass: "My
experiments with a glass model helped me along the way and I soon recognized that by employing glass, it is not an effect of light and shadow
one wants to achieve but a rich interplay of light reflections," (Fritz
Neumeyer, The Artless Word, trans. Mark Jarzombek [Cambridge: MIT
Press, 1991], 240) Mies not only intended for glass walls to appear to
be solid by means of reflection, obscuring the view of the interior; he
also intended that the walls would appear to be moving. According
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to Heinrich Wolffiin, Baroque architects had similar intentions, wanting
to produce the "impression of movement, attained when visual appearance supplants concrete reality." He writes, "The rococo liked wallmirrors ... [and] wished to discount the wall as concrete surface by
what is apparently impalpable not-surface-the reflecting of glass"
(Heinrich Wolffiin, Principles of Art History [New York: Dover, 1950],
66).
LESSON 3

Mies segregates architectural elements such as columns and horizontal
and vertical planes, which Wolffiin characterizes as "definite, solid, and
enduring." However, his surfaces are like Baroque wall-mirrors which
create a visual appearance of"constant movement and change."

FOOTNOTE 14. TEN LESSONS ON MIES: BIAXIAL ENTRIES
PRODUCE STASIS WHERE MOVEMENT IS FORCED
BY A SEQUENCE OF AXIAL PLAY

In the written part of this footnote, Johnson continues to compare his
building to Ledoux's (see my discussion on footnote 7) by mentioning
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the biaxial nature of the Glass House, and points again to the Baroque.
Where Ledoux's two axes are identical, Johnson's differ in length.
Johnson refers to them as major and minor axes and suggests that this
deviation from Ledoux is Baroque. If the classical is symmetrical and the
Baroque deviates from that in the pursuit of movement, then Johnson's
distinction of axes follows in the Baroque tradition. However, the two
axes are developed to confuse their difference in terms of their program.
Johnson provides four entries with equal doors framed with similar steel
and glass compositions. The Farnsworth House is also biaxial. However,
its two axes are developed to distinguish them as different. There is only
one entry to the Farnsworth House, and it forces movement around the
house in a way that the Glass House never does. One approaches the
Farnsworth from a long side where a few steps lead to the entry porch
attached to one of its short sides. This procession forces the visitor to
turn around a corner of the house and experience it in movement.
LESSON 4

Mies provides a play of oblique and axial sequences that produces the
entry and experience of a space in movement.
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FOOTNOTE 15. TEN LESSONS ON MIES: A FEMALE ABSENCE IS
SUPPLEMENTED WITH A SCULPTURE

This footnote illustrates the ideal approach to the Glass House, the view
indicated by Johnson in his discussion of the Acropolis in footnote 4,
which, as discussed, is never seen from Johnson's footpath. While this
footnote does not support the analogy, there is one way that the two
structures are alike: Both the Parthenon and the Glass House contain the
representation of a female. For Johnson, the Elie Nadelman sculpture is a
figure intended to set off his building. (This is addressed in my discussion on footnote 19.) The Parthenon, on the other hand, houses the goddess Athena, represented by a sculpture that is no longer present.
Similarly, the Farnsworth House was designed to house a woman. A new
analogy can be made after presenting some of the history of the migration
of the female presences at the Acropolis, which reveals a substitution of a
representation of a goddess by the representation of a more abstract
meaning of change and flux as structural support. In 451 B. c., the
Erechtheum was executed as a substitute for the old temple of Athena. It
housed the original statue and was located on the original site. In 500
B.C., the Parthenon was executed as a kind of addition to the old temple
of Athena. Today, the porch of the Erechtheum, supported by caryatids,
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is the only portion of this structure that remains on the original site and
exhibits the only female presence in sculpture form at the Acropolis. In
addition, the caryatid was originally a priestess of Artemis Caryatis, modeled on the moon priestess of Caryae who represented the cycle of life,
death, and regeneration. Therefore, the sculpture of Athena was substituted by the column for regeneration at the Acropolis. By analogy,
Johnson substitutes Mies's building for a woman with a building that
houses a papier-mache representation of the female.
LESSON 5

Mies's Farnsworth House has many similarities to the Parthenon in terms
of color, its separation of columns from walls, its relationship to the
ground, and its oblique approach with an axial entry. A difference is that
the Farnsworth House was built for a woman and not a goddess.

FOOTNOTE 16. TEN LESSONS ON MIES: BAROQUE IN
THE FORM OF ORNAMENT

In this footnote,Johnson reiterates the guest house's connection to Mies
and Baroque architecture. (Please see my discussion on footnote 12.)
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Thus far,johnson defines Miesian Baroque as having one or more of the
following characteristics: "a severely axial plan," "a central door," "a central corridor with three symmetrically placed rooms," and a "round window." (These I have retermed as continuous flow, moving surfaces, and
play of axis.) Interestingly, johnson neglects to directly characterize the
Baroque by its traditional association with ornamentation. Although he
calls the metal pieces in a detail in Mies's Administration and Library
Building decoration, he fails to link this to the Baroque. (Please see my
discussion on footnote g.) In this detail, Mies uses brick veneer as a
device to conceal the differences in fascia and beam depths while still
maintaining their distinct relationships of form and function.
LESSON 6

Mies's Baroque use of bound/divided space, continuous flow, constant
movement and change, and play of obliqueness and axiality is complemented by his detailing, where he hides differences while exaggerating
similarities.
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FOOTNOTE 17. TEN LESSONS ON MIES: PROCESS-DIRECTED
ARCHITECTURE

In this footnote,Johnson provides an insight into his own process for the
generation of form that is contrary to Mies and confuses his earlier footnotes. He writes that his own memory "formed the main motif of the
house," which is the brick cylinder and platform. However, in footnotes 7
and 10, he cites both Ledoux's and Malevich's work as the cylinder's
precedents. Here,Johnson's form is determined by a preconceived image
which is later justified with personal memories. In an article called
"Regarding the New Volume" in Die Form, Mies offers an alternative
view of process: "I am not addressing myself against form, only against
form as goal .... We value not the result but the starting point of the
form-giving process. This in particular reveals whether form was derived
from life or for its own sake. This is why the form-giving process appears
to me so important. Life is what matters. In its entire fullness, in its spiritual and concrete interconnection." Mies advocates a process-directed
architecture whose origin is life, manifested in material and spiritual
terms, as opposed to an art for art's sake.
LESSON 7

Where Mies understands -form as process-directed, Johnson's goaloriented process is encumbered by preconceptions that lead to deviations and perversions.

FOOTNOTE 18. TEN LESSONS ON MIES: A SKIN-AND-BONES
BUILDING IS DEFICIENT

This footnote not only exhibits Miesian furniture, it also exhibits two
sculptures produced with papier-mache-one by Elie Nadelman and the
other by Alberto Giacometti. The small Giacometti represents a skinny,
frail, bent nude man that blends in with the Miesian glass-and-leather
"skin" and stainless-steel "bones" furniture. In contrast, the largerthan-life Nadelman sculpture of two clothed and heavyset women stand
on a special pedestal in the Glass House and cannot be missed. Mies
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represents a similar distinction in his drawings. Below, in Mies's illustration of the Administration and Library Building, the figures look like the
Giacometti sculpture; they are bent, thin, male silhouettes scratched in
the paper. They almost disappear within the lines that represent the
architecture. On the other hand, the second illustration of a museum for a
small city presents figures that look like the Nadelman sculpture. They
are bronzes of female nudes in full photographic color, montaged onto
anemic, abstract, ink-lined perspectives. Their contrasting presence cannot be missed.
LESSON 8

Mies clothes his skin-and-bones paper architecture (drawings) with disappearing scratches of male figures and with shimmering, living photographs of bronze sculptures representing the female.
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FOOTNOTE 19. TEN LESSONS ON MIES: A SUPPLEMENT COMPENSATES
FOR THE DEFICIENCY AND PROVIDES A PLETHORA

In this footnote, Johnson identifies the nude female sculpture in the
Barcelona Pavilion as a "foil"; in his monograph on Mies, he identifies
the sculpture as a "decorative element." Foil is defined by Webster as
"anything that serves by contrast of color or quality to adorn another
thing or set it off to advantage." Decoration, as I discussed earlier, is ornament that reveals and conceals. We are instructed in the introduction of
this article that the Glass House is a "skin and bones" building. In the
monograph,Johnson writes about the Barcelona Pavilion that "the only
decorative elements besides the richness of materials are two rectangular
pools and a statue by Georg Kolbe, and these are inseparable components of the composition" (Philip Johnson, Mies van der Rohe, 58). The
female sculpture not only serves and reinforces the building, it is necessary. It compensates for something that the building lacks.
LESSON 9

For Mies, the female sculpture is an inseparable contrasting component
which serves to adorn the skin-and-bones building.
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FOOTNOTE 20. TEN LESSONS ON MIES: BLURRY BOUNDARIES

In an interview, Mies addressed the relationship between the building
and the landscape, as well as the frame that frames the view. He told
Christian Norberg-Schulz that "nature, too, shall live its own life. We
must beware not to disrupt it with the color of our houses and interior fittings. Yet we should attempt to bring home nature, houses, and human
beings together into a higher unity. If you view nature through the glass
walls of the Farnsworth House, it gains a more profound significance
than if viewed from outside. This way more is said about nature-it
becomes a part of a larger whole." (Christian Norberg-Schulz, "Ein
Gesprach mit Mies van der Robe," Baukunst und Werkform 11 (1958]:
615) Mies blurs the boundary between inside and outside, between
dwelling and nature, in a variety of ways. He encloses nature by confusing
building walls with site walls, such as in the courtyard houses. He blurs
the boundary between inside and outside by extending roof planes and
floor planes into the landscape beyond the enclosing wall, such as in the
Barcelona Pavilion. He creates the appearance of having no enclosing
walls by using full sheets of glass in place of walls in the Farnsworth
House, where the columns become part of the grid of trees. The
Tugendhat House is an extreme case where the glass walls drop from
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view into the basement leaving the interior entirely open to the exterior.
Johnson describes it as having "a classic modern interior.... The feeling
of endless, flowing space is increased by the two outer walls, composed
entirely of glass, which command a view of the sloping garden and the
city beyond. At the press of a button alternating panes of glass slide into
the floor, further uniting interior and exterior. With window walls, the
house became a frame for the landscape and the landscape entered the
dwelling." (Philip Johnson, Mies Van der Rohe )
LESSON 10

The Miesian extension of wall planes, of roof planes, and of floor planes
widens the boundary between inside and outside. The transparency of
glass makes the view of the landscape perpetually present from the interior of a building. The boundary between dwelling and nature is either
widened or transparent.

FOOTNOTE 21. TEN LESSONS ON MIES: A SKIN-AND-BONES PROGRAM

In the caption of footnote 21,johnson writes, "The kitchen I reduced to a
simple bar so that it would not close off space. I have no idea what prece-
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dent I followed on that." Althoughjohnson claims not to be aware of the
precedent for the kitchen/cabinet, the original floor plan of the
Farnsworth House from 1947, illustrated and addressed in my discussion
on Footnote n, shows a precedent. More interesting is the inclusion of
this view of the interior. Here he introduces us to the domestic program
of the kitchen, and yet it looks like a bar. The person behind the counter
appears ready to serve a cocktail and not a meal. This view is a reminder
that johnson's house appears to have a domestic program, but in actuali-

ty is more suited to the bachelor pad or clubhouse. (See my discussion
on footnotes 5 and 6.)

FOOTNOTE 22. TEN LESSONS ON MIES: THE FINAL MASK

The photograph in footnote 22 is the same space viewed from the same
direction as in the photo in footnote 13. In footnote 13,]ohnson is visible
from behind, seated at his writing desk, reading. However, in that view,
Johnson is obscured by the reflections of nature on the glass that is
between the camera and its subject. He also quotes a statement Mies
made about the play of reflections. Johnson is not only obscured by the
images of nature; he is also obscured by the words and authority of Mies
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van der Rohe. In footnote 22, there is no Johnson, there is no quote, there
is no glass with reflections. A book is on the nightstand next to the telephone and there are pandana screens pulled to shield the writing desk
from the sun or from spectators. Similar props are present in the photograph of Johnson's apartment in New York-designed by Mies van der
Robe-included in the book The International Style (Henry-Russell
Hitchcock, Jr. and Philip Johnson, The International Style: Architecture
Since 1922, rev. and enl. [New York: W. W. Norton, 1966]). The writing
desk and chair are present in all three photographs. These are Johnson's
props that bear witness to Johnson's play of presence and/or absence.
Where footnote 1.'3 is symbolic of a connection between Mies's act of writing and Johnson's act of reading, footnote 22 is an allegory of Johnson's
act of substitution. Instead of Mies's words, Johnson uses the pandana
screens to obscure his own absence.

CORRECTIONS

Two design features in Johnson's Glass House motivate my research and
analysis of his magazine article: the presence of the perverted corner
detail and the larger-than-life papier-m:khe sculpture of two females.
These offer me the opportunity to correct the Glass House in terms of
formal and meaningful (symbolic) architecture. Thus, the corrections not
only "fix" Johnson's formal deviations from Mies's standards (by etching
the "actual," "ideal" detail on the glass), but they also compensate for a
symbolic lack that has been implied by the presence of the inert papiermache sculpture (by etching and foiling on the glass shimmering, living
photographs of bronze sculptures representing the female). As a kind of
thought experiment, I have produced the following list of corrections
modifYing the Glass House plans and elevations, to satisfY Johnson's
wishes and to test my own understanding of Mies's standards for architecture. Although theoretical, they are feasible and could be applied in
practice to Johnson's building, since they are sited within the steel frame,
they are formed as ornament, they are executed by etching and foiling on
the glass, and they are programmed by Johnson's own magazine article.
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Christine S.E. Magar, corrections to the Glass House plan, elevations and plan

To start with, the actual function of the house is acknowledged as
clubhouse (his wished-for program) not domestic. Next, lesson u, where
Mies stitches space to bind heterogeneity and to divide homogeneity, suggests that I sew the corrections to achieve the desired Miesian spatial relations. My translation of this is to etchjohnson's glass with a sewing needle, which reinforces his desire for the use of glass and steel as his
material and method of construction. I then proceed step by step to
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correct Johnson's Glass House with the suggested wishes and Miesian
lessons from his own magazine article.
Johnson's approach and entry sequence to the Glass House is corrected to provide a play of oblique and axial sequences that produces the
entry and experience of a space in movement, like that of the Farnsworth
House. The visitor walks toward the house, viewed as illustrated in footnote 15, on the grass (through copse and meadow). Because I have closed
three of the four existing entries (including the one on view upon
approach) and have thereby defined a new entry, the visitor must move to
the left around the house, then right toward the short end of the house,
reinforcing constant movement and change. Here the Nadelman sculpture
of two papier-mache women is in oblique view (like the Athene
Promachos in the Acropolis where she is in oblique view from the
Propylaea). This new entry is framed (symmetrically like the Propylaea)
and supported by the caryatids formed by the Nadelman sculpture. In
addition, on each of the four elevations, I have placed a small scratching
machine that etches the glass with a needle. I have situated them by projecting the location of the sculpture's wombs onto the elevations, to
clothe Johnson's skin-and-bones architecture with disappearing scratches like Mies's, and to animate the inert sculpture with movement, as Mies
would.
The volume/mass proportioning and the biaxial elevations are corrected with a well-proportioned grid like that of the Farnsworth House. I
have laid an even silvered grid in both vertical and horizontal directions
over all four elevations to reinforce reflectivity and the continuous flow
between inside and out, which I think the existing low mullions defeat.
This gives me the opportunity to reinforce the difference between elevations (entry versus no entry) while acknowledging their similarities (continuous grid of silver lines) as in the Farnsworth House.
The detailing is corrected to give the Glass House the ideal structure which can be observed from both interior and exterior, like a Mies
building. I have emulated the roof structure and corner brick veneer of
the Administration and Library Building, discussed in footnote g, by
etching a band of ornament just beneath the roof and caryatids at the
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corners of the Glass House. The ornament etched on the short ends of
the Glass House is deep, reflecting the deeper beam size. The ornament
etched on the long ends is shallow, reflecting the shallower fascia depth.
The difference in depth is concealed by the caryatids etched on the corners of the building (like Mies's use ofbrick veneer in the Administration
and Library Building). These are intended to assist Johnson in having
Mies's ideal building, which expresses the structure from both the interior and exterior as well as conceals the difference in beam and fascia
depths.
Finally, although these corrections are framed by the formal wishes
thatJohnson has suggested in the magazine article, their symbolic content comes from the implied absence of a regenerating, continuously
moving and changing female. The reflectivity machines that configure the
image of the ornament, illustrated in footnotes 13, 14, 15, and 16, are, like a
womb, programmed to be regenerating and formed of three layers of continuously fluctuating wall. These three layers are the epimetrium (skinwomb), the myometrium (muscle-womb), and the endometrium (fluctuating womb). The ornament is placed within the boundaries of the
silvered grid, the entry, and the new fascia and beam depths.
Although my initial instinct in this project was to argue against
Johnson's architecture for its impurity, I found it increasingly difficult to
make that judgment because my standard for purity changed as I learned
more about Mies's architecture. My preconception of his architecture
and pure architecture was by definition a skin-and-bones-steel-andglass-architecture devoid of ornament or the feminine. If this definition
of a pure architecture is true, then it was undermined by the lessons I discovered inJohnson's magazine article. For Mies's pure, ideal architecture
expressed structure from the interior and exterior. However, in a steeland-glass building where the roof beams are deeper than the fascia due to
different structural loading: the transparent corner exposes the difference
in depths and appears formally unresolved. Mies uses non-structural
brick veneer in the Administration and Library Building to conceal this
depth difference. Consequently, the intention to maintain purity of form
undermines the represented purity of structural function. (Please see the
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illustrations in my discussion on footnote g.) In addition, after reviewing
drawings and photographs ofMies's buildings, I discovered that many of
his buildings house sculptures gendered as feminine. I interpreted this as
Mies gendering the pure skin-and-bones buildings as male, and compensating for their inadequacy by adding female sculpture. His exclusion of
the female gender from architectural form and his inclusion of her
through sculpture, reflectivity, binding/dividing partitions, etcetera, reinforced for me the impurity ofMies's architecture. These unexpected discoveries-Mies's use of ornamentation and gendered form-made my
mission to distinguish the pure form or pure meaning from the impure
impossible. The impure is inextricably bound up with the pure.
This project comes from my research at Yale, 1989-90. I would like to thank Karsten Harries, Tom
Beeby, and Alan Plattus for their support.

NOTES
B u 1LD 1N G

Two generations of critics/historians offer two different interpretations on the relationship

of the Glass House to Miesian architecture. The first generation stressed similarities and the sec·
ond stressed differences. The first interpretation, detennined by Henry-RusseU Hitchcock,Jr. and
Vincent ScuUy,Jr., was formed by taking Johnson's magazine article at face value. Hitchcock, who
gave the title "The Glass House" its debut, acknowledged that the Glass House was derivative of
the Farnsworth House and also suggested that the Mies monograph Johnson authored in 1947
may have had a detrimental effect on his legacy as an original designer (Henry-RusseU Hitchcock,
Jr. "Philip Johnson," Archilecluml Review [April1955): 236-47). In his book Modern Architechtre,
ScuUy divided architecture into two movements: Romantic-Classicism and Romantic-Naturalism
(or English Picturesque) and argued that Johnson succeeded Mies in the Romantic-Classical tradition, which favors "continuity and permanence" (Vincent ScuUy,Jr., Modern Architechtre, The

Architecture of Democracy [New York: George Braziller, 1961]). In the same year, Hitchcock
claimed that although Johnson's Glass House resembles Farnsworth, it also recaUs the PaUadian
\vith its "axiaUy placed" doors, "Wrightian sort of flow," and "De-Stijl-like asymmetry," and the
"Romantic villas by Schinkel at Potsdam" (Henry-RusseU Hitchcock,Jr. "Current Work of Philip
Johnson," Zodiac 7 [1961): 66). In the introduction to a later publication, Hitchcock refined his
Glass House discussion further. This time he moved from a previous discussion on space to that
of procession (Philip Johnson, Philip Johnson: Architecture 1949-1965 [New York: Holt, Rinehart
and Winston, 1966]). Other publications from this generation that discuss the Glass House appro-
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priate Scully's and Hitchcock's texts. See, for example, Bryan Robertson, introduction to Philip

Johnson. Global Architecture, ed. Yukio Futagawa (Tokyo: ADA Edita, 1972).
WRITING

The second generation-determined by Manfredo Tafuri, Kenneth Frampton, Craig

Owens, and Charles Jencks-observed the differences between the Glass House and the
Farnsworth and recognized the significance of Johnson's 1950 magazine article. Kenneth
Frampton called the article a collection of"cultural sources," Craig Owens called it a "miscellany
of historical sources," Peter Eisenman simply called it a "1950 presentation" of the Glass House,
and Charles Jencks called it among other things an "explication de texte" and "historical programme notes." This project manual continues this discourse. See Kenneth Frampton, "The
Glass House Revisited," Catalog 9 (September/October 1978); Peter Eisenman, ed., Philip

Johnson, Processes (New York: Institute for Architecture and Urban Studies, 1978), 39; Craig
Owens, "Philip Johnson: History, Genealogy, Historicism," in Philip Johnson: Processes, 3; Peter
Eisenman, introduction to Writings, by Philip Johnson (New York: Oxford University Press,
1979), 20; and Charles Jenks, Modern Movements in Architec/111-e (New York: Anchor
Press/Doubleday, 1973), 206.

ARCHITECT

A series of monographs on Philip Johnson have appeared since 1962, all titled Philip

Johnson. Coincidentally, each appeared soon after a major addition to the Glass House site was
executed. See John M. Jacobus, Jr., Philip Johnson (New York: George Braziller, 1962), which
published the enlargement of the site at the southeast corner of the 1949 site; Philip Johnson,

Philip Johnson: Architecture 1949-1965 (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1966), which
published the underground Painting Gallery of 1965; and Charles Noble, Philip Johnson (New
York: Simon and Schuster, 1972), which published the Sculpture Gallery of1970.

The Walled-up Bride: An
Architecture of Eternal Return

MANUELA ANTONIU

DOWN nu: ~RGESH IJilt

BEIIUTlfUL TO Sf.E,
PRINCE HWIU HE WENDED
l\Y TEN Mi1E5 illliNDED:
HI HE lVORTriY CMitSMfH,
h1R50H5,JOUI\HfYMEif,

WITH h1iUiOlf UN,

THE HIGHEST IN fiiMl
fOKTtl TllfY STRODE ll'iiCE
Ttl ERE TO fiND i1 PIJICE

WHERE To BUIIP i15HRIHf,
ACLOISTER DIIJIHE.

The adjacent Legend ofMaster Manole and the Monastery ofArge§ ,1 finding itself inscribed within the larger circle of distribution of a mythical
theme that has been termed "the builder's sacrifice," filters universal
motifs through the specifics of a given time and place. 2 Throughout cultural history, sacrificial rites have been integral to construction, yet in
spite of their ubiquity it is only in the countries of southeastern Europe
that constructional sacrifices found expression in a remarkable corpus of
folk literary creation. 3 Over this geographical area, different regional sensibilities produced numerous variants of the master builder's legend, yet
in all of them the central theme is disseminated through the same narrative sequence:
I. an incipient construction collapses unaccountably every night;
2. the builders involved enter a covenant by agreeing to sacrifice a woman
kin;
3. the wife of the master mason (or of the only builder who keeps the oath)
is immured, in most cases, alive;
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i1HD,LO,DOWH THE LEII
il 5HEPHI!RD THEY 51!E,
IH YE71R5 SO UNRIPE.
PLJiYING ON HIS PIPf,
TO HIM T~E FRIHCf 5Pm
1\HD Tl\05 SPOKE iiND SKID,
"HRHDSOMt LllTLE SW;IIH

OH TtiY SWfiT 1\Ff PL~YIHG!
UP Ttlf. iiKCifSH STRUM
TI\Y li.O(i( TI\OU H~st: n'f.H;
DOWN THE 11KGE5H GRUH
IUif~ TI\Y r..OCK TttOU'.sT Stitt;
DID~l TttOU HiiP TO UE
50111f.WHf.Rf. DOWN THt If~
iiN OLD Wllll Ill!- RDTTEH,
UHflH15HED I fOIHiOTUH,
OH R<il\EEN 5LOPf LUSH,
NUR il HilztL BRUSH?"
"THRT, GOOD 51Rf.,l DID;
IN HitZEL ~\KUSH HID,
TttUE'5 il WAll- Ul RolllH,
UttFIHIStttD, f 01\GOITEH.
MY DOG~ WHEHTI\~Y 5jlf IT
hl'IIKE ARUSH TO 51Tf 11;
liND HOWL HOLLOWLY,
iiND GROWL CiHOUUSHLY:'

4. a child is orphaned or dies as a result of the woman's
immolation.

However, implicit among the legend's predominantly male exegetes have been certain underlying
assumptions, ones that the present examination of the
text of Master Manole will attempt to restructure. 4
Commentators have defined the woman as the sacrificial victim, and the master mason as "the builder," the

architecton (etymologically the one who is UpXt-in
the sense of surpassing the others). Yet when builder
and victim are brought together in the frequently utilized appellation "builder's sacrifice," the contextual
implication is not that the master mason is the one
performing the woman's sacrifice, but that he is the
one actually suffering it, the ultimate recipient of a
tragic absence of choice. Therefore, he is the builder,
and even though she is the victim, "builder's sacrifice" attributes both construction and sacrifice to him alone. 5
Such established assumptions seem to limit the scope of the legend's true modernity by not allowing fundamental questions to remain
alive. Since the woman is undeniably crucial to the construction's morphosis, how could her building role be overlooked or considered as
peripheral, one that is secondary to the masons'? Who is the builder?
JiVhose sacrifice is being performed? Whose immortality is secured
through the woman's immurement?
An additional problem posed by denoting the legend as the
"builder's sacrifice" is that doing so moves with disquieting ease into

sanctioning sacrifice by substitution within the broader consideration of
personal sacrifice as the sine qua non of creation. Once the notion is
inoculated-that it is the male builder who experiences the sacrifice by
inbuilding his wife-a projective distance of architectural significance is
introduced. For what seems to emerge from the Legend of Master Manole
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as defining personal sacrifice is precisely that porous
space in which duality is dissolved through one's level
of involvement, where the distance of difference
between being and doing is collapsing, where one's
work and one's life become indistinguishable from
one another.
The interest of this study is to gain entry into the
generic space of opposition: the seeming disparity
between the naturalistic specificity of the Legend's
settings, characters, and actions and the abstraction of
the lyrical line; the distance between the physical and
the metaphoric; the span between the instrumental
(woman as building material) and the mythical
(woman as generative principle). What is being proposed here is that potentially this is also the space in
which a realignment of woman's fundamental partici-
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715 THE ri\IHCE DID H~iiR
C.KE'ATL't Dill HE OtfEit,

JlttD WIIIKW TO TuiiT Will~
ltJITJI ttlliE h1J150N5 All,
HlttE WO~TtiY CRIIfT5Mn,
WITH h1 AN 0 l E TE N,
THf Hl(iHEST IN f ~!1tt
"HfRf'5 MY W~I!:!"QUOmttf.
"H~Rt I CHOOSE TH~T YE
BUILD fOR h1{ II SHRINE,
»CLOISTER o'llJINE.
mRtfoRt,GRfRT CKRFTsMtH,
MJISOHS,JOURtHYMftt,

5Ti11\T YE BUSILY
TO BU ILO OM THIS LE11
il T1\Ll MOti~5HRY;
MRKf IT WIT~ YOUR WOI\T~
rnRUSS Ott THIS [iii\TH;
T~fN Yt 5HJ1Ll Hi!Ut GOLD,
filCH 5Hiltl 8{ Jl LORD.
Ott, RUT SHOULD YOU fAIL,
TnfH YOU'U MOnN AHD IUIIIL,
fOR I'Ll H1lJJE YOU ALL
BUILT ur IN THE WillJ.;
I WIU ... SO I THRIVE ...
BUILD YOU UP illlUE!"

pation in building culture can be realized. The

Legend's text is thus probed for its contemporary relevance to entrenched
dichotomies of architectural making.
In order to arrive at a better appreciation of this position, it would
be useful to place the Legend ofMaster Manole and the Monastery ofArge§
in its broader geographical context by an overview of noteworthy local
variants.
It is generally accepted that, due to the archaism and thematic simplicity
of its versions of the legend, Greece was the locus of transition from construction ritual to literary folk expression. 6 In the neo-Greek variants, the
construction that collapses overnight is almost invariably a bridge (or else
it is placed by a body of water).
The legend of the bridge of Arta has three regional versions. In one
of them, the masons and journeymen toil fruitlessly for three years to
counteract the collapse of the bridge, until a stoicheion (ghost, spirit)
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reveals to them the price of its completion: a human
sacrifice not of the common kind (orphan, passer-by,
h\tft5URED OUT THt flACE, beggar), but rather of the beautiful wife of the chief
DUG OUT THE DUr BASE,
TOILED Di1Y IN, Oi1Y OUT, mason himself. Grief-stricken, he sends her a letter to
RRI51NCi WilLLS 1160UT. come to the site unhurriedly, but the carrier bird
BUT UJn~TE'fK T~EY WROUGill",
RT HIGHT CAME TO H~UGIIT, reverses the message and urges her to join the
CRUMBLED DOWN LIKE ROT! builders at once. Seeing him downcast, she offers to
THE titKT DRY i!GiliN,
THE THIRD DAY AGAIN, descend into the foundation and look for his wedding
THE FOUI\TN OilY A<iillli, ring, which he claims to have just lost. Realizing the
illl THEIR TOIL IN UiiiN!
SORE RMRZED THE LORD trap, she laments her fate while being hastily built in;
HIS MEN HE DID SCOLD, her two older sisters had ended in similar manner
11ND HtalWtD THEM DOWN
WITH ht i1 NY 11 fR 0WN under bridges, one over the Danube, the other over
fiND h1iiN'I' i1 THREAT: Avlon. She finishes with imprecations, but is advised
11HD ttl5 11\ltiD HE SET
TO HitUE ONE litiD 11LL by the stoicheion to soften them lest they befall her
BUILT UP IN THE Wllll; brother, should he happen to be the first to cross the
WE WOULD~so HE T~RIIJE· finished bridge. 7
6UILD THEM UP IILIIIE !
In another version, the price of completion is
T~05t HIHt mRT mrnMEH,
revealed in the architect's dream. The following day,
as his wife is being sacrificed, she bemoans the fate of the three sisters
built into foundations: one under a church; the other under a monastery;
and now she, the youngest, under the bridge of Arta. 8
In the final bridge-building variant, an impressive number of
masons (1,400) receive the revelation from a bird endowed with human
voice. Again, the sacrifice must go outside of the common practice (child,
stranger, invalid) and claim none other than the chief mason's wife. As
she dies, she laments that, with her sacrifice, she and her two sisters who
have already been built under bridges will have all turned into stoicheia.
This is an interesting turn, since it echoes a belief from Greek popular
tradition that immured beings continue to live as tutelary spirits of the
place where they were sacrificed. 9

11105[ CRitfTSM~H ilh1i11H
5TahCHtD 0~1 ROPt AHO CHAIH,

In the Macedo-Romanian version of the legend, the masons are three
brothers who struggle in vain for seven years to build a bridge over Narta.
Having lost his patience, the king threatens to put them to death. But a
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bird reveals to the eldest that in order for the construction to stand, they must immure the wife of the
youngest brother. She too, as in the Greek versions, is
credulous to look for the supposedly lost wedding
ring. But while she is being built in, she implores her
sacrificers to leave an opening for her bosom so that
she can continue to suckle her infant (but they
refuse). 10 This is a notable narrative detail since, as
will be seen further on, it develops and acquires symbolic significance in other national variants. The
theme of continuity through breast-feeding beyond
the mother's death can be traced to Greek mythology.
As the historian Pausanias recounts, Aerope, daughter of Cepheus, was seduced by Ares and died during
childbirth. Yet she continued to provide the infant,
who refused to detach himself from her, with abundant and nourishing milk. 11
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h1R50NS, JOURHEYMfH,
SHOOK llli!H fiiiR WAIJ.S MRKit",
W~l!-5 TnlY HHI5tD IIJHI~ 5HRKIH,,
~ lOiiG 5UMIIIER'S OilY
TILL T~f 5KIE5 TURHED GREY.
BUT hi11N0lf SHIRKED,

Ht ItO lONCif.R WORKED,
TO HIS 8 E0 HE WENT
RHD ADREiiM HE DRUhlf.
tHE THE HIGHT WRS 5rEftr,
fOR HIS MEN HE SENT,
TOLD THtM Hl5 INTENT:
"Vt HIHt 6Hm CRRfTSMUI,
hli15 ONS, l OURNEYIIIEH,
WHU ~ DRfiiMI DREAMED:
IN MY 5LtEP Mf5EfMEO
11 WHISPER fROM HIGH,
RtJOICt fi\Ohl THE SKY,
TOLD ME UERILY
THAT WHUEUER WE
llf DiiYTIMt HAIJE WROUGHf
SH~IL HI6HT5 COMt TO HOU61iT,
CRUMBLE DOWH LIKE ROT;

TILL Wf,Oiit liND illl,
MilKE liN OiiTH TO WRLL

WHOSE BOHIIY WifE ti\ST,

In the Serbo-Croatian version, the mythical king Vukasin and his two
younger brothers, along with three hundred workmen, are building the
fortified city of Skadar (the actual city of Scutari in Albania), but their
"attempt to fix the wall's foundation" is in vain, since a sprite (Vila)
destroys all their day's work during the night. After three years, the Vila
reveals to Vukasin that unless they are able to find and immure the twins
Stojan and Stojana, the city can not be built. An envoy searches the world
over, but the brother and sister cannot be found. 12
Finally the Vila suggests the immurement of she among the brothers' wives who will be the first to come to the site with food. They enter a
covenant, but the two older brothers break it by alerting their wives to
what is in store for them. Seeing his own wife approach, the youngest
brother uses the familiar pretext of the lost wedding ring. Only here,
instead of offering to find it, the woman suggests that her brother, a goldsmith, could replace it. She gives the same reply when her husband feigns
having lost a golden apple, but in the end she is seized. While she is being
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WHOSE Dtlll\ 515TER fiRST,
tUIPS TO COMt Tltl5 Wil'l'
itT THt 8Rfi1K Of D~Y,
BRIHGING MEM iiHO CRIHK
TO 11USIHIHO OR KIN.
THEI\EfOIH If WE Wm
OUI\ H1CAI1 T115K FUlfil
I! ltD BUILD HERE R5HR1tif,
i1 CLO I HER DIIJINE,
lET'5 5WE~R RHD Bt BOUHD
BY DRlAD Oi1TH5 AHD SOUHD
HOT il WORD TO 5PfiiK,
OUR COUNSEL TO KEEP:
WHOSE BOHHY Wlff ERST,
WIIOSE DtRR 515TII\ FJR5T,
HAr5 TO COhU Ttll5 WJIY
AT TilE BREAK Of DAY,
HER WE'll OFFER UP,
Hfl\ WE 511~1!- BUILD UP!"

immured, she begs to be substituted by a slave her
mother could afford to procure. Resigned, she asks
for, and is granted, two openings in the wall: one for
her bosom, the other for her eyes so that she can continue to see their home. The infant is suckled through
the wall for a full year (this recalls the model of
Aerope ), after which the stream of milk proves a
miraculous cure for mothers whose own milk has
ceased. It is worth noting here the concepts of
replacement and substitution, as they carry significant
architectural implications.

The city of Scutari is also the object of construction
in the Albanian variant of the legend. Here the fairy
ur lrtilliOLE 5T11RHO, tells the three brothers to go and wed, then return
UllrtBED i1 TRELLIS fEHCE,
to build the city. When their attempts to secure its
Ctll115tD T~f r~HK5, ~HD TMI!Cf
foundation
are fruitless, the fairy asks that one of the
lHE finD HE LOOKfD OLJfR,
wives be immured therein. The story follows the
familiar pattern of immolation of the wife-mother, whose infant is, in this
version, fed through the wall for two years after her death. Here, too, the
stream, after having changed from milk to clear water, is everlasting and
has curative properties.
Ill
IUHfH D~Y fROM HIGHT r.RTED

City founding epitomized in boundary wall construction is present also
in the Bulgarian versions of the legend. One variant about the building of
the city Tirousa follows the usual narrative development in which only
Manoil, the master mason, does not break the oath and, when faced with
inbuilding his wife, invokes the fictitious loss of the wedding ring. 13
Another variant is actually a folk wedding song. In it, three brothers
try to overcome the nightly collapse of their day's attempts to build the
fortified city of Smilen on the Strumdja. Each one of them dreams that
they must immure the first of the three wives to reach the construction
site. The brothers take an oath to abide by what was revealed to them, but
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THt FATil T~KOUGH IIJIIP UPP~.
only the youngest keeps it and thus must help build in
liHD WIUIT DID ME SEE?
i1l~5!WOE 1Sh1E!
his wife. The loss of the ring is invoked, the victim is
WHO Cilll1t UP 'ME ~11?
lowered into the foundation to look for it, and the wall HIS YOUHG BRIDE 50 SWEEf,.
rises around her. She, too, asks for the opening fLOWfR Of THE hlEiiO!
HOW HE LOOKED,i'I611~5T
through which she could continue nursing the infant;
i15 1115 ANN CliME fi15T,
51\ltHiiHu 1115 D11Y'5 JiOD
the stream of milk eventually turns into a spring.
11HD WINE SWEfl i'lftD GPOO.
In another version, Manoil's wife is marked as
WHEH HE SRW H~R YONDER
the victim who would secure the construction, but 1115 HERIIT BUR5T A5UHOER;
HE KHm DOWN LIKE Dfl\0
God, taking pity on her, blocks her approach to the
RHO WEEPIHCi 11E t'I\~YED,
''5EHD,O LOI\O,m 1\iiiH,
site by sending first a wind storm, then a rain storm in
lfT IT filll 'Ah1iUN,
her path, to no avail. Not being able to find her husMilKE IT 01\0WH RnEiml
5J"Rt~MliiiD BRHK RtiD HuTH,
band's supposedly lost wedding ring, she asks to be
MilKE IT SWEll Itt liDE
hoisted up from the cellar but is instead built in with
11HD ARREST MY BRIDE,
fLOOD i'ILL YilT~ i'IHD TliACt(
the words "if only you knew what you don't know"
IIHD MilKE MR TdRH 8RCK!"
and "you'll be the sacrifice to hold up the walls." She
THE LOI\0 11ERRD HIS 516H,
HElRKEHED TO HI5CRY,
beseeches the masons to let her go home and part
{lOUD5 HE 5PIU.RD Ott HIGH
with her twin sons, after which she would come back
i'IHD DiiRK~H~D THE 5KY;
as a willing victim the following day. She is, however,
summarily walled up.
The last Bulgarian variant deals with a peculiar form of victim substitution, whereby a person's shadow is surreptitiously measured on the
ground with either a rope or a stick, which is then built into the foundation as a perfect simulacrum of the living being. However, a shadow
obtained and used in this manner portends the person's impending
death. Whatever Manoil the master mason and his companions build by
day collapses at night, and what they build at night collapses during the
day. For the bridge construction to rise without crumbling, Manoil asks
for a covenant: "Let us brethren make a blood sacrifice, a blood sacrifice
for propitiation." They consent to immure the first wife to come to the
site bringing food. Full of sorrow, Manoil is faced with sacrificing his own
wife by building her shadow's measure into the foundation. The construction finally rises, but Manoil's wife dies soon after returning home.
However, when her crying infant is brought to the bridge, milk trickles
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~NO

HE Sf.NT A Rillti,
MIIDE IT filll RMAIH,
MADE IT Dl\OWH BtHfATH
5TRMM AHD BRHK RHD HEArt!.
YET, fA LUI5 IT hliiY,
HER lT COULD HOT 5TilY.
OHWJU\D 5HE DID HIE,
HICsH 5HE Dl\EW AHDitiCiH.
iJ5 HE WAlCHEDfROMHIGH,
SORELY DID Hf CI\V,
11ND iiCJiiiH HE W~ILEO,
i1ND RGIIIN HE Pl\IIYEO.
11 BLOW, 0 LORD, II GALE
OIJEI\ HILL RND DUE,
THf fii\-THEES TO REND,
THE MRPLE5 TO BEND,
THE HILLS TO O'EI\TURH.
MAKE hW BIUOE 1\ETURH,
5TOf HER fATrliiHD TRACK,
laRKf HER,lORD,Tlii\H BRCI\!"
THE LORI) HEfti\D HIS SluH,
HEiii\KEHEO TO HIS CI\Y,
RHO HE BLEW i\ CJUE
OVEI\ HILL RHO DillE
THIIT THE FIRS DID REHQ

out of the place where her shadow was immured as
though she were physically there, pointing to the
complete ritualistic equivalence between victim and
substitute.
All the Hungarian variants deal with the building of
the fortified city of Deva. 14 In most of them the victim
is not immured alive; rather she is killed and either
her blood or her ashes are mixed with the lime for
construction. One notable exception is the variant in
which "the woman was with child, and far gone, and
when they were walling her up, her little son was
born. FoT they didn't kill her, they walled heT up
alive. " 15
The most common version is that in which
twelve masons are promised gold and silver for build-

ing the city. Because of the systematic collapse, the
masons take an oath to burn alive the first of their
wives to arrive at the site. The master mason's wife has a foreboding but
misinterprets it and, fearing for her husband's life, hurries to him in spite
of obstacles (a sudden storm, the coach's unwillingness to drive her).
Seeing her approach, the husband prays to God to make her turn away,
but his prayer remains unanswered. Upon hearing what is in store for her,
she asks to go home to part with her child, and when she returns she is
burned and her ashes are mixed into the mortar. The completion of the
city thus secured, the masons take their promised reward. At home, the

THE h111Plf.5 DID BEND,

master mason's child asks for his mother and is finally told the truth.
Talking to her through the city wall, the child is overcome with grief and
longing; the earth parts and he falls into its abyss.
In the last variant, it is the master mason himself who suggests the
sacrifice of his wife to counteract the wall's collapse. As she approaches
unsuspectingly, carrying food and her little child, the husband has a
change of heart and prays to God to divert her. While being sacrificed,
she consoles her child that he will be well cared for as an orphan, washed
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The legend's variants visited here share a number of

1ttE t1lll5 DID O'ERTURH,
HOR WOULD 5H~ R~TuRH.
RHH CitMt UP THE DRLE
5TRUCiGI!H<i 'G~IHST TH~ 6U~
R~ELIHu ON HU\ WilY;
HOTHIH6 COULD HER 5Til't
PoOR SOUL! THROUGH 'fur ~@ST,
THERE 5HE Wi15 iiT LAST!

narrative themes, such as the absence of the wedding

IV

ring, the sublimation of the immured victim into tute-

THO~[ WOiiT~Y CMfT5h1UI,
hlR 50H5,JOURHEYMEH,
C.RtRTLY DID Tt\EY <.HttR
TO SEt HER i1PPUK.
WHilf. MiUiOLf 5h1i1RTED,
Willi llll HOrE HE rRI\TED,
HIS 5WttT 51110( Ht KISSED,
SiiW H~R ntROUCiH ~ MIST,
IN Hl5 RI\M5 HE (LII5ffD H~ll,
UrT~E 5TtfS HE HELPED HE!\,
rRE55ED HER TO H15 CHEST,
HND THUS SfOKE IH JEST,
"HOili,M~ OWH 5Wfn IIKIDt
HiWE ttO fUU\,ABIDE;
WE'Ll MilKE TtiEt 'A HEsi,
BUILD 1HEE UP IH JEST!"

by the rains, sung to sleep by birds and rocked by the
winds; in other words, she will continue to be present
in the form of natural elements.

lary spirit (stoicheion) of the construction, the curative
properties conferred on the building by the (nursing)
woman's immolation, the shadow measure as simulacrum of the living victim, and the continuity of the
victim (a woman of confirmed fertility) in the form of
natural elements. These themes, when brought to
bear on the text of the Legend of Master Manole, help
uncover other avenues of interpretation; but an articulation of their architectural relevance needs to be preceded by a brief discussion based on building type.

In the literary examples surveyed, the object of construction could vary
regionally from bridge to tower, castle, or city wall. 16 Yet, in all Romanian
versions of the legend (as in the one whose text is being examined here),
the construction is invariably a monastery. Although the structures
named in all national variants relate to actual architectural works,n to
approach them strictly on historical grounds would be to limit the legend's signification. For as Eliade points out, a legend or "any other creation on the imaginary plane, no longer deals with 'real objects' but with
images, archetypes, symbols."~ 8 In other words, the architectural objects
described in the legend's variations no longer belong in a concrete context, but recover a primordial symbolism freed from spatio-temporal
specificity. However, in order to confirm the universality of their message,
they need to be re-placed, re-inscribed in a contemporary realm of architectural possibility. While the architectonic and cosmological symbolism
of Bridge, Tower, or City Wall is virtually inexhaustible, they do not possess the religious explicitness of a monastery. This is why the ritual killing
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liNN Ll!UCiHEO MERRIL'I,
5HE lnUC.HED TIIU~TfULl'f,

i4ti0 Mi!INOLE 51GHED,

HIS TI\OIIJEL HE rLH:D,
IUU5ED T~f Wit~ il5 DUE,
h1RDE T~t DRUhl (0Mt TRUt.
UP Hf. IU\15ED Tl\t WAll
TO ull\0 HER WITHRL;
UP THE Willl lliD RISE
TO HE!\ iiHKLES HICf,
TO HER BONNY THIGHS.

WHILE 5HE, WEll'ii\U~'f.
CEi15ED HU LRUCiH 50 CiiiY,
JIHD WOULD PRltY RHD SiiY,
"hlilttOLE, M'iiNOLE,
CiOOD Mii~TEI\ Mil HOLt!
HiiPE llOHE WITH VOUS JEST,
'TIS HOT fOI\ THE 5f.ST.
h1 it NOLE,h1i1NOLE,
GOOD h1ii5TEI\ MilttOU,
THt Will!: 5QUUU5 Hill\0,
MY fRRIL ft.f5H 15 hlill\1\fD!'
NOT il WORD SPOKE Hf.
BUT WOI\KED BUSILY;
UP HE IHUSED THE Willl
TO Ciii\D HER WITHRL;

of a woman within a monastery's wall brings notions
of constructional sacrifice and historical verisimilitude to their highest tension.
For it seems that the magico-religious behavior
revealed in the customs and beliefs of the BalkanoDanubian region comes from a spiritual universe of
extreme archaism. Its survival both in practice 19 and
in the form of folk poetry has weathered numerous
religious re-evaluations "of which the last, Christianity, was also the most radical.mo Some of the less
esoteric Romanian variants of the Legend reflect precisely the difficult reconciliation of the belief in the
necessity of the sacrifice with moral accountability for
the "sin" of immolating an innocent victim. 21
Across cultures practicing this form of sacrifice,

it was axiomatic that in order for a construction to
last, it had to be "animated" by means of a transference of life and soul. 22 At the same time, the necessity
of the sacrifice was inextricably linked with religious beliefs in local
divinities of earth and water. Any human intervention in the natural order
of things was assumed to be a disturbance and violation of the divinities'
particular space of influence. Therefore, the sacrifice was offered in propitiation for the imposition as well as for securing a protective spirit for
the new construction. 23 This will recall the stoicheion, the guardian spirit
of the construction, who is a transfiguration of the immolated victim. 24
A curious dialogue is thus set up between the spirit of the site and
the spirit of the building, since the latter exists in order to arrest the former's retaliation. But this dialogue is mute, not unlike a tension that is
never fully resolved, since the two forces are locked into the bellicose
stance of holding each other in check. Here the ambivalence of the sacrificial offering becomes manifest: is the propitiatory gesture a genuine
apologia for the necessity of building, or does it actually trace the extent
to which humanity is prepared to go in order to create its place in the
order of things?
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The ambiguity is perhaps most poignant in the
building of a monastery, where the symbolic and the
telluric exist in synergism. Sacrificial killing within a
monastery's wall concretizes a point of intersection
between the line of Seth (pious builders of prayer
temples) and the line of Cain (bloodstained tillers of
the Earth, who dug their plows into its skin and erected dwellings, all as a recalcitrant reaction to their forebears' expulsion from Eden). It is perhaps at this confluence of the two most primeval building impulses,
between the need to build and the will to build, that
the operational space of architecture is perpetually
being redefined.
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fiHD THE Willl DID Rl5f.
TO HER AHKLE5 NICE,
TO HER ISOHNY THIGHS,
TO HER 5Hi1PELY WillST,
TO Hfl\ I'AIIi,YOUH6 Bl\fJ5T5.
WHILE 5Hf,WELLAWiiY,
5Hf WOULD CRUftD ~Y,
SHE IIIOUIP WEff RHO r,d\Y,

•IJI'RH OLE,M'RHOLE!

THE W~U IUfKiH5 UKE LQQ
TUR5 MY Tf~B H'OIU 5H[Jl
MY BABE 15 CRU5HID DUD."
htJINOU. DID Shl'RKT,
SICK HE Wi\5 JIT HURT;
iiHD TI1E Willl DID RI5E,
rRE55tD HER IN IT IIJCf,
l'mm HfR 5HArfLY WAISt

(AVSHrD Hlft f•lft, VoUH6 Mb"&,
KfiiCHED HrR !F5 HOill Wfllft

REi10tHl H~R tYB 50 BRIG!If,
Till SHE SiiHI\ IH HIGHT
»ND WAS I.D5T TO 516HT!
Htl\ SWEET LIOICE IIIPHE
CAME T~ROUCiH JH AIIIORH,
"hUHDLE,Mi1NOU:,
GOOD Mi15TEI\ MAHOLE!

Through the sacrifice, the spirit of the place (as distillation of a natural order), and the spirit of the building
(stoicheion) are being silenced by the emerging presence of an edifice. Such presencing betrays the necessity of an absence. Before proposing that the resultant silencing finds an
anagogical echo in the immolation of the woman, an inquiry into what the
absence might be, and what architectural repercussions are embedded
therein, will have to be made.
Once "the object of sacrifice is to give strength and stability to the building,m5 a profound shift in architectural intentionality has taken place.
Indeed the practice has become divorced from any spiritual tension and
is now relegated to a plane of practical considerations only. This is
reflected in the sacrificial subject, which in this realm assumes a substitutive character.
Out of the multitude of subjects used as substitutes for the human
victim (ranging from personae non gratae such as prisoners, derelicts, or
fatherless children to animals and even inanimate objects), one in particular carries important conceptual ramifications for architecture. It is the
practice of shadow building, mentioned earlier in connection with a
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THE WillLSQUUZES H~RD,

CHU5HW 15 HOW 'MY HUI\T,
WITH MY LIFE I f11RT !"

Bulgarian version of the legend. The shadow presents
the disquieting ambiguity of not being entirely a subv
stitute (since it depends on the human who casts it to
0 OWN TilE ilRuf.SH LE11, exist), yet not being a physical object either (since it is
8Ef1UTIFUL TO SEE,
immaterial); therefore its presence is simulated in the
PRINCE HEGRU IN STATE
CRh1f. TO CONSECI\ilTf.
ritual of construction by one of its attributes: its meai!HO TO KHEELIN fi\RYER
TO THAT SHJ\IHE 50 fAIR, sured length, which is an abstraction, and in its turn a
THAT CLOISTEI\ Of WORTri, substitute (of the shadow proper). The resultant
rEEJ\U55 OH THIS EilfHH.
twine or reed measure that gets built in is inanimate,
THERE iT STOOD 50 BRIGHT
TO HIS EYES' OELICittT.
yet it re-presents a human being; it is not a blood sacilHO 111E fKIHCE SfoKE THEN,
rifice, yet it heralds death, as previously described.
"YE GOOD TEi1M Of TEN,
Yf WORTHY CH11FT5h1EN,
The ambiguity of this practice also accounts for
lELL ME HOW IH SOOTH,
the
difficulty
in ascertaining its place in the history of
(1\055 YOUJ\ Hli11\T51H T11UT~,
CiiH YOU IWILO FOJ\ ME, constructional sacrifice. Does it predate live immureWIT~ YOUR hlll~TERY,
YET iiNOTHER 5HIUNE, ment or does it replace it? Paradoxically, proponents
i1 CLOISTER OIIJINE, of both theories start from the same premise: the
EIJER f11R MORE BRIGHT,
shadow stands for the life or soul of the person who
Of uREiiTEK DELIGHT?"
casts it. Before scientific knowledge explained it as an
optical phenomenon, the synchronism of movement between shadow
and body was understood, not unlike breath, to be the spiritual projection of'soul' or 'second 1'. In ancient Semitic languages, notions of'soul'
and 'shadow' were expressed by the same word. 26 In the mythology of
ancient Egypt, the shadow was a protective 'second I', since it constantly
accompanied one in front, beside, or behind. Among Asian cultures, a
diminishing shadow was considered a sign of illness, and its disappearance impending death. An old Turkish greeting was to wish one: "may
your shadow never decrease or distance itself from you." And, of course,
in the Divine Comedy, Dante's shadow gave him away as a living being
among the dwellers in Purgatory.
But however ancient and universal the animistic beliefs about shadows, the practice of burying them as ritualistic simulacra in construction
is limited only to southeastern Europe. 27 Bulgarian masons were reputed
shadow-takers; in Greece the practice was connected with the laying of
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the foundation stone; and in Romania the custom was
in use as late as the middle of the last century. In fact,
one of the variants of the Legend ofMaster Manole was
recorded (in 1856) from a professional shadow trader,
whose occupation was to supply architects with shadow measures for ensuring secure foundations.

28

As illustrated earlier in one of the Bulgarian versions
of the legend, the double simulacrum of victim substituted by shadow substituted by measurement
underscores the equivalence between the victim and
her simulated presence. However, this equivalence is
established only by a projection at the end of which
the woman is entirely disembodied by, and into, her
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T~tH TH05[ GRUT CRAFr51liDt,
II\ R~OH~,JOURNEYI11EN,

80it5TIHG CHI:EI\fULL't

Ct1fEIUHG 80A5TfUll..,,
FROM THE ROOf ON HIGH,
UP iHi JIIH ~T THE SKY.
THUS THEY h1KOE 1\Er.LY,

''LIKrU5GREATCHJIFT511\Ett,

11\115 Ott5,lOUI\HEYhirH,
IN ~KILL 'iltiD IN WOI\Ttt
T~~Rt ftHE NOH( OH Eiii\TH!
MiiiUW ,IF THOU WILT,
WE CllN iRWAY5 BUILD
'J'ET 11NOTI1f.l\ 5HI\IHE,
i1 CLOISHI\ DIUINE,
EIJE 1\ fftR 11101\E BRIGHT,
Of Cil\~11TEI\ DtLIGHT!"
THIS THE fRIHn DID Hfti\K,
iiND 1115 fAct61\fW O~RK;
LOHu,LOHG T~ERf. HE 51'000
TO POHOEI\ liND 81\00D.
lHEH lHE fl\INCE iUiOH
ORDERED WITH II fJ\OWH
AU 5CAffOLD5 ruUtD DOIUK,

image. This projective operation gives rise to a
structure of replacements of which Manole's sacriTO LEI1~f TH05f. TfH MEtt,
fice of Ana in the legend of the Monastery of Arge§ is THOSE WOI\TliY CR~n5tUH,
perhaps the most enigmatic.
It has been argued that, by inbuilding his wife, Manole is in fact
offering himself up (that is, the best part of himself), and that the substitution unites sacrificer and victim in both the human and the divine
realms. 29 This perspective, if espoused, calls to mind other mythical sacrifices of self through an other, notably that of Iphigenia by her father
Agamemnon and of Isaac by Abraham. But there is a fundamental difference. Both Agamemnon and Abraham were offering flesh of their flesh,
a unique connection with their innermost being that could not be
re-created. The relationship between Manole and Ana is of a different
order.
In one of the legend's variants, the master builder, asked by a celestial voice what he is prepared to sacrifice in order for the construction to
stand up, answers, "If I give you my daughter, I will have no daughter; ifl
give you my mother, I will have a mother no longer; but if I give you my
wife, I will have a chance to find a better one."' 0 Lest this be considered
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ON THE ROOF Oti HIGH,
THERE TO 1\0T 11ti0 mE.
19H~ THU 5Ta'tfD litfKtTHIIIKIH6,
T~lHTHEY 5TAJmD UNKIHG

5HIH<ilE5 T~lli llHil LICallT
INTO WIHG5 fOR fliGH[

l1 HD TH05t WIH6~ lHtY 51\U~
11HD JUMPED ritK i!H~U,
llHD 01\0I'I'ED DOIUH UK[ LEliO.
WHERE THEGROUHDTHtYHiT,
THEft[ THEil\ MD If' SPLIT.

THEH POOI\,POOR M~HOI!;
GOOD h1l15UI\ Mil NOlf.,
~5 Hf. ~ROUGHT HIMSELf
TO JUMP fi\Oh\ A5HUf,
ttA RK, ll UOICE CAME LOIU
FI\OM THE WALL BELOW,
111JOICt OfRH AND liEf,
ldUfrLEO,SUHK IN GRIEF.
MOURN FUL,WOE BEGO HE,
h1011HINu ON 'AND Oti,
11

111 il H0 u: I hOI ti 0 LE,

6000 h\ii5Tf.R h1i1HOL~
THf WALL WEIGHS UKE lfAO,

Ulll\~ MY TEi1T5 5TIJ!. SHW,
h\Y 6l16E 15 CRUSHED Otlll),

an isolated case, perhaps it is necessary to reiterate
that in all versions of the legend, the interchangeableness of wife and sister as potential victims (first
woman kin to approach the site) is present only in the
masons' resolve, but the actual sacrifice is never other
than that of the master mason's wife. This will recall
the numerous versions in which the loss of the wedding ring serves not only as a trap for the wife, the victim-to-be, but is also symbolic of the husband's distancing from the marriage, since in order to sound
convincing, he would have to have taken the ring off
his finger, thus signaling the end of his marriage to
that particular woman. A wife is indispensable for the
life of the construction, yet is also matrimonially
replaceable.

Any discussion of substitution and replacement invariably brings into play notions of uniqueness and its
antonyms. The Prince's desideratum is an architectural work "peerless
on this Earth." It could be argued that, faced with the prospect of its
replication (hence its devaluation), he condemns the masons to perish
when, from the rooftop of the completed building, they give his insidious
question an affirmative unanimous answer. But to subscribe to this
canonic interpretation would be to overlook the very premise of the
Legend: despite their superior skill ("highest in fame") the masons could
not build unless and until Ana became part of the construction. Thus it
becomes plausible that the masons are sentenced not as much to prevent
them from transporting their craft and reproducing their accomplished
work elsewhere, as to ensure that Manole does not wed again. Manole's
answer in particular betrays a presumptuous reliance on future marital
repetitions which would render his work possible. By anticipating that
his potential next bride (if she again be the one to outdistance the other
women to the site) will have the same capacity to confer upon the build-
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ing that ineffable quality that would arrest its collapse,
he implies that Ana is replaceable and thus divests her
of uniqueness. 31
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l1WRY htY LifE'S FLED I"
i!S MiiHOLE HURD
HIS LlfE~6LOOD DID CURU
~HD HIS EYf51GIIT 6LURIUQ

iiHD Tut HIGH (19UD5 WHIR~D,

IHD T~E UJHOI! URT~ ~lllllliJD;
iiHD fROM Hf~l\ THr 5KY,
fROM lHf. HOOf OH HI6H,
DOWH HE fEll TO DIE!
iltiD,LO ,WHUE HE fUL
THfRt 5riUIHG Uf Jl WtU.,
i1 fOUNTiUH 50 11NY
Of SCJIHT WATER,BRIHY,
50 C.EHTL'f TO HE*'K,
WET WITH Mi1HY ~ f£i1R!

But who is Ana? Is she a projection of Manole's
"dream come true," his ideal self, his sacrificeable
double whom she incarnates because of her explicit
generative power (her confirmed fecundity)? Or is she
physically distinct, a real woman (as Manole is a real
man), with real tears of real suffering? Or is she an
existence of a different order? Her remarkable braving
of the natural elements that were meant to divert her suggests a consubstantiality; to be able to emerge unscathed, Ana cannot be nature's opposite, but its double. The storms separate nothing but the same from
itself. 32 This will recall the posthumous presence of the mother in the
form of natural elements, as described in one of the Hungarian versions
of the legend. If, as was seen earlier, the sacrifice is for appeasing the
chthonian spirits of the place, and if Ana is a force of nature, then the ritual amounts to the sacrifice of nature in order to propitiate a violation of
nature. This profoundly paradoxical condition subsumes an architectural conditionality: the construction can only beget a presence while Ana is
actively absent within it, while her "muffled voice" is being perpetually
silenced.
When the building is completed, Ana's transfiguration is countenanced
in the fountain, which is Manole's own transfiguration once he reaches
the phreatic folds of the earth. The ensuing relationship of building to
reflection, thus of object to image, offers the possibility of entering an
architectural discourse on re-presentation. Ana's transmuted presence
(her architectonic body), infinitely repeated in its aqueous reflection, is
the presence in a representation made possible only through an absence
(her physical body). Although dematerialized as a reflection, Ana's new
body is fully contained by, yet remains insoluble in, Manole's new body,
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thus retaining a material integrity only at the level of the image. (An analogy to traditional means of communicating an architectural design is
obvious.)
While he helped immure Ana, Manole "saw her through a mist." As
a literary device, the mist is the fountain's prefiguration, a metaphor for
the way in which Manole will see his wife, namely through the depth of
projective distance. His seeing either occurs in a mediated way ("through
a mist," with "his eyesight blurred") or away from the site when, with his
eyes closed, he dreams; he images an occult trade secret, a specialized
form of knowledge equipped with which he subsequently "made the
dream come true.m3
Seen from this perspective, Manole emerges as a maker of images. He
could not build-not until that for which Ana stands was subsumed.
Is Ana a maker of buildings? The monastery exists to this day, and
so does the fountain. Their historical survival would be unimportant
were it not for the wealth of allegorical readings they invite. One in particular may be of pertinence here. As themes of ingravidation, immortality,
and transmutation suffuse the Legend, they echo the dream of the alchemical project.
For it is in pursuit of immortality that alchemists sought the Philosopher's Stone, the elixit· vitae of a final, transcendental transmutation
of matter, a process that had as its mineral analog the quickening and
obtention of gold from baser metals. It was believed that all ores would, in
the course of time, become gold and that the alchemist's task was to contribute to Nature's work by accelerating this gestational process. 34 The
crux of the alchemical operation, the opus alchymicum, lay precisely in
the discovery that, through intervention in Nature's own process of
growth, the alchemist could "take upon himself the work of Time" by
eliminating the temporal gap between the initial and final conditions. 35
The desire for thaumaturgical works has stirred the human imagination across many cultures and epochs, but nowhere does its element
of time compression appear more dramatic than when the work is the
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emergence of an edifice.'6 In the Legend of Master Manole Ana's sacrifice
in the foundation wall is the pivotal point of such thaumaturgy, while the
wall itself (in both forward and reversed chronologt7) stands as a concentrator of key alchemical tenets. First encountered as a marker for the,
site, the wall is "rotten," decayed, fully subject to the passing of time, but
it is also "unfinished," which in the alchemical lexicon would be called in
potentia, in embryonic form.' 8 These two superpositions on the wall construe it as an old embryo whose delivery must be quickened by a new wall
through the alchemical operations of homo constructivus. This endows
architecture, already chthonic, with an obstetric dimension; it implies
that only through germination of all previous building efforts could the
essence of the architectural dream be extracted. "The alchemical preparation of the embryo of immortality" is thus made possible. ' 9
The wall also becomes "a nest" into which, once on the site, Ana is
asked to accept being built. Thus Ana, who is with child, is in turn contained as the embryo of the masons' alchemical operation, by being
assimilated into a cavity of the foundation wall, the womb of the whole
construction. An architectonic equivalence is established: the carnal wall
of a pregnant life renders the structural masonry wall of the monastery
impregnable to the ravages of time, by arresting its collapse and procuring its everlastingness. As long as the wall is in potentia, pregnant with
Ana, it offers the promise of the highest distillation into the "gold" of an
architectural nonpareil.
The womb received her "till she sank in night." Therefore Ana's
day is now finished. She had started "at the break of day" and stopped at
"night," but this charts a complete day within a day that is still unfolding
for the others. Such passage through time encapsulates both the means
and the goal of the opus alchymicum: the acceleration of the rhythm of
time toward the final sublimation, which is an irreversible movement outside of time. For Ana has now entered an existence of a different order,
one that escapes time in the outer day.
By quickening the delivery of the construction, Ana's insertion into the
wall is as obstetric as it is therapeutic: she is the medicine that restores the
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living integrity of a building menaced by the sickness of time. The
alchemical pharmacopoeia ascribes therapeutic properties to the Stone,
thus engendering the notion of an elixir vitae capable of dispensing its
dosage of immortality if assimilated orally. 40 Since the elixir was a hypothetical substance, "a Stone which is not a stone," it had many appellations, of which one was "the Virgin's milk." 41 This will recall the curative
properties of the immured mothers' milk, as described in the MacedoRomanian variants of the legend. A bit of lime rubbed off (or stone
chipped) from the place on the wall where the stream of milk had trickled
served as a pharmakon to living mothers by restoring their own lactation.42 One of the Romanian variants of the legend explicitly calls the
immurement therapeutic for the construction:
This was the healing remedy [in Romanian, lecuirea] to keep the wall
standing; And henceforth the monastery ceased to crumble. Wind, earthquake, don't shake it for she holds it up from within the wall. 43
Within the wall Ana serves as a pharmakon and dies as a pharmakos.44 Only if she is the sui generis builder, with a unique, direct connection to both site and construction, can the latter no longer be rejected
by the former, once the ingested cure takes effect.
But what kind of builder?
In one of the Bulgarian variations cited at the beginning of this study the
last words that the condemned woman hears from the masons are the
haunting "If only you knew what you do not know." These words are less
rhetorical than perhaps intended, since they seem to rely on substituting
know-how (the trade secret transmitted to the men) for knowledge. Yet at
the same time, on one level, the woman both knows and does not know;
what is more, she knows that which she does not know. For she embodies
the capacity to encompass paradox, not in order to overcome it, but
rather to sustain it fully, viscerally, unwaveringly. And it is with this capacity that knowledge begins.
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In a contemporary context saturated with know-how substituting
knowledge and images substituting experience, to interrogate notions
of projection, presence, simulation, absence, or indeed thaumaturgy
seems transhistorically apposite. For it may be that a building culture of
fast-tracking and planned obsolescence (both based on physical
absence and eludible time) is being maintained by a discontinuity of
tectonic presence in building imagination. Were that to desist, the figure of Ana could be constantly emptied of death by withstanding being
subdued into image, while allowing a latent material memory to body
forth in architectural re-presentation.
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Edith Wharton, The Decoration of Houses,
and Gender in Turn-of-the-Century America

VANESSA CHASE

A woman's nature is like a great house full of rooms: there is the hall,
through which everyone passes in going in and coming out; the drawing
room, where one receives formal visits; the sitting room, where the members of the family come and go as they list; but beyond that, far beyond, are
other rooms, the handles of whose doors are perhaps never turned; no one
knows the way to them, no one knows whither they lead; and in the innermost room, holy of holies, the soul sits alone and waits for a footstep that
never comes.

-EDITH WHARTON, "THE FULLNESS OF LIFE"'

I believe I know the only cure [for nervous disorders) which is to make
one's center oflife inside one's self, not selfishly or excludingly, but with a
kind of unassailable serenity-to decorate one's inner house so richly that
one is content there, glad to welcome anyone who wants to come and stay,
but happy all the same in the hours when one is inevitably alone.
-EDITH WHARTON TO MARY BERENSON

(1918) 2
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FIG. 1 The Mount, c. 1904

Edith Wharton is known primarily for her fictional portraits of affiuent
New York Society in the late-nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries;
one of the foremost features of these fictional portraits is their piercing
observations regarding women's place in that society. Yet Wharton also
contributed extensively to architectural thought, practice, and knowledge
during the period. She wrote several books about architecture, decoration, and gardening, most notably The Decoration of Houses (1897),
designed her own home, The Mount, in Lenox, Massachusetts (FIG. 1),
and decorated her other homes in Newport, New York City, and France.
Perhaps it should not be surprising that these two interests-women in
society and architecture-informed one another. In fact, they were very
much linked. This essay will examine the houses described in such novels as The House of Mirth (1905), The Custom of the Country (1913), and
The Age of Innocence (1920), the formulations for decorating, arranging
spaces, and living found in The Decoration of Houses, and Wharton's
own house in Massachusetts, with respect to the way gender resonates in
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spatial constructions and decorative details; it will propose that gender
played a significant role in Wharton's conception of architectural design
and society. 3
At the end of the nineteenth century, decoration and gardening were
seen as "feminine" pursuits; they were lighter, less challenging, and more
appropriate activities for women than the "masculine" profession of
architecture. Wharton believed that decoration and gardening were part
of the practice of architecture; her work served to elevate the status of
these feminine arts by integrating them with the masculine art of architecture. In her novels, houses are the space of women: where they live and
where they have power. The decoration of the house becomes a
metaphor for the woman who creates and inhabits it, a symbol of her
power and self-expression. Yet the house was, in Wharton's period, only
allowed to women by men; the actual order-social, economic, and architectural-was that of men. In her own houses, however, Wharton was the
dominant figure socially, economically, and intellectually. The spatial
arrangement and decoration follow a distinctly different agenda: one
mandated by a woman who is truly in control. In The Decoration of
Houses, one can see both a traditional gendering of space and an opening
for a new equality between men and women; this provides a transition
between what Wharton saw in American society and what she envisioned
for herself. Wharton's architectural books and homes are prescriptions
for how she envisioned architecture ought to be, while her novels are critical descriptions of how architecture and society an. Taken together, they
offer a valuable insight into the way in which gender and architecture
functioned together in elite circles of turn-of-the-century America.
Examination of the status of women, architecture, and women in architecture during Wharton's period provides important background for
understanding the significance of gender in her architectural formulations. Architecture and women both carried great symbolic weight in
American culture at the turn of the century; architecture was the leading
art of the American Renaissance and women too functioned as symbols
of Gilded Age prosperity. 4 With the World's Columbian Exposition of
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1893 in Chicago, the language of Beaux-Arts European classicism was
established as the dominant architectural mode in the United States.

Wharton believed that interior decoration and gardening ought similarly,
to follow principles of harmony, proportion, and decorum. 5 In her architectural writings, The Decoration of Houses and Italian Villas and Their
Gardens (1904), Wharton reintegrated the neglected arts of decoration
and gardening into the discipline of architecture. 6 Part of the reason
behind this neglect was that while architecture was a masculine profession, decoration and gardening were viewed as not only mere diversions,
but women's diversions.
Women writing about architecture were not rare in the period;
Mariana van Rensselaer, certainly Wharton's social peer, wrote extensively for the newly-emerging trade journals such as American Architect and
Building News and Century and published several books of architectural
criticism. Yet women were discouraged from entering the actual practice
of the profession. In 1900, there were only 100 women architects registered in America, as opposed to 10,500 men. 7 The very same trade journals that allowed female writers suggested that instead of pursuing architecture, women should pursue "various forms of decorative art" and
gardening. 8 Women who did practice architecture were often limited to
buildings for women: the campuses of new women's colleges, women's
clubs and hotels, YWCAs, and women's centers at fairs and expositions. 9
When women architects were acknowledged by the press, it was in condescending terms. For example, Sophia Hayden, the first female graduate
of M.I.T.'s school of architecture and the architect of the Women's
Building at the World's Columbian Exposition, received praise for the
"graceful timidity" and "feminine character" of her building. 10 Yet when
Hayden suffered a nervous breakdown soon after the completion of the
building, she received as much public condemnation for not being able to
handle the pressures of her profession, revealing the animosity and disapproval a woman might experience in the field. 11
Not only was architecture seen to be strictly the pursuit of men, but
the standards of the time seem to have favored so-called "masculine"
traits in architecture. Louis Sullivan attacked what he termed "feminine"
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qualities as inappropriate to public buildings as well as public life; true
architecture was to be virile, forceful, and straightforward. 12 Ogden
Codman, Wharton's own architect and collaborator, was even censured
for his interior designs, which "gained variety at the expense of virility."~ 3
By the second decade of the twentieth century, interior decoration had
been secured as a true profession and one dominated by women, in a
great part due to Wharton's influence. 14 Gardening, too, became a profession available to women, as the acclaimed career of Wharton's niece
Beatrix Jones Ferrand proves. The professional goals of Wharton's
book-the integration of traditionally female and male professions and
the new empowerment of women as professionals-are nicely balanced
by its social goals-the integration of female and male spaces and the new
empowerment of female spaces. For it was these very places, the interior
and the garden, that were understood as feminine and as containing, or
restricting, women.
Just as decoration was a feminine pursuit in the late nineteenth century, women themselves were seen as decorative. In 18gg, Thorstein
Veblen in The Theory of the Leisure Class defined the American woman
as the embodiment of his newly-coined phrase "conspicuous consumption." Her purpose was ornamental: to display the wealth and power of
her husband, father, and family. The American woman was idealized by
art and culture, yet she was an ideal with no power, in a public sense, but
the decorative. According to Henry Adams, the American woman of 1900
was caught temporally between the animating forces of the Virgin Mary
and the twentieth-century Dynamo. She was not a cultural force, but was
instead the image of one: Columbia, America, Freedom. Moreover, she
had no power but that assigned to her by men. "An American Virgin
would never dare command," Adams insisted, "An American Venus
would never dare exist."~ 5 Henry James noted that "the most salient and
peculiar point in our social life ... [is] the situation of our women."~ 6 He
found that the American woman lived in an "abyss of inequality, the like
of which has never before been seen under the sun," which he attributed
to "the growing divorce between the American woman (with her comparative leisure, culture, grace, social instincts, artistic ambitions) and the
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male American immersed in the ferocity of business, with no time for any
but the most sordid interests, purely commercial, professional, democratic and political." 17 There was thus a real and perceived difference
between the status of men and women which placed the woman as a signifying object within the home.
To a great extent, Edith Wharton lived within and wrote about
these definitions of women and American culture. In works with titles
such as The Age of Innocence and Old New York, Wharton revisited the
New York of the 1870s, when women did have a role in society: they were
the keepers of the moral fabric. Matriarchs in their homes, women dictated the actions of sons and husbands as well as daughters. By the first
decade of the twentieth century, however, this status had disappeared.
The vast fortunes amassed by the newly rich during America's Gilded
Age asserted a more powerful social arbiter than women: money. And
money was a realm reserved for men. Women were merely signifiers of
men's hard-earned wealth and could only flex power through the signs of
this affiuence: fashion and the decoration of houses. Thus, even though
the house was seen as expressive of a woman, she only inhabited it as an
inscribed figure: the real body displayed through the house, and woman,
was the man's. 18
At the same time, the social fluidity and urban growth caused by the
financial boom of the late nineteenth century also allowed women new
freedoms, including the possibility of independence. Feminist reformers
began to develop new social institutions to help the independent urban
woman. 19 However, the alternatives of career, boarding house, or private
flat were not open to women ofWharton's social world without some disgrace. These elite women were inextricably caught: they had to marry to
assume a position within society, yet as soon as they did so they became
society's pawns, immured to an even greater extent. Independence was
not attainable without a fall; an American Venus was impossible. It is just
this tension that is played out in the architecture of Wharton's novels.
Architecture, specifically the home, becomes the vessel of a woman's
position; she is locked into the house but thereby gains a power within
it-the power of social position.
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FIG. 2

Edith Wharton, 1907
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Despite her criticism of women's place in society, Wharton was
emphatically not a feminist, and called herself ')ust an old fashioned
man's woman.mo Her self-image, however, was very much caught up in
conflicts of gender. On account of her literary pursuits, she was often
described as having masculine traits/ 1 yet she presented herself publicly
and privately as the picture ofthe American feminine woman (FIG. 2). Her
interests were masculine, her person feminine; society could not "place"
her. Like many of her female characters, Wharton desired to flout some of
her society's conventions of masculine and feminine propriety, yet at the
same time wanted complete acceptance by that society.
Wharton seems to have found the condition of women in Europe
far better. In Europe, women could cultivate their minds "by contact with
the stronger masculine individuality"; in the figures of George Sand and
Hortense Allart, she saw a certain liberation of women as well as a support for their literary activities, which corresponded to a certain sense of
partnership between men and women in marriage. 22 In The Custom of the

Country, Bowen remarks that in Europe a woman "is not a parenthesis,
as she is here-she's in the very middle of the picture." (CC, ug)
The Europe from which The Age of Innocence's Ellen Olenska fled in
the 1870s is her haven by 1900. Wharton, too, found Paris a haven; after
her divorce, she lived in a neighborhood not dissimilar from Ellen
Olenska's. 23 Like Lily Bart or Ellen Olenska, Wharton felt trapped by the
society that produced her. Wharton's architectural formulations can thus
be seen as a strategy to circumvent the gender confinements of her society. In The Decoration of Houses and at The Mount, she advocated the
creation of a domestic interior that allowed, or even enabled, men and
women to interact on equal grounds. She sought to transform the situation of inequality that she saw in society and described in her fiction.

The House ofMirth is a particularly rich example of the interplay between
architecture and gender in Wharton's fictional works. Not only does the
book vividly and tragically recount the difficulties with which the
American woman was faced at the turn of the century, but it continually
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describes this dilemma within architecturally telling spaces; its very title
conjures ideas of architectural space and emotional experience. 24 The sad
story of Lily Bart's social decline is a history of her descent through
architectural settings. For Wharton, architecture and its decoration both
define and are defined by the inhabitants; the house one builds or the
room one decorates is an expression of one's character, and the house or
room in which one is obliged to live creates that character.
Lily begins the book living at the apex of social and moral correctness, her Aunt Peniston's house on Fifth Avenue. However, the social
and architectural limitations of this house make it as "dreary as a
prison." (HM, no) The house belongs to the New York of the 1870s,
secure in its moral support but limiting in what it will allow Lily, or any
woman, to do. She contrasts her bedroom, with its flocked magenta wallpaper, to the country estate of the Trenors, Bellomont; it is the latter
which seems to Lily to be her most natural setting. Yet even at Bellomont,
she looks at the people gathered for dinner and thinks, "How dreary and
trivial these people are!" (HM, 55) Moreover, it is within its grounds that
she contemplates and envies Selden's "republic of the spirit."
From the time Lily leaves Bello mont, we see her in increasingly lesspleasing architectural spaces. At the nouveaux-riches Brys' upper Fifth
Avenue house, Lily exposes herselflike an object "at auction" in a tableau
vivant. While the effect is mesmerizing on all her suitors, the setting is less
than complementary. Old New Yorker Ned Van Alstyne comments to
Selden that
[the Architect] has put the whole of Mrs. Bry in his use of the composite
order. Now for the Trenors, you remember, he used the Corinthian, exuberant, but based on the best precedent. (HM, 160)
And Selden notes that on the interior,
the air of improvisation was in fact strikingly present: so recent, so rapidlyevoked was the whole mis-en-scene that one had to touch the marble
columns to learn they were not of cardboard, to set one's self in one of the
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damask gold arm-chairs to be sure it was not painted against the wall.

(HM, 132)

Wharton invokes classical architectural considerations of the ordem
as classed taste indices to place the Brys socially below the Trenors. 25 The
interior, rapidly evoked and seemingly false, also shows that the Brys are
new arrivals to Society, and still subject to scrutinizing tests for deceit.
Class status and a woman's measure are both inscribed into her house. 26
Lily's trip to Europe with the Dorsets on the boat Sabrina is disastrous; she returns to New York less secure than ever. Disinherited by her
aunt, she moves to a small private hotel. When even that becomes too
expensive, she takes a position with Mrs. Hatch, a vulgar Midwestern
divorcee, and lives with her at the Emporium Hotel, thereby crossing all
manner of social distinctions. The grand hotel was a new architectural
and social type of the period, created for the enormously wealthy who
did not have the time, patience, or taste to bother with a house and servants of their own; it was, however, very much against the mores of established New York and bespoke a new level of social crudity. 27 Although
sumptuous and fulfilling all Lily's physical needs, Lily can not stay; the
space lacks any differentiation between public and private rooms or classes and genders, and provokes in her the feeling of "being Venus." (HM,
273) Rather than take the charity of Gerty Farish and live in a flat, an alternative that, from the very beginning of the book, she could not imagine
for herself, Lily chooses to live in a boarding house. Here the only privacy
to her small, dark room is a visual one; the smells and sounds of her
neighbors continually drift in and remind her where she is.
Lily's last day takes her to the very lowest of the conceivable low:
she is entertained by a working woman in her kitchen. The word kitchen,
let alone the space, had never before entered Lily's vocabulary. As she
drifts into her final drug-induced sleep, she understands herself as "rootless, something ephemeral."
She herself had grown up without any one spot of earth being dearer to her
than any other: there was no center of her early pieties, of grave endearing
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traditions, to which her heart could revert and from which it could draw
strength for itself and tenderness for others. In whatever form a slowlyaccumulated past lives in the blood-whether in the concrete image of the
old house stored with visual memories or in the conception of the house
not built with the hands, but made up of inherited passions and loyaltiesit has the same power of broadening and deepening the individual existence of attaching it by mysterious links of kinship to all the mighty sum of
human striving. (HM,319)

The house, for Lily as well as Wharton, describes more than social
level and taste; it describes mental state, moral associations, and tradition. Before a woman's marriage, it is her childhood home that gives her a
place in society; it is in the house of her parents that a woman acquires
her sense of morals and tradition. Lily is an orphan without a home, a
flower with no ground in which to put her roots; her lack of place is the
cause of her demise. Similarly, Ellen Olenska yearns for a home of her
own, believing it will give her both freedom and security in society. (AI,
72-76) Undine Spragg, on the other hand, is censured for having "forgotten the very house she was born in" and thus having no moral roots. ( CC,
307) For women especially, who are uprooted objects in a world of commercial exchange, the house is their center. It defines a woman socially
and spiritually and it gives order to her life.
Specific rooms in the house also functioned as spaces of empowerment for women. Throughout The House of Mirth (as well as many of
Wharton's other works of fiction) the drawing room assumes a singular
importance as both an indicator of character and as a site for the decisive
action of women. In turn-of-the-century America, the drawing room was
the room where guests were entertained on social visits and where preand post-dinner conversation took place. It was the prime space of social
interaction between the sexes and seems to have been particularly affiliated with the woman who entertained within it.
In Wharton's fiction, the drawing room seems to express the character of the woman who presides over it. Mrs. Peniston's "imagination is
shrouded, like the drawing room furniture," (HM, 123) while Lily thinks
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Rosedale lacks a "drawing room manner." (HM, 115) In the story "New
Year's Day," the narrator notes that "the most perilous coquetry may not
be in a woman's way of arranging her dress, but in her way of arranging
her drawing room.m 8 In The Age of Innocence, the Europeanized EllenOlenska's drawing room is "unlike one [Newland Archer] had ever
known."
[It had] small slender tables of dark wood, a delicate little Greek bronze on
the chimney-piece, and a stretch of red damask nailed on the discolored
wallpaper behind

a couple

of Italian-looking pictures in

old

frames .... [T]hese pictures bewildered him, for they were like nothing
that he was accustomed to look at (and therefore able to see) .... The
atmosphere of the room was so different from any he had ever known that
self-consciousness vanished in the sense of adventure .... What struck
him was the way ... the shabby hired house, with its blighted background
of pampas grass and Rogers statuettes, had, by a turn of hand, and the skillful use of a few properties, been transformed into something intimate, "foreign," subtly suggestive of old romantic scenes and sentiments. (AI, 69-70)
Newland attempts to compare Ellen's drawing room to the one that
he imagines his fiancee, May, will create-but he can not. It is too painful
for him to realize that, like his wife and the life he will lead with her, his
wife's drawing room will lack all imagination. The drawing room is its
woman, and articulates her more directly than she can. Wharton's characters, who are so tragically limited in their words and actions by their
society, can see truth in the drawing room, even when they are unable to
speak it.
Indeed, Lily seems to be aware that decorating the drawing room is
a powerful tool of a woman's self-expression. Her inability to redecorate
the room causes her problems; she says to Selden, "If only I could do over
my aunt's drawing room, I know I should be a better person." (HM,

8) At

the same time, the threat that she might do so is one of her most dangerous aspects. One suitor is swayed against her by her refusal to swear to his
mother that she will not "do over the drawing room," which is "the very
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traditions, to which her heart could revert and from which it could draw
strength for itself and tenderness for others. In whatever form a slowlyaccumulated past lives in the blood-whether in the concrete image of the
old house stored with visual memories or in the conception of the house
not built with the hands, but made up of inherited passions and loyaltiesit has the same power of broadening and deepening the individual existence of attaching it by mysterious links of kinship to all the mighty sum of
human striving. (HM,319)

The house, for Lily as well as Wharton, describes more than social
level and taste; it describes mental state, moral associations, and tradition. Before a woman's marriage, it is her childhood home that gives her a
place in society; it is in the house of her parents that a woman acquires
her sense of morals and tradition. Lily is an orphan without a home, a
flower with no ground in which to put her roots; her lack of place is the
cause of her demise. Similarly, Ellen Olenska yearns for a home of her
own, believing it will give her both freedom and security in society. (AI,

72-76) Undine Spragg, on the other hand, is censured for having "forgotten the very house she was born in" and thus having no moral roots. ( CC,

307) For women especially, who are uprooted objects in a world of commercial exchange, the house is their center. It defines a woman socially
and spiritually and it gives order to her life.
Specific rooms in the house also functioned as spaces of empowerment for women. Throughout The House of Mirth (as well as many of
Wharton's other works of fiction) the drawing room assumes a singular
importance as both an indicator of character and as a site for the decisive
action of women. In turn-of-the-century America, the drawing room was
the room where guests were entertained on social visits and where preand post-dinner conversation took place. It was the prime space of social
interaction between the sexes and seems to have been particularly affiliated with the woman who entertained within it.
In Wharton's fiction, the drawing room seems to express the character of the woman who presides over it. Mrs. Peniston's "imagination is
shrouded, like the drawing room furniture," (HM, 123) while Lily thinks
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Rosedale lacks a "drawing room manner." (HM, 115) In the story "New
Year's Day," the narrator notes that "the most perilous coquetry may not
be in a woman's way of arranging her dress, but in her way of arranging
her drawing room.ms In The Age of Innocence, the Europeanized Ellen
Olenska's drawing room is "unlike one [Newland Archer] had ever
known."

[It had) small slender tables of dark wood, a delicate little Greek bronze on
the chimney-piece, and a stretch of red damask nailed on the discolored
wallpaper behind a couple of Italian-looking pictures in old
frames .... [T)hese pictures bewildered him, for they were like nothing
that he was accustomed to look at (and therefore able to see) .... The
atmosphere of the room was so different from any he had ever known that
self-consciousness vanished in the sense of adventure .... What struck
him was the way ... the shabby hired house, with its blighted background
of pampas grass and Rogers statuettes, had, by a turn ofhand, and the skillful use of a few properties, been transformed into something intimate, "foreign," subtly suggestive of old romantic scenes and sentiments. (AI, 69-70)
Newland attempts to compare Ellen's drawing room to the one that
he imagines his fiancee, May, will create-but he can not. It is too painful
for him to realize that, like his wife and the life he will lead with her, his
wife's drawing room will lack all imagination. The drawing room is its
woman, and articulates her more directly than she can. Wharton's characters, who are so tragically limited in their words and actions by their
society, can see truth in the drawing room, even when they are unable to
speak it.
Indeed, Lily seems to be aware that decorating the drawing room is
a powerful tool of a woman's self-expression. Her inability to redecorate
the room causes her problems; she says to Selden, "If only I could do over
my aunt's drawing room, I know I should be a better person." (HM, 8) At
the same time, the threat that she might do so is one of her most dangerous aspects. One suitor is swayed against her by her refusal to swear to his
mother that she will not "do over the drawing room," which is "the very
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thing [she] was marrying for."(HM, 10) She wounds her aunt most when
she suggests that the drawing room be done over. (HM, 101) Decoration of
the drawing room is like a woman's weapon. Having a room of one's own
to decorate is for Lily "delicious" and "pure bliss," (HM, 7-8) yet she sees
that she is not entitled to that privilege, as independent men like Selden,
women like Gerty Farish, or married women are. "What a miserable thing
it is to be a woman!" she cries in frustration. (HM, 7) To decorate a room,
especially the drawing room, is to announce and flex power in architectural and social space.
Despite her lack of a drawing room of her own, this room type still
functions as Lily's source of strength and authority. Indeed, when picturing herself, Lily "could not figure herself anywhere but in a drawing
room." (HM,

100)

She is in control of situations with both male and

female characters as long as they take place in the drawing room; yet, in a
library, on the street, at a threshold, on a boat, or even in a garden, she is
unable to cope. Thus, the drawing room not only expresses a woman's
character, it is the seat of her power in society. Similarly, in The Age of
Innocence, the m<Uor decisions of the story are made by women in Mrs.
Mingott's drawing room. 29 Yet, by the time of The Custom of the Country
(c.1g10),power has moved from the woman's drawing room to the offices
of Wall Street. Bowen asks, "Where does the real life of most American
men lie? In some woman's drawing-room or in their offices?" (CC, ng)
The answer is clear-real life exists in the business place. The drawing
room has become a symbol of the husband's wealth and the social cachet
it awards rather than a place with its own distinct power; likewise the
woman who inhabits the drawing room no longer controls it for herself,
but instead ornaments it for her husband.
An emphasis on the drawing room as a locus of female character and
power is found in The Decomtion of Houses as well. The book predates
Wharton's novels and was written with Ogden Codman, the architect
who decorated her homes in Newport and New York and drew up
designs for The Mount. It is an index to her beliefs as well as a guide to
her architecture. While its major thrust is to educate in good-classical,
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European-taste in interior decoration, gender considerations play a
large role. According to Wharton and Codman, the drawing room is historically a female space. It derives from
the 'with-drawing-room' of medieval England, to which the lady and her
maidens retired from the boisterous festivities of the hall, [and] seems at
first to have been merely a part of the bed chamber in which the lord and
lady slept. In time it came to be screened off from the sleeping room; then,
in the king's palaces, it became a separate room for the use of the queen
and her damsels; and so, in due course, reached the nobleman's castle, and
established itself as a permanent part of English house-planning. (DH, 122)

This idea was widely accepted. Elsie de Wolfe's enormously popular
1911 book on interior decoration The House in Good Taste elaborates
further on the idea of the drawing room as historically female and suggests that modern house planning itself has its origins in women's
designs. 30 Although deWolfe's book was written after women's suffrage
and more than a decade later than Wharton's, it shows continued support for the drawing room and its decoration as a locus of women's
authority in society.
To underscore the idea of the drawing room as a woman's space, it
is helpful to consider Wharton's treatment of the library and den. In The
Decoration of Houses, the den (or smoking room) is the only room that
is presented as a male space; Wharton doesn't even address the man's
bedroom. The "master's den" is furthermore directly opposed to the
"lady's drawing room." (DH, 124) This "male lounging room" is to have
"common sense, comfortable, office-like furniture"; "freed from the
superfluous, it is often the most comfortable in the house." (DH, 152) The
library, on the other hand, is a semipublic room where Wharton recommends floor-to-ceiling built-in bookcases filled by visible book bindings.

(DH, 147)
In her novels, however, Wharton rarely mentions the den; rather,
she presents the man's space as his library. Selden's library is "small, dark
but cheerful, with its wall of books, a pleasantly faded Turkey rug, a
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littered desk." (HM, 6-7) Newland Archer reflects that "his only comfort
was that (his wife] would probably let him arrange his library as he
wished-which would be, of course, in 'sincere' Eastlake furniture and
the plain new book cases without doors." (AI, 71) Ralph Marvell, Undine
Spragg's first husband in The Custom of the Country, has a similar bookfilled library within his grandfather and mother's house. For all three of
these characters, the library is a retreat from the outer world where they
can be themselves. But these libraries still are not idyllic spaces: Selden
retires into his library with the desire for a "republic of the spirit" and is
thus unable to forgive Lily; Ralph Marvell, who wants to write, goes
insane and commits suicide in his library; and Newland Archer spends
his time in his library dreaming of Ellen Olenska. Only the library at
Bellomont, which "was in fact never used for reading" but was instead
used for smoking and flirtation, seems to function positively. 31 The
library, for Wharton, was thus not to be exclusive to men, but to be shared
by both sexes and could even be sexually charged.
The tradition of gender distinctions in domestic interiors may
derive from nineteenth-century English architectural planning, which
was quite influential in America. 32 Robert Kerr's The Gentleman's House;
or, How To Plan English Residences (1864) suggests no less than twentyseven necessary rooms, each one carefully described by site, furnishings,
and the sexes that could have access to and use of them. 33 Kerr defines
three rooms as particularly feminine: the drawing room, boudoir, and
morning room, and six as specifically masculine: the library, billiards
room, gentleman's room, study, smoking room, and "gentleman's odd
room." The men's rooms are to form a suite with their own bathroom,
access to the outside, and service entrances, and thereby constitute an
exclusively male territory within the house. There is no female counterpart to this area. Although the drawing room is "the Lady's apartment
essentially" and is to be furnished in an "entirely ladylike" fashion, both
drawing room and the similarly decorated morning room are to be used
by both sexes; even the boudoir could be accessed by men. 34 Although
the drawing room is the woman's space and reflects her character, it is
still one of interaction between the sexes. The restricted male sanctuary
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signifies that it is the men of the house who hold the real power; it is they
who have access to all architectural space and knowledge.
While the rigidity of Kerr's houses was much tempered in Ameri~a,
especially by 1900, such gender demarcations are still recognizable in
Wharton's writings. She advocates women having power within their
homes and supports the identification of drawing room and decoration
as signs of that power; she also tends to depreciate the role of male spaces
within the home. At the same time, she contends that restricting women
to their homes, and thereby limiting their roles, is suffocating. There is,
then, a tension between what she describes and what she promotes. As
we shall see, Wharton attempted to resolve this tension in her own home
by creating a house that truly signified its female resident.
Other issues important to Wharton's architectural ideas, but perhaps not so evident in her novels, are privacy and comfort. According to
Wharton, home and room must conform to the living requirements of the
inhabitants. (DH, 17) She sought to reform the living patterns inherited
from the previous generation, abhorring them as testaments and regulators of social intolerance. Although she aims her argument primarily at
women-"men in these matters are less exacting than women, because
their demands, besides being simpler, are uncomplicated by the feminine
tendency to want things because other people have them, rather than to
have things because they are wanted" (DH, 17)-she levels this criticism
specifically at nouveaux-riches American women in The Custom of the
Country. (CC, 307) Her criticism is not of women per se but of women as
symptomatic of a general lack of taste in newly-wealthy America.
"Privacy," she argues, "is one of the first requisites of civilized life,"
and a room should thus be a "small world on its own." (DH, 22) In opposition to the open, passage-like rooms of the previous generation, which
allowed for constant surveillance and little privacy, she advocates singleutility rooms with many doors. Her greatest quarrel with the American
house is that the door has disappeared. (DH, 49) She calls for its reinstatement with ample architectural treatment to give the door, and the
privacy it occasions, added weight. The first thing the reader is told
about the individual components of the house is that "while the main
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purpose of a[ n entrance] door is to admit, its secondary purpose is to
exclude" and that the "outer door should clearly proclaim itself as an
exterior barrier" to give a sense of security. (DH, 103) Several examples of
locks are even included in the illustration of the book. The house is a
woman's shelter, her barrier against anything or anyone that she does not
choose to allow into her life.
Wharton's ferocity about privacy is related to both class and gender
distinctions. Closed rooms keep the servants out of the served spaces.
Passage spaces are unequivocally reserved for passage. The hall is never
to be used as a living-room; it is instead like a public square where all
manner of people pass but never stop. (DH, 115) It should be adorned
monumentally but plainly, the kind of space that both welcomes and
arrests, but is never beheld for long. (DH, 117) While the presence of servants in the hall increases its public nature even more, this is the only
space she mentions that servants use. This underscores her refusal even
to discuss the mundane service-oriented aspects of the house. There is
no chapter on kitchen, pantry, or servants quarters; such issues do not
concern ladies of her class. She presents all the rooms in relation to their
degree of publicity or privacy, and says that their decoration should be in
accordance to that quality.
Such closed, inflexible, controlled spaces hardly seem to correspond to what many might consider to be "female" principles of architecture-such as openness of form and social interaction, fluidity, and flexibility.35 Yet, they are understandable within a world where a woman's
intimacy, whether with another or oneself, had to be in private. Just as
rooms communicated what was unsayable about a woman, they also
offered spaces for communications that went unsaid in public. For
instance, the hearth, which some of Wharton's contemporary architectural thinkers saw as the heart of the house on account of its associations
with the motherly nurturer, is for Wharton an intimate and private place
for men and women to converse-the place of the heart rather than the
heart of the place. It is by the fireplace in the little-used library at
Bellomont that Lily pretends to surprise Selden and Mrs. Dorse~ while
she herself is on a mission for such an intimate tete-a-tete. (HM, 59)
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If these semipublic rooms are reserved as "quiet retreat[s] for flirtation" and smoking, the bedroom is for more personal intimacy. The bedroom is the most private room in the house, according to The Decorat~on
of Houses, (DH, 169-70) and seems to be equated in Wharton's novels
with self-reflection. Lily dreads the "self-communication" that awaits her
in her bedroom at Bellomont, so she lingers in the gallery-hall. (HM, 24)36
Later, she suspects that Mrs. Bry is "not even herself in her bed-room."
(HM, 189) Finally, Lily faces herself and her life in her bedroom at the
boarding house. (HM,317-23) The bedroom, frequently not shared with
her husband, is where a woman contemplates herself and her actions.
Undressed, free of the social obligations of her sex, she can think of and
by herself.3 7 Thus, only in the most private and inaccessible spaces of the
house is a woman her real self; in the public areas of the house, such as
the drawing room and dining room, she plays a representational role.
However much the house is equated with its woman, it is always actually
the sign of the man who "owns" both wife and home. The power of the
woman within the house is thus a power inscribed within and restricted
by an overarching system of male spatial and social control.
Gender distinctions take on a very different form in Wharton's own
homes. Her activity as a writer and intellectual, and her independent
wealth, meant that the signification of power-social and economic-was
inverted from the norm that she described in her novels. While her husband, Edward (Teddy) Wharton, had a small personal income and no
occupation, Edith had quite a substantial inheritance and even made
money from her writing. In 1883, when her father died, she received
$20,ooo outright and a portion of his estate generating $8,ooo-$9,000
per annum income. In 1888, her grandfather's cousin, joshua jones, the
sole stockholder of the family's bank, Chemical Bank of New York,
passed away, leaving her close to $120,ooo-nearly two million dollars in
today's terms. At her mother's death in 1901, she received an additional
$9o,ooo in trust (only a sixth of the family estate), the rest going to her
two brothers and their children. Her annual income must have been
about $22,000, a very respectable sum for the period. 38 Thejoshuajones
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legacy established the Whartons' financial security, and it was at this time
that Edith became interested in decorating to her own tastes.
The first house she was involved in decorating was Land's End, her
summer cottage in Newport (1892-97). It was during the interior remodeling of this standard "stick style" 1870s resort house that she first met
and collaborated with Ogden Codman. They "drifted into" writing The
Decoration of Houses while working on the house; the interior corresponds, as much as a remodeled house can, to the ideas expressed in the
book. 39 In 1900, tired of the "trivialities and frivolities" of Newport in the
summer and New York the rest of the year, Wharton purchased land in
Lenox, Massachusetts, which was fast becoming a more artistic inland
counterpart to Newport. 40 She asked Codman to help her design the new
house, but he proved too expensive for their friendship. Instead, she
employed an up-and-coming young architect, Francis Hoppin, to draw
up her ideas. 41 The similarity between Codman's sketches and Hoppin's
final plans shows a continuity of planning ideas that must be due to
Wharton's very active involvement (FIGS. 3-4).
The Mount, finished and decorated by 1905, follows the prescriptions of The Decoration of Houses to a great extent. However, because the
house functioned as signifier of her intellectual and economic independence-not as a sign of her husband's wealth and power-gender is
inscribed differently here than in the houses described in her novels and
in The Decomtion of Houses. As a woman's house, the signification of
public, social power is displaced from the feminine rooms of the man's
house into the masculine rooms of a woman's house. Likewise, the
woman's private space becomes empowered as a place of artistic and
intellectual creativity.
One enters at the basement level to a grotto-like hall. The staircase
is in a separate hall; thus, direct access and visibility are denied to the
unwanted visitor. The hall is suitably decorated in a monumental, severe
way; the sobering effect of cold, white stone prompts the visitor to move
on or leave. At the top of the stairs is a gallery that affords views to the
outdoors and access to all of the public rooms of the floor, each of which
are discrete entities with closable doors for privacy. The main body of the
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Codman, first floor plan, The Mount
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Hoppin, first floor plan, The Mount
Hoppin, second floor plan, The Mount

BOTTOM: FIG. 4B
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house is symmetrical; false and concealed doors obscure any discrepancies
in this symmetry. The drawing room is
at the center of the plan; dining room
and library flank it on either side. The
den is pushed far into a corner.
Although only a few photographs
record the original arrangements of
The Mount's rooms, we can tell that
Wharton considered decoration to be
part of the architectural plan because
furniture is sketched, in her hand, onto
Hoppin's first floor plan (FIG. 4A). Only
one faint photograph remains to testifY
to Wharton's own drawing room (FIG.

FIG.

s Drawing room, The Mount, c. 1904

5). It appears to have been a place of
"gay first impression," comfort, leisure,
and easy circulation, as she recommended in The Decoration of Houses.
(DH, 125-29) White paneled and carved walls were covered, in part, by
tapestries; objets were judiciously placed about the room and the decor
seems to have been light, airy, and entertaining. The dining room,
according to Wharton a feminine space historically (DH, 155), was more
officious, although it too was white. Architectural details such as the paneling play a much greater role, and Grinling Gibbons-style carving adds
to its historical quality. Both rooms were furnished with French pieces, as
she had favored in The Decoration of Houses, although the carvings add
an English touch. While these rooms certainly accord with The
Decoration of Houses, their femininity is in no way emphasized or exaggerated. Rather than increase the importance of the feminine public
spaces of the house and thus further ingrain the gender inequalities that
they express and enforce, Wharton let them be; instead she neutralized
masculine public spaces by either feminizing or de-emphasizing them.
The library, like the other rooms, is highly reminiscent of The Decoration of Houses (FIG. 6). Floor-to-ceiling bookcases are built into the
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FIG. 6

Library, The Mount, c. 1904

wall, bookbindings serve as part of the decoration, and ample writing
tables and reading lamps are supplied. Dark wood paneling and comfortable, deep-colored, office-like furniture communicate a masculine gendering of this space in the most stereotypical sense, yet the delicate carving, floral pillows, lamps, and rugs, along with the slender proportions,
express a feminine one. 42 Since Edith Wharton was a writer, and friend to
many literary figures whom she may have entertained here, the library at
The Mount would have been Edith's space much more than her unintellectual husband's. It was thus a space shared between women and menthe dual-gendered space ofthis "masculine Henry James."
In many of her novels as well as in The Decoration of Houses,
Wharton seems to have advocated a certain regendering of the library
from an exclusively male space to one where men and women could meet
on equal grounds. Historically, the library was problematically mascu-
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line, in that it was reserved for men, and asexual, in that sexuality did not
enter or occupy this room reserved for reading, writing, and the pursuit
of knowledge. This gendering of the library seems to be inverted at The
Mount, allowing Wharton to enter and occupy the space. The library
might be termed "gender-neutral" in that it may be entered and occupied
by both women and men, and, in a sense, "sexualized" by the social intercourse that could now take place there. Many have argued that Wharton's
library activities-writing, pursuing intellectual friendships, entertaining,
and even architectural pursuits-were substitutes for the sexual life that
she did not have with her impotent husband. 43 In this light, the "sexualization" of the architectural space of writing and reading becomes
emblematic not just of Wharton's appropriation of the male professions
of writing and architecture, but, even more importantly, of the metaphorical connection between sexuality and artistic production-the house and
books are the children Wharton never had.
Completing this concomitant neutralization and sexualization of
space, the sole male room, her husband's den, is to be found in a far corner, in the margins of the dominant public spaces of the floor. While its
privacy of place and own bathroom connect it to the male territories
described by Kerr, the body enclosed in this space is not the master of the
house but Wharton's ineffectual husband. The den thus may be seen as a
marginal space for the less-significant gender and is equivalent in this
house to the boudoir in the male house.
The stairs to the upper (private) story are placed off the axis of the
main public stair; it is thus difficult to gain access to the bedrooms and
boudoirs above. On the second level, as on the first, a central hall provides access to every room. Edith Wharton's quarters take up the entire
east wing of the house and are divided into four rooms as she had suggested in her book: bedroom, boudoir, dressing room, and bathroom.
(DH, 170) Here, as in the other bedrooms, there is a separate entrance for
the servants. 44 Wharton used her boudoir not only for the "prosaic duties
of the household," as described in The Decoration of Houses, (DH, 170)
but also for writing. Placed in the southeast corner, the boudoir was both
the most difficult room of the suite to get to and also the one that received
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the most morning light. Wharton's mornings were spent here undisturbed; no one had permission to enter uninvited while she wrote. 45 The
boudoir in Wharton's house suggests comparison to the study in a man's
house: it is the privatized power center of the entire house. Almost as if to
emphasize this, the newly-empowered, private, feminine boudoir is located directly above the disempowered, marginalized, and masculine den;
the desexualized bedroom is above the "sexualized" library, the site of
intellectual intercourse between the sexes. Wharton is literally on top
physically.
An emphasis on the relationships among gender, power, and space
can be found to be at the very center of the design of Edith Wharton's
house. At the very least, the design accommodates her needs, as it was in
fact her house. The plan assures her privacy while allowing a carefully
controlled fluidity to movements within the public sphere. Delving further, one finds that the historically feminine public spaces seem unexaggerated in their femininity while historically male spaces seem to be
emasculated either by the integration of feminine occupation and detailing or by spatial marginalization. Private traditionally-feminine rooms
seem newly favored in placement, use, and decoration, and are the
expression of a house in which the woman is privileged, not as the sign of
her husband, but for herself. Inversions of the spatial, sexual order are
significant, but also produce a house in which men and women can more
easily and equally mix.
Analysis of the exterior of the house shows the degree to which
Wharton was trying to create an Americanized European house. The
exterior elevation of the house is derived from Belton House in England
(1684}, although the entrance front is changed due to the gallery and
basement entry. The terraced gardens are Italian in inspiration and show
correspondences with her book Italian Villas and 'Their Gardens.
Finally, the setting and views are American. Over and above the idea of
the American Renaissance, Wharton may have been trying to create for
herself on American soil a house that allowed her the cultural, social, and
artistic freedoms she sensed that the European woman enjoyed, a space
in which men and women could interact as equals.
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However, this was a fragile construction. In 1913, she divorced her
husband, sold The Mount, and moved to France, where she would
remain for the rest ofher life. These three changes provided those things
she strove for at The Mount: sexual and personal freedom as an unrestricted, independent woman; real European houses; and literary recognition. Wharton wrote many of her most acclaimed works while abroad,
including the Pulitzer Prize-winning The Age of Innocence. In addition to
her house in Paris, she had summer and winter villas in the north and
south of France. Pavilion Colombe at St. Brice-sous-Foret was the former
home of a pair of seventeenth-century courtesans who murdered their
lover, while her house in the south of France, Chateau Ste. Claire, was a
former convent. Issues of women's place within society as positioned
through architecture continued to fascinate her in France as well.
"The Mount," stated Henry James on his first visit after returning
from Europe in 1904, "is unlike other American houses ... which totally
lack penetralia . ... some part ... sufficiently within some other part,
sufficiently withdrawn and consecrated."46 The privacy of penetralia is
also the publicity of penetration: the consecration of Wharton's boudoir
is bound to the woman's penetration of the library. The inversions and
revisions of gendered space, which create what she may have considered
a modern as well as European home-that is, one in which the sexes
interacted as equals-must be considered in relation to the kind of homes
Wharton described in her novels.
As we have seen, the house of Wharton's novels, and indeed her
culture, although identified with the woman, is actually the man's; the
woman's power within it is only that which her husband and society
allow. This power is centered in the drawing room-a public, accessible,
and representational space. The woman has control over her house only
through decoration, that is, representation, as she herself, following
Veblen, is a representation. As Luce Irigaray argues concerning women
and the space ofhome:
The material-feminine remains the place separated from "her" place,
deprived of"his" place. She becomes the place of the other who can't sep-
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arate himself from her. Threatening therefore-without knowing it or
wanting it to be so-with what she lacks: un lieu propre. It would be necessary for her to re-envelope herself with herself, and at least twice: as she
who is woman and as she who is mother, which implies modifying the
whole space-time economy.... In exchange-which is not one-paying
for a house for her, sticking her inside it, imposing a limit on her, the opposite of the unlimited site where he unwittingly places her."

The potential "envelope" lrigaray cites as the attempted strategy
for giving place to displaced woman is make-up,jewelry, fashion, maskdecoration.
Edith Wharton's Decomtion of Houses occupies a complex position
between her own house and the fictional and real houses of her writing
and society. In these latter, decoration is a doomed strategy for women.
However, the elevation of decoration (the feminine strategy for placing)
to the status of architecture (the masculine strategy for placing) in The
Decoration of Houses provides a theoretical program for equality in gender interaction and space. As a female writer and intellectual, Wharton
was outside the norms of her society; she must have yearned for a space
in which her feminine nature and masculine interests could coexist in
harmony. The Mount was an attempt to create such a space. In the end,
however, Wharton found that such physical configurations were futile. "A
woman's nature is like a great house," she realized, and the only solution
for a woman's happiness was, as she advised Mary Berenson, "to decorate one's inner house so richly that one is content there."
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The Story of Hon-Katedral:
A Fantastic Female

MOLLY HANKWITZ

Life ... is never the way one imagines it. It surprises you, it amazes you,
and it makes you laugh or cry when you don't expect it.
-NIKI DE SAINT-PHALLE'

Almost everything is yet to be written by women about femininity: about
their sexuality, that is, its infinite and mobile complexity, about their eroticization, sudden turn-ons of a certain minuscule-immense area of their
bodies; not about destiny, but about the adventure of such and such a
drive, about trips, crossings, trudges, abrupt and gradual awakenings, discoveries of a zone at one time timorous and soon to be forthright. A
woman's body, with its thousand and one thresholds of ardor-once, by
smashing yokes and censors, she lets it articulate the profusion of meanings that run through it in every direction-will make the old singlegrooved mother tongue reverberate with more than one language.
-HELENE CIXOUS, THE LAUGH OF THE MEDUSA'

Imagine a woman who felt relegated to circulation space, stairs, corridors,
back doors, and could not take up a prominent position in front of the TV,
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on the bed, or on the globe-who could not move in proper spheres of
economy, politics, and social life, but was instead relegated to the role of
stepping out of the way of others. Oppressed women, it seems to me, are
divorced from the act of living in this way, having learned to take only the
bit parts instead of playing the lead.
-MOLLY HANKWITZ, JOURNAL

INTRODUCTION

As an author, I include this particular quote from my journal among the
other quotes because there is such a striking contrast in its phrases to
both the work ofNiki de Saint-Phalle and the quote of Helene CiJcous. I
felt it was important because this is a paper not only about de SaintPhalle but about space, feminism, and pleasure. It seemed therefore
appropriate to connect to women who for some reason or another may
not have access to these things. Besides, it is my point in this essay that
the power ofNiki de Saint-Phalle's Hon-katedral is its ability to define a
Other architectural projects by
Niki de Saint-Phalle: (from Internet
URI..s: http://gort.ucsd.edu/sj/phalle/
Bib.html; http://gort.ucsd.edu/sj/
Bio.html; http://www.well.com/user/
mvff/Whois.html)
1965
1966

Begins first nona dolls.
Hon-katedral. Designs sets
and costumes for

different kind of space, the space ofleisure, humor,
pleasure, and sexuality. This is the work's radical
and liberatory content. Therefore, in my heart of
hearts, for women artists everywhere, I would hope
that such power can be translated culturally
through art to all women and notjust to the privileged.

Hon (Swedish for "she") is also a pivotal
object in Niki de Saint-Phalle's career. She was the

Aristophanes' Lysistrata in a first major collaboration between de Saint-Phalle
production by Rainer von
Diez at the Staatstheater in
Kassel.
1967

Le paradise fantastique with

and her life partner Jean Tinguely. As you will see,
She enunciates a moment in the artist's career when
de Saint-Phalle went from producing life-sized

Jean Tinguely, a commission doll-like sculptures to creating a major work. It has
from the French government for Expo '67 in
Montreal.
First retrospective exhibition at the Stedelijk
Museum in Amsterdam, for
which she creates her first

been important to me to look at that juncture
because it was a moment when the artist pushed
her work in sculpture toward architecture, something that she has continued to do and is still doing
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in her Tarot Garden and new work with Mario Botta. Thus, on a personallevel and as an object, this work, and its relation to de Saint-Phalle's
overall career as a radically different and unorthodox artist, is crucial to
contemporary discussions of feminism and architecture. She stands as an
important example if we are to look at women makers and producers of
works and their relationships to art and architecture as whole and complete, not fragmented, marginal, or second best. It is my concern here to
show Niki de Saint-Phalle in the best light while also attempting to tie her
works to an artistic context, to enlighten us in terms of internationalism in
the arts and the politics of the exchange of ideas, which may or may not
have affected artists in the late sixties. Surely She had a major affect. She
was written about in every major world newspaper and art magazine. She
was risque for her time. She was also loved.
In every way, She touches on the organic and the sensual in the site
of gender, foremost as a sign ofboth meaning and value for women's bodies. Linked to the possibilities of drama, literature, and imagination, She is
about space and desire, as is the previously quoted passage from Cixous.
She is a model. My aim is to illustrate this in a discussion of some of the
possible readings and interpretations we can give to this work and its
relationship to some tangents of feminism and art history. In doing so, I
also focus on de Saint-Phalle as a creative artist-one who has continued
to pursue the fantastic and the surreal in architectural form, and one who
has rendered permanently, her dreams. This effort on my part is one
which, I believe, will open and advance engendered spaces in art'-the
feminine and the surreal, the fantasy and drama of the grotesque-and
their various humorous or tragic appearances in the history of design.
The idea of the woman as monster is not alien to feminism. It seems
to emerge often at the point when women artists are beginning to develop
in their work, taking power and asserting their themes. The idea of the
giantess found in She is thus a likely metaphor for women taking space for
themselves. And as ugly as a monster can sometimes be, there is something quite beautiful in monstrousness as well. Monstrousness is human.
It is political. It is a metaphor for goodness, as in the friendliness of monsters, and also for our dark side.
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So, I use further the tiny steps of my path of words in the quote
from my journal entry and rather than dwell on the state of possible continual oppression that I have set down, take de Saint-Phalle and Cixous
as my leading ladies; from their freedom, I attempt to enlarge the house of
women, for myself and for my readers, through the beautiful space of She.
CONTEXT

1968

1969

Looking briefly at Western and Eastern art and architectural history, one
finds a significant presence of women. There are the often-described
organically-formed domiciles such as pueblos, teepees, and tents intuitively built or ornamented by nomadic or agrarian women and girls
throughout India, South America, South Africa, Southeast Asia, and
Western Africa, where the arts of adobe, beading, building, mud plastering, painting, pottery, sewing, thatching, tile decoration, and weaving
have been performed for centuries. These methods and practices operate
as systems of exchange wherein symbolic images, colors, methods, rituals, and celebrations are passed on from one generNona Dream House, Nona
ation to another. Mythological fertility goddesses
Fountain, and Nona Town.
and ideals of harvest, magic, and power abound in
Her first play ICH (All about
many contemporary cultures as well as in prehistoMe) is performed at the
Staatstheater in Kassel, co- ry, from which, for example, the voluptuous body
authored with Rainer von
of the Venus ofWillendorfhas become a celebrated
Diez. She designs the sets
artifact. In Greece, delicate mathematical proporand costumes.
tions guided classical culture in terms of beauty
Exhibits her eighteen-part
wall relief Last Night I Had a and codes of femininity, especially in architecture.
Figures such as the union of caryatids in the Porch
Dream at the Galerie
Alexandre lolas in Paris.
of the Maidens at the Erechtheum supported
Returns from travels in
entablatures and graced the Athenian landscape.
India and begins work on
her first architectural project, three houses in the
South of France for Rainer
von Diez.
Begins work on La Tete (Le
Cyclope), a collaborative

project in Fountainbleu forest, initiated by Jean

These representations of women speak to life's
processes.
Among ruling civilizations in Egypt, India,
Russia, Turkey, and Western Europe, female royalty
often influenced the whole planning of cities.
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Castles, fountains, gardens, monuments, temples, and tombs were erected for their pleasure or to honor their memory for all time. Numerous
outstanding women make up the visible body of late-nineteenth and
early-twentieth-century feminism: activists, artists, suffragists, and writers-women for whom money, occupation, ownership, and political
empowerment have been a lived reality. Female architects, clients, and
domestic theorists have been written into more and more social histories.
The specific needs of an emerging class of working women are seen, for
example, in structures created for special populations such as immigrant
women, nuns, prostitutes, single mothers, and working women, in works
such as the Donaldina Cameron House (Presbyterian Mission, 1907) in
San Francisco's Chinatown or the YWCA Building (1918), both designed
by Julia Morgan, whose private homes and buildings on the UC Berkeley
campus are more often cited. 4
Women build architecture throughout the world, corresponding to
engendered spaces which have opened in academia, film, fine art, history,
law, literature, medicine, public politics, and video. These fields burgeon
with the voices of creative women, homages to women, and works by and
for women. Now, moreover, this same content is being found in multimedia.
To this end-or perhaps it is a beginning-! am delighted to contribute the story of She, elaborating on numerous interpretations that
have appeared in catalogs and other writings on this work.
She was produced by a recognized woman artist, but equally important is the fact that the statue occupied a main hall of a major European
museum, and involved in her making an entire community of women,
children, and men. The scope of de Saint-Phalle's endeavor is much of its
extraordinary power.
A strong emphasis on festivity, sexuality, and process sets the project apart. It adds to her poetry and to her feminist myth, one which
touched many lives. The giantess embodied the newly emerging womanhood of her time-the new woman found in much of the literature of feminism's first wave, for example, the first American printing of Simone de
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Beauvoir's The Second Sex (1959), and which carried over into later
authoritative critical texts such as Robin Morgan's anthology Sisterhood

is Powerful (1970); the self-health guidebook, Our Bodies, Ourselves, first
published by the Boston Women's Health Book Collective in 1971;
Helene Cixous and Catherine Clement's The Newly Bom Woman (1972);
and Susan Brownmiller's Against Our Will (1975). In short, She brings to
mind spaces of privilege, politics, and pleasure being won by women
everywhere. She also suggests a narrative for women, culture-specific to
the pop modernity of the sixties as it was played out in "flower power"
and "being groovy."
PREHISTORY

1971

As a collaboration by Niki de Saint-Phalle,Jean Tinguely, and Per Olof
Ultvedt, She is important to the history of the avant-garde within the context of art in the mid-sixties, when a variety of new forms were readily
evolving. Frank Popper develops categories for this trope of the avantgarde in his significant work Art-Action and
Tinguely and involving a
Participation: "the disappearance of the object, the
large number of artists.
participation of the public, the architectural factor
Designs her first jewelry and
begins work on the Go/em,
an architectural project for
children in Jerusalem's
Rabinovitch Park.

1972

Begins shooting her film

1973

Designs a swimming pool

Daddy. Visits Greece.
for Georges Plouvier in
Saint-Tropez.
Builds The Dragan, a fullyequipped playhouse for the
children of Fabienne and
Roger Nellens, in Knokkole-Zoule, Belgium.
1974

Installs three gigantic

nanasin Hanover, Germany.
Galerie Alexandre lolas
mounts an exhibition of her
architectural projects.
Begins to discuss her dream

[monumentality] and the use of entirely new, 'nonsolid', plastic materials.m These categories are
reflected in de Saint-Phalle's King Kong, completed
at the Dwan Gallery (Los Angeles, 1963), for which
she received international recognition, furthering
her reputation for being an aggressive woman artist
by shooting at paint canisters with her rifle. In this
huge non-objective installation, the artist collaged
numerous objects onto a wall and proceeded to
blow them open, allowing paint to dribble out. 6
Apart from jean Tinguely, de Saint-Phalle's career
evolved through the making of life-sized nanasplayful, earthy female figures which she began
painting with unique designs in approximately

1965. Nana is a French term for a beautiful young
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woman, as in "une belle-nana," and the nana dolls reflected de SaintPhalle's interest in female nudes, nymphs, and deities as well as her great
love and sense of color.
Per Olof Ultvedt, the sculptor, and Jean Tinguely, the artist and
machine-maker, had collaborated on group installations such as Total
Art (Waxholm, 1960), in which they employed hanging sculpture and a
collage-papier technique later used in the fabrication of She, as well as a
derivation of forms taken from monumental navigational structures and
explored through enormous drawings. 7 As early as 1960, Tinguely had
installed a huge self-destructing machine at the Museum of Modern Art
in New York, 8 and by 1962 had devoted time with Niki de Saint-Phalle to
collaborations as part of the Nouveaux Realistes, the French conceptual
art group of which de Saint-Phalle was the only female in the official
manifesto.
Thus, in the midst of the 1960s, a handful of experimental artists
(though mostly male) were conjuring formal investigations of utopia,
motion, and space in the forms of sculpture and installation. Among
these manifestations, Dy-Laby, an auto-theater, consisted of a series of
environments, each created by a different artist, and included the work of
K. Pontus Hulten, Martial Raysse, American painter and social activist
Robert Rauschenberg, Niki de Saint-Phalle, Willem Sandberg, Daniel
Spoerri, Jean Tinguely, and Per Olof Ultvedt. In its various rooms the
installations ran the gamut of commotion; some were tipped at an angle
or blasting with noise from industrial fans. De Saint-Phalle used real gunfire. Colored light, gratuitous violence and funky, illusionistic objects
were introduced aIa the Dadaists or Futurists. 9
This type of temporary destructible art helped to fuel an international dialogue. According to Adrian Henri, Study for an Exhibition on

Violence in Contemporary Art, held at the ICA in London in 1956, was "a
preliminary survey of tendencies that culminated in the 'Destruction in
Art Symposium' (DIAS) in 1966 which featured the work of the enigmatic Gustav Metzger.mo
Early in the decade, artists such as Joseph Beuys, Gustav Metzger,
Dieter Rot, and WolfVostell had produced disposable art-edible art and
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art made from trash, TVs, or other deliberately impermanent non-art
materials. In Russia, the Dvizjenije group, a fluctuating collective of
artists, mathematicians, and poets, experimented in a range of disciplines
from art to music to cybernetics and industrial design and especially in
kinetic objects. Their projects, Cosmos and StructU?-e of a Diamond, realized between 1964 and 1968, linked art, technology, and urbanism
through collaboration. These projects were followed in 1968 by a curious
model for a town designed entirely for children. 11 The collaborations
developed into the early seventies.
In japan, activity in the avant-garde was generated by such groups
as the Gutai Theater project and The Institute for Abstract Calligraphy.
In New York, important early works were produced, such as Allan
Kaprow's Garage Envimnment (196o).john Cage's notions of"alogical
theater" were influential. 12 Consistently, after the horrific global extremity
of World War II and in the context of the Vietnam War, the recognition of
mass spectacle as a human form influenced a wide range of collaborative
mixed-media exhibitions and the wholesaling of
of designing a sculpture
"total shows" like the Vulgar Show by Sam
park and is offered land in
Goodman and Bruce Lurie (1964). This movement
Tuscany by Marella
Caracciolo's brothers.

1975

Writes screenplay for the
film Un reve plus long que Ia

nuit. Shoots film and
designs many parts of the
set.
1976

Spends year in the Swiss
mountains planning her
sculpture park.

1977

With Constantin Mulgrave,
designs sets for the film The

Traveling Companion.
1978

Begins laying out the Tarot

1979

Spends most of her time in

Garden in Tuscany.
Tuscany laying foundations
and inventing new sculptures she calls Skinnies.
Gimpel

a Weitzenhoffer of

New York hold an exhibition

was most effective, perhaps, as political performance in the works of GAAG (Guerrilla Art Action
Group ).' 3
Some individual artists stand out as having
experimented with these ideas. The German-born
Wolf Vostell, a maker of books, installations, magazines, performances, sculpture, and video was
engaged in a "cathartic use of violence as a form of
political allegory."' 4 Some of his more disruptive
works simulated car crashes and involved disturbances to the customary flow of public space. 15
Brutal poignancy in methods of experimentation
and challenge to authority characterize this avantgarde as it was documented and supported by a
spate of publications in the same period. In 1959,
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FIG. 1 Preliminary sketches for

the built work by Niki de Saint-Phalle, Jean Tinguely, and Per

Olof Ultvedt

Daniel Spoerri's The Annotated Topography of Chance (Paris), and Wolf
Vostell's De-Collage (Cologne) surfaced to coincide with theoretical texts
from Fluxus and the Situationists.
Violent, sadistic fantasies were overtly manifest in the work of
Hermann Nitsch, whose male-dominated OM Theater regularly exhibited (sexist) live art works which used women as props or with their genitals exposed. 16
SHE THE OBJECT : PART ONE

Prior to She's conception, the three artists, Niki de Saint-Phalle, Jean
Tinguely, and Per Olof Ultvedt, considered a group of relevant ideas,
including an outstanding one that the work should have something to do
with "Woman assuming Power." In this plan, de Saint-Phalle was to be
animated by her male coworkers. 17 After sketches and discussion, Per
Olof Ultvedt determined that She should be an exaggerated nana doll, a
temporary installation of mythic proportions celebrating the form of a
huge, sexual Woman (FIG. 1).
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TOP : FIG. 2 The
BOTTOM : FIG. 3

giant form of Han's legs and interior platforms under construction
Hon's head in tubular steel prior to being covered in cloth
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ABOVE: fiG . 4 The

view through her
massive legs to her
entrance. At right are the
artists Niki de SaintPhalle and Jean Tinguely
(1967)

LEFT: fiG .

s Preliminary sketches for
the built work by Niki de
Saint-Phalle, Jean
Tinguely, and Per Olof
Ultvedt
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In the spring of 1967, permission to build She was offered to the
artists by K. Pontus Hulten, then director of Stockholm's Moderna
Museet (Museum of Modern Art), and construction began with great
secrecy and intensity. Accounts in the museum's catalog Hon-en historia reflect that the museum became a huge studio space where a crew of
ten worked intensively over a period of one month with approximately
six tons of tubular steel, timber, chicken-wire, upholstery fabric, glue, and
painti 8 (FIGS. 2 AND s). Finally, there She was, lying on her back, to be
entered through a sacred vagina-womb (painted green) and filled with an
interior of wacky, wonderful spaces for the amusement and edification of
an adoring and puzzled public. The spectacle was complete outside and
in (FIG. 4).
In a single monumental gesture, She occupied the hall of the
museum with her enormous raised legs, rolling splayed torso, arms,
and head. The form created arches and hills, spaces to move in, under,
around, or near. The rounded belly passed close to the museum's prisof the models and photographs for her architectural projects.
The exhibition entitled
Monumental Projects tours
the United States.
1980

Begins first sculptures for
the Tarat Garden: The
Magician and The High
Priestess.
A first edition of furniture
by the artist is put into production.

1981

Rents cottage in Tuscany
and hires local help.
Paints exterior of a new
twin-engine plane for the
Peter Stuyvesant
Foundation in Amsterdam.

1982

Designs a perfume for an
American firm and uses the
money to finance her garden.

tine ceiling (FIG. 5). In some senses, She was the
perfect incarnation of fantasy, a primordial experience of passage through a mysterious labyrinth
from light to darkness and out to light again.
Eventually, one exited either from her side or from
a door in her neck. Inside one leg the artists
designed a gallery-cum-slide, replete with fake
"master" paintings signed with fake signatures. A
star-filled planetarium glowed under the dome of
an oversized breast. There was a goldfish pond, a
pink liquor bar with a neon halo on the ceiling, a
sculpted man sitting in a chair, a public address
system, and a tiny cinema (Garbo's first film, the
surreal Luffarpetter [1921], wherein she takes a
risque swim, was projected continuously). An elaborate spiral staircase leading from the belly to a
small restaurant atop the abdomen was a central
element. Finally, in her head, Tinguely constructed
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one of his now famous revolving glass and light machines. (It smashed
bottles from beers consumed in the tiny bar.) Drawings and sketches
were also exhibited.
"Women especially love it," Niki de Saint-Phalle remarked at her
opening. "They seem to understand immediately that it is an homage to
them.m 9
SHE THE OBJECT: PART TWO

In 1967 Lucy Lippard organized the delightfully weird exhibition
Eccentric Abstraction. She states in her excellent book on Pop Art that de
Saint-Phalle's sculptures had little to do with the intentions of this puzzling genre. 20 Yet when Ultvedt and de Saint-Phalle exaggerated the scale
of She it became like that of many Pop Art objects. The shift, in fact,
addresses from a feminist standpoint elementary issues of what an ordinary object is. For example, She was leaned on and entered. Visitors
laughed in a cavernous arm, slid through a leg, climbed from the belly, or
posed at her side. She functioned, it would seem, partially as an enormous piece of prostrate furniture and partially as a building.
In terms of content, the delightful statue draws relationships
between figurative art and nature. She resonates with the mythology of
giants, their grotesque humility and mundane, fundamental ties to the
earth. One thinks of ancient Buddhas, reposeful, silent, at peace, reclining in East Asian forests.
The imagination of foothills, elbows of rivers, lakes as lugubrious,
water-filled footprints abounds in a metaphorical reading of her body as
landscape. 21 Thus She is "an object of considerable therapeutic valuem 2
for the alienated soul for whom the specter of the loss of childhood,
which haunts twentieth-century literary and psychoanalytic discourses, is
a central theme laid bare in manifold descriptions of profound sexual
desire for the mother or, more abstractly, for a return to connection with
the earth.
Inherently a project about feminine power and sensuality, She offers
us the first and truest pleasure of looking and the space to conjure myth
around the imaginary female. It is impossible to look at pictures of her
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without seeing in them a sexual ideal. In fact the statue is also preposterously sexist; her almost hideous and masochistic pose is so object-like.
This pose falls into a category for the female nude which John Berger
analyzes in his indispensable text Ways of Seeing, wherein he suggests
that male-defined representations of the female body construct gazes pictorially in a visual language of submission and surveillance. 23 The statue
is prone, legs spread, to be invaded, displayed, in a posture symbolic of
women's oppression as viewed through public and commercial eyes, a
posture laden with the difficult, painful, and theatrical associations of
pornographic desire.
Pornographic imagery and the gaze that it constructs, tied to the act
of not touching, of nonsense, wherein a body functions solely as an object
of the faculty of sight, is governed by the seamless silence of sight. It is a
body fragmented by the violence of sexist looking, where the eye itself
roves across the body frenetically, without recourse to time or thought,
but with the objective of owning. It is a body painfully under surveillance,
Work on the Tarot Garden
progresses. Steel constructions are in place and concrete pouring is in preparation.
1984

Works full time on the

1985

Completes The Magician,

Garden.
The Tower, The Empress, and
The High Priestess.
1987

First retrospective in
America is held.

1988

Fountain for Mitterand is
commissioned.
Fountain for the Schneider

one lodged within sadomasochistic objectification.
She should also be construed, however, as open,
colorful and carnivalesque, ready for birth, sex, or a
gynecological exam. Unlike a reductivist object or a
pornographic sight of pure display, She is interactive and explorable, deliberately too large to be
taken in and consumed from any one angle. With
her spectacular interior, She possesses intimacy
and connectedness and defies objectification. Both
the pornographic and the sensual are at work in her
form.
As theorist Jean Gagnon writes m Porno-

graphy and the Urban World:

Children's Hospital on Long
1990

Island is commissioned.

Phantasmagoria, apparently ... the ways in which the

Presents a film she has

author gives voice to fantasy, uses such optical devices

made about AIDS at the
Musee des Arts Decoratifs
in Paris.
1991

Works on an enlarged
model for her Temple Ideal,

and instruments as mirrors, glasses, spyglasses, telescopes and microscopes,just like the cinema, the peep
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show, etc. What we're always trying to
do is to see better and further, to see
in a different way and to see the other
in a configuration that suits our disposition. In phantasmagoria (whether
literary or pornographic), optical
devices and instruments open another space, an "other scene," where the
energy of the instinct to look can be
expressed. In this other space, perception becomes uncertain regarding
reality and unreality, the status of its
object and the position of the perceiver.2'
In relation to She, one is a voyeur,
offered the content of female sexuality
and ways to reflect upon that experience. She thus suggests a synthesis of

The removal of Hon's painted head in
the first phase of taking her apart
BOTTOM: Interior showing Tinguely's revolving
glass and light machine

FIG. sTOP:

desire and intellect. Like all good art,

She triggers unconscious response. Her unusual enormity transforms the
act oflooking and casts off the surveillance that we have come to connect
with nudes. The viewer is affected by her scale and is invited to roam and
imagine in her darkened recesses. The vagina is a place of entry into her
intimate interior world, displacing the deadened discourse of castration
wherein the image of the wound as a twentieth century metaphor for
female genitalia is horridly embedded. The cunt in She is our doorway,
our gate, our point of entry, our common ground. Thus, She posits that
new 1960s femininity in which the female body is a woman's friend, not
foe, and is expressive of a progression to deeper sexuality-the wombwhole, earthly, with a life-spirit, neither cunt nor womb encapsulated in
lack, nor stripped of sexuality, as in the "clean" domestic glamour of the
1950s housewife.
Once delivered from sexism, She is elevated to architecture, to
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permanence, to an object of multiple moments, relationships and individuality. She is built in the spirit of a katedral as a space of human spirituality and grand belief. The architectural process of making her, from start to
finish, becomes an allegory for a journey of becoming, of making, of
wending one's way through life and art, of enjoyable creativity, and of the
creative process, most wonderfully addressed by Claes Oldenburg, who
stated of the giant statue, "I wish those who saw and enjoyed She whole,
could have watched her being taken apart. Three months: birth, life,
death. One sixteenth of Europe (to exaggerate) and all of Stockholm getting their heads in. What a fast, fulllife!" 25

(FIG.

6)

SHE THE OBJECT: PART THREE

When Niki de Saint-Phalle, then living between New York and Paris, created this work in the hall of the museum in Stockholm in 1966, she produced a fantastic artifact. Here is women's empowerment rendered in the
form of an enormous Pop Art-like Woman. Here are the contradictions
and the excitement of women's sexuality. She is
an interdenominational
church first planned in
1972.

1995

Noah's Ark project with
Mario Botta is underway in
Israel.

Who Is the Monster. You or
Me? The Life and Work of
Niki de St. Phafle (a film

profoundly risque. Her brightly-painted figure,
open genitals, and passages of warm, vivid spaces
are reminiscent of Bosch's Garden of Earthry
Delights. 26 In size, posture, and material, She was
created from an artistic sensibility constructed in
the innocent beauty of human desire. Moreover,

She alludes to femininity as it is constructed by

documentary directed by

human desire. This is her inherent power.

Peter Schamoni) is released.

Sexuality is okay and alright, devoid of oppositions. She is a big girl with the seductive stature of
an objet d'art. She is comic. She can be vulgar. Most
of all, She doesn't belong to anyone. She erupts.
The power of her myth and political allegory conveys something communal and maternal that transcends both real space and time. She is a collective
experience-a grand myth.
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SHE AS ARCHITECTURE

Niki de Saint-Phalle's giant Woman is akin to the architecture of early
religion, where sacred cosmogonies of the figural and forms of poetic
shelter introduced by the body or the body as house abound. (Feminist
performances by Carolee Schneeman of approximately the same period
dealt conceptually with some of these same ideas: the creative vagina as
history, menstruation ritual, the pleasure of physical touch and the body.)
In terms of form, She is clear. She is obviously an earth mound and
also a sphinx, a universal center, a dignified altar, a corner, and a cave.
Metaphors of entering and reemerging from the belly or from the womb
are revisited in the cosmogony of her spaces, connecting her to Western
and Eastern beliefs where the body, revered as a configuration of the
sacred, functions as an iconographic landscape for life's drives and spirit. 27 (The device of scale again lends the sculpture the stature of a cathedral.)
Relationships among art, life, and spirituality are loosely represented in her complex subcutaneous interior. A virtual fun house, She is a
series of spaces carefully designed to connect to specific parts of the overall form. For example, putting a planetarium inside her breast so that visitors under the infinite sky relate their experience to the comforting
bosom is a significant poetic gesture. just as the breast is used in Afghan
shrines and phalluses decorate houses in West African villages, these
combinations of rooms articulate complex meanings. She is both serious
and sacred, frivolous and profane-a work of architecture in the best
sense of the word.
And as a work of feminist architecture, She is foremost a sheltera house. Assigned this meaning, the female body of She alludes to powerful female identities: Woman as able protector, Woman as an ideal of cultural strength, Woman as central to the community. It connects her to
permanence, to the nurturing earth symbolized by the ocean (fish pond),
linking her metaphorically to sources of life, to mutability, or again to the
comforting mother-to the therapeutic object, to that which is good.
Other constructions of the female body as shelter appear and reappear in
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FIGS. 1 AND

a Vito Acconci, Adjustable Wall Bra (1990). Steel, lathe, plaster, cable, lights, audio.
8' x 21' x 3' var. dimen.

architecture, but also in art, significantly in a 1968 project for the Venice
Biennale La Maison est le Corps (The House is the Body), in which
Brazilian artist Lygia Clark invited her viewers "to pass through a series
of different cells which prefigured the phases of conception: penetration,
ovulation, germination and expulsion and in which the complex relationship between the artist's work and sexuality was thus expressed in terms
of 4structural' relationships.m8 More recently, Vito Acconci created

Adjustable Wall Bras (1990), which formed large breast-like shelters for
gallery visitors to interact with

(FIGS.

7

AND

8). In Acconci's mythical

Woman, the American pop symbols of the breast and the brassiere are
elevated to a monumental stature and express, beyond their visual power,
the peacefulness, sustenance, and solitude to be found there.
As to her permanence in architectural history and design, She is
(after the Statue of Liberty) possibly the largest completely female figure
ever built in Western history. 29 She was a monument. At the same time,
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She was an antimonument in a time when public art had not yet generally
expanded on definitions of public monuments beyond those associated
with civic pride, national heroic deeds, or myths,30 and when public representations of women typically exploited female physical sexuality for
commercial pleasure-something that the women's movement took on
and challenged. Yet public representations of monumental scale still
abound in both Eastern, Western, and primitive cultures. Cities are
resplendent with idealized females, civic or literary heroines. Huge billboard advertisements of women objectified as the ultimate stand-ins for
commodities are everywhere. Monumental sculpture that functions as art
is conceivably different. The antimonument of She functions for the
abstract creative imagination in a variety of ways and is both utopian and
visionary. She is fundamentally a challenge to the sexist precepts of public
representation, deliberately not part of the commercial spectrum or civic
rhetoric. She is a feminist monument in this context. Against a backdrop
of realistic renderings or crass ads, the languorous temporary form of She
is a statement in which ideas of utopia, leisure, and pride in being female
are played out. Her irreverent colorfulness and the elevation of female
sexuality in the art object to this powerful, deified plane add to 1960s
women's movement art and politics, which supported the physical and
professional liberation of the body, distributed and advocated for better
birth control and reproductive rights, and which, in pop culture, venerated icons ofbeauty and success such as Twiggy and Nico. In light of this,
it is symbolically ironic that She's head, the only extant piece, was stored
in the Ostermolm prison in Stockholm-the modern prison as institution
being a place where outspoken women have historically been taken. 31
SHE-HER INFLUENCE

While de Saint-Phalle's 1967 Woman remains an eccentric figure in the
landscape of art, the work is accompanied by a continuing history of similar collaborations between the artist and Tinguely. Such works as the

Stravinsky Garden, a phenomenological fountain of modish, picturesque
pieces designed for the Place Igor Stravinsky in Paris, or the Fantastic
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Paradise (1971}, another surreal landscape of machines, creatures, and
dolls created for the French pavilion at Expo '67, are, in idiom and
metaphor, similar to She. Other offspring of the project are de SaintPhalle's Golem, a huge slide and playground in the form of a monster's
grotesque head, built in jerusalem in 1972, and the complex steel structure of jean Tinguely's La Tete, completed in 1969. La Tete, a massive,
illogical steel and scaffold building/sculpture, is found deep in the forest
ofFountainbleu and is inhabited by spaces for artists, an apartment, and a
variety of oddly-functioning machines such as ramps and moving balls.
Niki de Saint-Phalle designed a cycloptic face for the project in silvery
mosaic. La Tete was eventually given to the French Government.
But one cannot comprehend fully the amazing work She without
discussing (even if only briefly) Niki de Saint-Phalle's continued life's
work, the Tarot Garden at Garavicchio in Tuscany, which she started at
the age of fifty and for which Tinguely acted as her chief engineer. Basing
her work on images from cards in the Tarot deck Niki de Saint-Phalle has
created an entire garden of fifteen objects and buildings in intricate, decorated reinforced concrete. Tile work, reflecting her interest in Antonio
Gaudf, has been fashioned by local Italian artisans.
In her Garden is a cottage modeled after the High Priestess. It is
replete with a huge bosom, a head, and paws. It is both a workspace and
living quarters for Niki de Saint-Phalle. The entrance to this magical cottage is nestled between breast-rooms in a cleavage that reiterates the scale
and female form of She.
The Tarot Garden, wherein the sculptress has developed a magical
mirrored mosaic technique for dissolving fa~tades and the material mass
of structures/2 is protected by a gate designed by Mario Botta. It is
described with great passion and visual detail in the recent film documentary on de Saint-Phalle's life and work, Who is the Monster, You or
Me? (1995). 33 The Garden is a lifelong synthesis of aesthetic and narrative
motifs first developed by the two lovers de Saint-Phalle and Tinguely in
Stockholm, amidst the daring construction of She.
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SHE-FIN

Thus, my paper suggests how the statue's relationship to women and the
female form is feminist and undermines the idea of the monumental. It
places this remarkable, unusual work within spaces of the pleasurably
irrational-those of the hypnotic unconscious, of the psychic-in the
heart of human dreams, and with the forbidden and the divine.
For my female family, young and old .... Many thanks to Debra Coleman, my patient editor, and to
Carol Henderson; to Sandra Cloud for first connecting me to this anthology; to John Campbell for
his scholarship and support; to Vito Acconci, Helen Deutsch of Northwestern University, Douglas
Garofalo, Lynn Hershman, David Hess, Udo Kultermann, and Mark Linder for their early assistance, suggestions, and ideas on this paper; to Hans Hammarskiiild and Eva Karlsson at the
Moderna Museet in Stockholm; to the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art library; to Nick
Pasquariello and Betty Traynor; and to Minnette Lehmann, for her strong support and friendship.
Finally, to the artist, for her persistence, her art, her inspiration, and life-energy.
-mh
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The Lair of the Bachelor

GEORGE WAGNER

The time was adolescence. The place was a wood-frame summer cottage
on the edge of a lake in the hills of western Massachusetts. The stud walls
of the house were sheathed only on the outside, with horizontal pine
boards. This form of construction meant that the walls had no interior.
The boys-three of us, a stepbrother and a real one, both about four years
older than me-slept on trundle beds in a sleeping loft under the gable
and its exposed rafters. These brothers were full of the madness and anxiety of adolescence, and this condition became the atmosphere of that
loft. They discovered a knothole in the pine floor, strategically located
over the toilet downstairs, which provided hours of viewing pleasure,
especially when the grownups had company. What was involving about
looking through that knothole was watching people in the bathroom
when they thought they were alone. The parents became wiser and had a
pine board ceiling installed on the underside of the floor joists in the
bathroom. It is only now, after years in the academy, that I can condemn
this act as an affront to the material integrity of the house and a purposeful erasure of the infrastructure of its marginal occupation. Adolescents,
happily, don't have these words.
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These adolescent brothers, m my mind virtual delinquents,
acquired a small collection of"literature." Specifically, there was a Harold
Robbins novel which had among its virtues a seduction described on
page eight!_I think that's as far as I got. This book was hidden on a ledge
over the door in the water closet. A couple of copies of Playboy were kept
on the floor inside the storage area underneath the eaves. The Playboys
were, as their covers promised, "Entertainment for Men." I must confess
to have been faidy unmoved by these selections. Even if I rehearsed an
interest in them for the purposes of survival, no one was providing the literature that would allow the hidden attractions of my adolescence to
make sense.
What has lingered indelibly in my mind about that loft over the
years has been the madness of my brothers as they exercised the parodies
of manhood that adolescence provides (or, should I say, the parodies of
madness that manhood provides). And one other thing-an article in

Playboy about a round bed/ The bed was Hugh Hefner's, and was
placed in the middle of his bedroom at the Playboy Mansion in Chicago.
It was motorized to rotate and vibrate. Somehow, the idea of this bed was
quite memorable to me; this paper has been an effort to figure out why.
That figuring engages aspects of the masculine and the heterosexual
in American culture as popularly represented in buildings and interiors.
The themes are of fantasy and control in the nineteen-fifties and sixtiesfor in these decades in North America, as the ideologies of European
modernism were digested, consumed, and domesticated, the mass markets flourished. A favored representational mode of ideological modernism was the urban utopia-an elaborate and sober fantasy for the formal and social control of the chaotic city. At the same time, the postwar
consumer culture and its extraordinary mass conformity emerged, as
products and commodities were woven inextricably into the patterns of
everyday life. These products, and the mass-market media that circulated
their images, promised individuals the control of ordinary routines and
domestic space, an illusion that had previously been seen only in the
utopian fantasy for urban space.
The exercise of controls and the projection of fantasies are inherent
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parts of the function of architecture. Architects make plans, a set of working drawings describes and controls. And yet the idea of control becoming the spectacle of a project, which can occur through manipulations of
geometry, contrivances of the visual field and the subject's view, or overt
demonstrations of the latent forces of control-the governmental, economic, and bureaucratic-is another matter altogether. It is no secret that
architecture is a medium of domination.
Representations of architecture-of buildings, places, and interiors-have been used to trigger, indulge, and focus fantasy. My focus will
be on fantasies of control and the function of images that describe the
physical characteristics of a world that can be mastered. Public speculation of the ideal and utopian within architecture, both domestic and
urban, can be read not so much as proposals for the alteration of reality as
vehicles of transcendence, desire, and escape. Pornography is tangentially
the subject here, and to invoke it now might leave it silently present within the shadows of this essay, as witness to the strangely passive yet instrumental world of fantasy.
The task, then, is to understand the public speculation of the urban
utopia and the private reverie of the domestic fantasy as continuous, but
not simultaneous, conditions along the same trajectory of privatization in
industrial culture. After the Second World War, the large scale urban plan
recedes in importance as the suburban single family house becomes both
the test site and hothouse for fantasy projection. We might careen recklessly from the urban to the domestic, explaining that after the war, the
masculine fantasies of dominance and control that had been imagined for
the city were brought inside, to the newly electronic space of the domicile
and the only residential program a man could imagine ruling, the house
of the bachelor. On this ride, the grand axis of the City Beautiful boulevard becomes the beam of the hand-held remote control. Further, the
bachelor pad, especially as portrayed in Playboy magazine, presented a
space with an overt program for sexual power, in fact a space for a predator, a program that had been latent within urban proposals as an unspoken but vividly present countertext.
The point is this-to remember that one of the vital functions of
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architectural representations, especially of popular representations, is to
operate as transcendent projections of desire, and that masculine desire,
especially of the sexual variety, has thrilled to dominance. And even if that
desire has not always been lusty, it has sponsored a similar gaze oflonging
for the unattainable. Present within the architecture we imagine are the
things we do not have, and so every architectural program can be understood as being implicitly critical of reality. Commercial entertainmentpublishing and the media-has widely marketed this form of fantasy projection to mass audiences, and so the seat of the gazing subject has
evolved from the throne to the armchair.
Before diving into the body of this essay, I ought to reveal what I
think I'm doing with reference to the contemporary project of imagining
what might be feminist or queer space. I am trying to do two things: first,
to recall in our recent history a significant episode in which a set of spaces
was popularly seen as gendered, but even more than that, as enthusiastically sexualized. My assumption is that part of imagining spaces ofliberation is documenting spaces of oppression, because even if vagaries might
surround the exact specifications of a nonpatriarchal space, its other has
been well rehearsed. And second, to apply to those episodes a sensibility,
explicitly queer, I hope, that might-as a nighttime photo of a garden
with a flash-make both the "naturalness" and the dominance of these
texts seem bizarre and distant.
Two schemes for American cities-for Chicago' and for Fort
Worth 4-help to describe how the urban project has been one paradigm
for the imagination of strategies to control and dominate space. People
are always trying to impose order on the city, and the question I want to
engage is: What kind of image is that order given? Visual, geometrical,
architectural, economic, institutional? The formal implications of these
strategies are different and are used as ways to describe differing scales of
control. After that, I will discuss postwar America and the way in which
the prescriptive social reality of that era (the fifties and sixties) established
identities and tensions between man and woman, home and office. This
will lead to a review of some of the interiors presented in Playboy magazine, which is one place where the house of the bachelor was imagined as
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FIG. 1

Chicago. Diagram of general scheme of street circulation and parks in relation to the
population, from Plan of Chicago, Daniel Burnham

the preferred medium of domestic fantasy. This trajectory, from the urban
to the domestic, is meant to follow the development of the domestic as
the most intense and gendered site of commodity consumption in the
mechanical and electronic era of privatization.
Daniel Burnham's Plan of Chicago of 1909 proposed the superimposition of a radial, concentric figure on the grid of the city (FIG. 1). Now,
it may seem a little obvious to begin an inquiry into the nature of the masculine with a discussion of Daniel Burnham; it was Burnham, after all,
who said, "Make no little plans, they have no magic to stir men's hlood."5
With that remark, Burnham forever inscribed within the dialogues of
American architecture the virtues of the ratio of size to quality, and what
could he more male than that?
Burnham's Plan is usually recognized as the advent of regional
planning in the United States, as he sought to align all of the infra-
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FIG. 2 Chicago. View looking west, of the proposed Civic Center Plaza and buildings, showing

the center of the system of arteries of circulation and of the surrounding country, from
Plan of Chicago, Daniel Burnham

structural elements needed for Chicago's growth within a radial figure of
transportation elements (FIG. 2). 6 There are certain aspects of this plan I
would like to identify: first, its reliance on a centered scenographic figure,
and the imposition of a singular hierarchy and orientation. Understood
within the discourse of control, this figure operates on a number oflevels.
At the center of the radius, the Civic Center, specifically the domed City
Hall, becomes the origin of the geometric construction of the city's new
plan. It dominates the field of the city in an heroic and imperial way, as if
it had always been there. The history of the city, as represented by its
physical form, is rewritten by this figure in a sort of retroactive causality.
The control is visual, not simply because the City Hall is so big, but
also because its form terminates the space of the new radial avenues.
The occupying power is centralized and has an image. Like the panopticon, this plan imposes a identifiable geometrical figure to visually domi-
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nate and control the social apparatus
that is the city. Domination, representation, transportation, and geometry are
aligned. Most every aspect of the city's
public life, and significant parts of its
private life as well, are affected by this
diagram.
The architecture of Burnham's
City Hall is extraordinary, first, in its
vivid presentations of the economies of
a prescriptive architecture-the scale of
a controlling object is calibrated in reference to the field it commands-and second, in the resulting form; has a dome
ever been quite so vertical? It is anxious FIG. J Chicago. Rendered elevation of the
proposed Civic Center, delineated by
and crazed in the self-consciousness of
Jules Guerin, 1908, from Plan of
its size (FIG. 3).
Chicago, Daniel Burnham
Finally, this plan was laced with a
strong sense that the form of the city would directly affect what Burnham
called "the intellectual, social, moral, and aesthetic conditions" of
Chicago. 7 The Plan of Chicago stated that "good citizenship is the prime
object of good city planning."8 Burnham imagined that the restructuring
of the city's form would improve the moral tenor of its life. Frederick Law
Olmstead imagined the same thing, but through the introduction of the
city's other-nature. Louis Sullivan, in his idealization of the city, was
simply interested in the optimization of the forces and forms that already
existed. 9
Victor Gruen's Fort Worth Plan of 1955 maintains the basic format
of the utopian project, presenting a fantasy of idealization through the
transformation of the city's form 10 (FIGS. 4A AND B).Unlike the Chicago
plan, it is neither geometricized nor burdened by corrective moral agendas or formal absolutes. And unlike its more immediate predecessors,
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Le Corbusier's Voisin Plan for Paris or
Ludwig Hilberseimer's Plan of Chicago, it does not derive a critical position from the astringent spectacle of
extreme reason.
In the Fort Worth Plan, the utopian is drained of ideology and saturated
with both the strategic motives and
delirious effects of the commercial markets. Basically, the plan changes the
scale of the center of the city, consolidating and centralizing its services. Its
final form is not unlike that of a shopping mall, similarly monolithic and sina Fort Worth, Texas, aerial view of
downton, before and after Victor Gruen's
Fort Worth Plan

FIG. 4A AND

gular in its programmatic, stylistic, and
spatial forms, with delivery services for
stores located in a series of under-

ground tunnels that interiorize the service infrastructure and essentially transform downtown Fort Worth from
a city to a building.
The text of the plan describes the way in which the form of the city
is inscribed into the average day of the average man and woman, and in so
doing presents clearly the narrow and prescribed social roles in the
United States in the 1950s.
Some excerpts from the man's day as imagined for 1970:
You live in the southwest section of the city and are employed in a downtown office building. You leave your home and enter the freeway shortly
thereafter and drive for five minutes at a steady 50 m.p.h. clip ....
Stepping off the moving ramp which brings you down from the upper level
where you parked your car, you walk out in the morning sunlight and stop
for a moment to gaze at a panorama that has never ceased to thrill you ....
It reminds you of Rockefeller Center in New York.... Walking to your
office building you are only slightly conscious of the morning heat. You no
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FIG. s View from the

Fort Worth Plan

longer notice the covered sidewalks which have shaded your path from
parking terminal to office building.... Before leaving for lunch after a
busy morning, you look out over the city. Many of the buildings are familiar old fiiends. But so many new ones have been added that it is difficult to
remember the city as it had been in 1956. Some of the new ones are tall and
tower like, others are great slabs of glass-all different except you feel the
zoning people must have done something because the newer ones are
spaced out from each other."
And for another man, a merchant (FIG. 5):
You are standing by a window in your downtown office, looking out over
the city. You have spent the morning reviewing quarterly sales figures-and
the figures are good. Your suburban stores have more than kept pace with
the growth of the downtown store. New office buildings downtown have
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meant more residents for the city-and
more residents for the city have resulted in
more business for suburban shopping centers, as well as for downtown. Yes, things
have turned out well. All segments of the
city have benefited. You turn away from the

I 'r

71:.
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window overlooking the new Fort Worth,
and go back to the plans for your newest
unit-an 8,ooo square foot suburban store. 12
The woman's day in the new Fort

' Worth goes like this (FIGS. 6 AND 7):
You are a housewife living in the greater Fort
Worth of tomorrow. As you roll along comFIGS. sAND 7

Views from the Fort Worth Pion

fortably on the noiseless electric shuttle car
that carries you from one end of downtown
to a luncheon appointment at the new tea-

room on the other end of the central district, you mentally check over all
that you have been able to accomplish in the short period of time since you
left your home on the east side this morning.
There had been that real estate business at the bank, then the attorney, then back to the bank again (it was no chore retracing your steps with
no parking problems to worry about) a stop for coffee, over an hour of
shopping and with all that you were going to be early for your luncheon
appointment. There had been a time when things like going to the bank,
talking with the lawyer had been handled by your husband, in addition to
his full time endeavors of earning a living for the family. Now you are able
to take care of these chores for him because it so pleasant to come downtown, and it gives you an added sense of responsibility and accomplishment that you enjoy. After lunch you plan to do a little more shopping, pick
up sun suits for the kids, and there will even be time to take in a movie
before joining your husband for the ride home together.... Your walk to
the bank had been brief and enjoyable. You had passed a group of work-
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men putting up some kind of colorful temporary exhibit. You had seen
several of these before and they were always exciting and interesting ....
You didn't always like to come downtown. You can remember when it was
a disagreeable chore. You enjoy it now. And more than that, you're proud
that this is a part of YOUR city. Your civic pride keeps asserting itself; as a
matter of fact, whenever you visit your sisters in Dallas, Houston, and
Abilene. You like to brag about what Fort Worth's got that the other cities
haven't. Your sisters enjoy coming to Fort Worth now just to stroll the
downtown malls and plazas and browse through the stores. And they bring
business with them-for the merchants, gasoline station operators, cafe
owners and motel and hotel keepers. 13

The point of reviewing this plan is to observe the extent to which
the proposed controls solidifY and entrench existing patterns of consumption. This city is not a diagram of power, but a machine for profit.
The project has an image, but it is not geometricized; it is more a kind of
visual treatment that unifies, like flowered contact paper, the programmatic life of the city. This is not a scheme with a moral or spiritual agenda; there is no redemption here.
The text of the Fort Worth Plan is quite descriptive in characterizing what the film historian Laura Mulvey has articulated in her article
"Melodrama Inside and Outside the Home" as the polarized spatial
realms of man and woman in postwar America, where "spheres of male
space (outside the home) or offemale space (inside the home) reflect economic and social aspects of sexual difference."~ 4
The tensions are clearly drawn. But it might be useful to turn to a
passage by Walter Benjamin, which Beatriz Colamina cites in her piece
on the interiors of AdolfLoos. Benjamin says,
For the private person, living space becomes, for the first time, antithetical
to the place of work. The former is constituted by the domestic interior,
the office is its complement. The private person who squares his account
with reality in his office demands that the interior be maintained in his illusions. This need is all the more pressing since he has no intention of
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extending his commercial considerations into social ones. In shaping his
private environment he represses both. From this spring the phantasmagorias of the interior. For the private individual the private environment represents the universe. 15
Mulvey describes a polarization based on gender: woman-home,
man-office. Benjamin, who is I think speaking of men, presents different
characterizations of the space ofhome and office based on the psychological tension between the two. Our task now is to superimpose these two
readings on each other.
The woman is the manager of the domestic realm, with the home as
the site of commodity consumption. The woman, cast as wife and mother, negotiates between the husband's wage and the material world. The
house and its interior (and remember that I am speaking of the fifties and
sixties) is the site of any number of myths-of progress, ofleisure, of normalcy, of fecundity.
The man's world is defined by work, power, and the wage. His dialogue, in Gruen's text, does not extend to any other social relations. The
office becomes the complement to the home, but the man must traverse
the city in his daily journey from one to the other. Laura Mulvey has written that the only real threat to the repressed sexuality of the home within
the landscape of Eisenhower's America was the prostitution hidden within the underworld of the city. It was the city at night, with its shadows and
pleasures, that epitomized chaos and uncertainty. The uncontrollable city
represented the threat to the enforced normalcy of the suburban. Mulvey
points out that the hero of the film noir and detective story was a
man who could penetrate this urban chaos and tame it, and that this was a
world "to be shunned above all by the bourgeois woman and her
family."~ 6

Playboy magazine, which began publication in 1953, presented a set
of fantasies that allowed the reader to imagine an escape from the conscriptive social order of the patriarchy with no sacrifice of privilege or
wealth. These fantasies of bachelorhood were not limited to Playboy;
they are also well-seen in the media of the time: Ian Fleming's character
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James Bond would be one example. 17 These examples stand in contrast
to the conformist reality of the era, when the 1960 U. S. census found that
8g.1 percent of 40-year-old white men and 85 percent of 40-year-old
women were married.
In addition to the erotic photo spreads, there was a mix of material
in Playboy, with journalism and fiction produced by serious writers, who
were paid the highest fees of any magazine of the day. Hugh Hefner's
"The Playboy Philosophy," which went on for 25 issues and 250,000
words, was essentially a simultaneous attack on the Puritanical traditions
and antisexuality of America and defense of his magazine's sexual explicitness. Playboy was always dependent on the spatialization of the lifestyle
imagined in its pages, and in its heyday it spawned, besides its own
designs for various bachelor pads, publications of built pads, Playboy
Clubs, Playboy Hotels and Resorts, and the Playboy Jet, called the Big
Bunny. 18
The Playboy man was urban. The first issue in 1953 said,
We want to make it very clear from the start, we aren't a "family magazine."

If you're somebody's sister, wife or mother-in-law and picked us up by
mistake, please pass us along to the man in your life and get back to the
Ladies Home Companion.
Most of today's magazines for men spend all their time outof-doors-thrashing through thorny thickets or splashing about in fastflowing streams. We'll be out there too, occasionally, but we don't mind
telling you in advance-we plan [on] spending most of our time inside.
We like our apartment. We enjoy mixing up cocktails and an hors
d'oeuvre or two, putting a little mood music on the phonograph and inviting in a female for a quiet discussion on Picasso, Nietzsche,jazz, sex. 19

The image of the bachelor's life advanced by Playboy provided a
private fantasy escape for the man whose home had been appropriated as
the domain of wife and family and whose office was the site of a definitive
reality-the wage. The ideal, imagined reader of Playboy magazine was a
playboy, and the playboy acquired a fantasized mobility because he was a
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bachelor. A bachelor is a single man, but some delicacy has always been
required in the discussion of why the bachelor is single. Playboy
espoused the virtue of playing the field, but we know that in the shadows
of the cocktail party, the speculation is that the bachelor is a loser, or even
worse-he's a queer. And as a result, the decor of the bachelor must be
carefully calibrated not to send off the wrong signals.
Emily Post, the president of the Emily Post Institute and celebrated
author of Etiquette: The Blue Book of Social Usage included in her tract of
1948 The Personality ofa House: The Blue Book ofHome Charm a chapter
titled "A House-or a room-for a man" and presented quite directly the
delicate question of the bachelor's house.
Ms. Post writes, "That every normal man should be repelled by any
suggestion of effeminacy is only natural. But even so, there is no reason
why the house of a man living alone should be furnished like the display
room of a cement company.mo
Ms. Post is quite clear about how easily the problem can be derived.
Bachelors are single men. Queers are single men. Bachelors are queer.
And so her presentation of the masculine house, and the others I will discuss, begins from a defensive position. It is focused around the preservation of the myth that masculinity is the bastion of the natural and the utilitarian. In fact, her reference to the masculine and the cement company is
meant to align the masculine with the immediacies oflabor and imply the
feminine's affiliation with leisure, consumption, and contrivance.
In The Decoration of Houses, Edith Wharton and Ogden Codman
described men's taste as simple and "uncomplicated by the feminine tendency to want things because other people have them, rather than to have
things because they are wanted.m 1
For Wharton and Codman the den (as in lion, the king of the jungle)
is a man's room: "The den is freed from the superfluous, is likely to be
the most comfortable room of the house; and the natural inference is that
a room, in order to be comfortable, must be ugly.m 2
These arguments are laden with cliched ideas about masculinity:
that masculinity is not a construction, but natural, that it constitutes some
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authentic dimension of human behavior and is free from the codes of artifice that characterize the rest of culture-of femininity, for instance, or the
elaborate interstitial codes of homosexuality.
It was Oscar Wilde who said, "To be natural is such a very difficult
pose to keep up.m3
Back to Playboy and the defensive position around which the
virtues of the bachelor were established: in September 1958, Philip Wylie
published an article in Playboy titled "The Womanization of America."
Mr. Wylie's point was to warn against what he called the encroaching
"taffeta tide"-the feminization of the suburban domestic realm. Mr.
Wylie says,
On some not very distant day I expect to see a farmer riding a pastel tractor
and wearing a matching playsuit. And as he ploughs, I'll realize with horror it's not a contour job; he'll be fixing his fields so the crops will match
an "overall design-feeling" incorporated in his horne by the little
woman .... The only inanimate object I can think of oflhand which still
has masculine integrity is the freight car, and even some of these are being
glamorized.
Obviously this caustic text displays both apprehension and paranoia, but it also quite clearly lays out many of the fears for which the
domestic fantasies of Playboy are meant to compensate. The humiliation
felt at the loss of masculine control is represented by the farmer, whose
pantsuit might be color coordinated with his tractor. The freight car,
which becomes a venerated icon, is not a space of occupation-except for
the vagabond or drifter. Mr. Wylie laments the loss of the man's private
domain in the spaces of the city:
The American male had lost his authority as symbolized by the places
where he drank. Sawdust vanished and the stand-up bar was rare; the new
saloons were like tea shoppes .... America's females pushed and heckled
their way into every private male domain.
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Wylie describes a spatial and architectural emasculation which
occurs not only within the city but also in the home, and is manifest not
through behavior or personal interaction, but through design. Men have
become spatial expatriates:
Those domestic improvements which reduce labor-machines that do
dishes, dispose of refuse, cook automatically, ventilate, heat, vacuum,
clean, air condition, mow lawns, harrow gardens, preserve food and so
on-were all of them, invented perfected, manufactured and distributed by
males.
The rest of home design fell into the hands of women and decorators
who were women or, when not, usually males in form only-males emotionally so identified with the opposite sex they could rout reluctant husbands because their very travesty made men uncomfortable. Sundry special magazines took up the cause. They were identified by women and by
women-identified males. These homemaking magazines brought forth a
welter of counsel on how to convert normal residences into she-warrens.
Where once man had had a den, maybe a library, a cellar poolroom,
his own dressing room, he now found himself in a split level pastel creation .... All he knew was that the beloved old place now looked like a
candy box without even an attic for his skis, his humidor or hunting
prints .... The American home, in short, is becoming a boudoir-kitchennursery, dreamed up by women, for women and as if males did not exist as
males. 24

If the home is the space of the woman, and if space is either masculine or feminine, what constitutes male space, and what role do women,
or homosexuals, play in it?
In the fifties and sixties Playboy published a number of commissioned designs for apartments, houses, pads, and penthouses as a way of
imagining sites for the Playboy lifestyle. 25 One of the most fascinating
aspects of this discussion is how tacitly it is assumed that spaces and
objects become charged with the conditions of social and economic gender roles, but also with specific ideas about sexuality as well. These
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spaces can be understood to constitute a strategy of recovery of the
domestic realm by the heterosexual male.
By grounding the bachelor's fantasy away from the suburban family,
the urban sites of Playboy's apartments engage the dangerous pleasures of
the city's shadows. The penthouse sits above but within the city-in it
but not of it-and allows the bachelor a controlling gaze of the urban
spectacle. The penthouse implicitly evokes the image of the city at night
and its illicit pleasures. These apartments are the fantasy sites of seduction, with the bachelor the wily predator and the woman the prey. All of
the apparatus that fill these spaces-the remote controls, the furniture,
the bar-are essentially prosthetic devices that expand the effectiveness
of the bachelor in his seduction, or, put another way, the predator in conquest of his prey.

Playboy's Penthouse Apartment was published in September and
October oflg56 (FIG. 8). The article began,
A man yearns for quarters of his own. More than a place to hang his hat, a
man dreams of his own domain, a place that is exclusively his. Playboy has
designed, planned and decorated, from the floor up, a penthouse apartment for the urban bachelor-a man who enjoys good living, a sophisticated connoisseur of the lively arts, offood and drink and congenial companions of both sexes. A man very much, perhaps, like you!•
The plan of the apartment is fairly simple. It is a penthouse located
high in a building of unusual configuration. The plan is open, "not divided into cell-like rooms, but into function areas well delineated for relaxation, dining, cooking, wooing and entertaining, all interacting and yet
inviting individual as well as simultaneous use.m 7
There are some things you have to know about the bachelor. He has
a lot of friends whom he likes to invite over spontaneously. He has no
family; the bachelor is fantasized as a free agent. His apartment is new
and facilitates his behavior through a dependency on technology. It is a
space of imagined liberation, in which technology serves as an extension
of sexual desire.
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FIGS. sAND 9

The Playboy Penthouse Apartment
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And speaking of entertainment, one of the hanging Knoll cabinets beneath
the windows holds a built-in bar. This permits the canny bachelor to
remain in the room while mixing a cool one for his intended quarry. No
chance of missing the proper psychological moment-no chance ofleaving
her cozily curled up on the couch with her shoes off and returning to find
her mind changed, purse in hand, and the young lady ready to go home,
damn it. Here, conveniently at hand, too, is a self-timing rheostat which

will gradually and subtly dim the lights to fit the mood-as opposed to the
harsh click of a light switch that plunges all into sudden darkness and may
send the fair game fleeing. 28
The primal theme of the male as hunter is further pursued in the
decor: "One entire

wall is decorated with bold and vigorous primitive

paintings reminiscent of the prehistoric drawings in the caves of
Lascaux.m 9 (FIG. g) The seduction continues:
Do we go through the house turning out the lights and locking up? No sir:
flopping on the luxurious bed, we have within easy reach the multiple controls of its unique headboard. Here we have silent mercury switches and a
rheostat that control every light in the place and can subtly dim the bedroom lighting to just the right romantic level. Here, too, are the switches
which control the circuits for front door and terrace window locks. Beside
them are push buttons to draw the continuous, heavy, pure-linen, lined
draperies on sail track, which can insure darkness at morn-or noon.
Above are built-in speakers fed by the remotely controlled hi-fi and radio
based in the electronic entertainment installation in the living room. On
either side of the bed are storage cupboards with doors that hinge downward to create bedside tables. Within are telephone, with on-off switch for
the bell, and miscellaneous bed-time items. Soft mood music flows
through the room and the stars shine in the casements as you snuggle
down.
At the start of a new day, the chime alarm sounds, morning music
comes on and the headboard's automatic controls again prove their value:
reaching lazily to the control panel, you press the buttons for the kitchen
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circuits and immediately the raw bacon, eggs, bread and ground coffee you
did the right things with the night before (while the ultrasonic washer was
doing the dishes) start their metamorphosis into crisp bacon, eggs fried
just right, and steaming-hot fresh java. Now you flip the switch that draws
the curtains and opens the terrace doors to let in the brisk morning air.'0

The woman is never there in the morning, but the eggs and bacon
are. We have a picture of the playboy-in the city, but insulated from it by
altitude, residing in a space probably not so unlike the office, controlling
his world remotely. His actions are not direct, but mediated-he does
something that does something to something else. Security, convenience,
and desire are electronically intertwined. The world is brought to the
bachelor electronically. Everything is reproduced, including the women.
The only palpable condition is one of desire, and that for a woman who
seems to want to bolt.
The furniture is all new-bought, not inherited. There is no indication of past; the bachelor lives completely within the world of commodities and the market, and enjoys having no apparent fixity to the social
order. The bachelor is nouveau riche. The furniture itself should be
marked by an "exuberance, finesse and high imagination, to be liberated
fanciful and romantic, to reflect good spirits [rather] than high philosophies.m• The work of high modernists, of Mies, Le Corbusier, and
Marcel Breuer was rejected as "a belligerent assemblage of mechanical
parts ... thriving on a dogma that rivaled puritan passion."' 2 Preferred
designers were Charles and Ray Eames, George Nelson, Edward
Wormley.
We should compare the bachelor's house with the apartment for the
single woman that Helen Gurley Brown imagined in her 1962 book Sex

and the Single Girl.
Ms Brown begins,
If you are to be a glamorous, sophisticated woman that exciting things happen to, you need an apartment, and you need to live in it alone! ...
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Being Mama and Daddy's girl and living at home is rarely justifiable
either.
Parents who are ill and need you are one thing.

If you are a widow or divorcee with children, living with an older
family member may be a blessing.
A beautiful apartment is a sure man-magnet, and not only because he
expects to corner you and gobble you up like Little Red riding hood. A
wolf can wolf any place.
Think of yourself as a star sapphire. Your apartment is your setting. 33

Ms. Brown's essay on the apartment is organized with the following
headings:
To furnish or not to furnish
What part of town should you be in?
How much to pay?
What to look for in a building?
What color walls?
Inside the castle
How much will it cost
How to get the work done
Decorator fees
To please a man
Gobs of pictures
Travel posters
Television
Books
Hi-Fi
A sexy kitchen
Towel girl
Little Jewel
Something in the Air 4
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The point of going through this rather practical list is as a kind of
antidote to the Playboy fantasy, which poses the apartment in a way that is
essentially idolatrous-one is meant to gaze upon the pictures with wonder and longing. The bachelor pad is an icon of a liberated social position, not simply of material acquisition. Ms. Brown's apartment is fabricated from a life; her guide is practical. Playboy's apartment is fabricated
from a wage, the fantasy of a man whose reality is the marketplace. This
commerce of the market trades multiples. Uniqueness is absent, or if it is
present, it is within the formulaic world of the interior, for example the
color accent or feature wall. The Playboy Playmate was understood as
being the girl next door, a rather generic title. The Playboy Clubs
employed "Bunnies," named for animals commonly known for their
reproductive speed. When Gloria Steinem got herself hired in the New
York Playboy Club, the woman who interviewed her said, "We don't like
our girls to have any background."'5 The bachelor doesn't want any history either. In the summer oflg63, Hugh Hefner announced to the world
that Playboy was employing 24 ~ tons of Bunnies with a collective chest
measurement of 15,516 inches. 36
Numerous other Playboy designs for bachelor pads were produced.
(April1959), designed by james E. Tucker and
rendered, with active strokes and a vivid palette that recall Leroy Neiman,
by Robert Branham (FIG. 10). The Hideaway, a two-bedroom weekend
house, was conceived to solve the problem the bachelor encounters when
looking for a country house. He finds "kozy kottages or split-personality
ranch houses or gas-station-modern monstrosities. These he discovers
are all 'oriented' ... family oriented, suburb oriented, economy oriented."

THE WEEKEND HIDEAWAY

The house is organized around a large central living room, with
bedrooms facing each other on two sides. "The indoor-outdoor feel of
the hideaway is accentuated by the fact that there is no 'entrance door' as
such, access being through sliding glass panels facing [the] lake or pool"
located on either side of the house. The marital threshold, and all of its
associations to suburban iconography, is erased.
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The Weekend Hideaway

Below the living area is the rec room, known as the "cave," which
features, as does the bathroom of the penthouse, "prehistoric wall decoration" reminiscent ofLascaux. Three large windows to the depths of the
pool become "luminous living murals." The master bedroom affords the
bachelor control of his domain as it enhances his charms:
The bedside table contains a master control panel which can be preset to
turn on, dim or extinguish lights in various parts of the room, or to tune
the hi-fi in or out, draw drapes across the window wall, floodlight the
beach or pool. ... It may even cross your mind, as you bid goodnight to
the guest-wing contingent and prepare a final potation to share with your
chosen companion, that within these walls, you are, literally, an irresistible
host.'7

The Hideaway maintains the infrastructure of control, but furthers
the themes of containment: the woman becomes a zoological specimen,
confined and observed within the pool. The bachelor's isolation, the trophy of the penthouse, is sacrificed in the Hideaway. The house itself
demonstrates a social agenda-to populate the landscape with swingers.
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FIG. 11

The Playboy Town House

The bachelor remains in control, as his image is doubled in the guest
room, erasing what might otherwise be the site of a child's room in a
more typical suburban house. The Hideaway is a country house absent
the natural themes of propagation and fertility.
Promising "posh plans for exciting urban living," the PLAYBOY TOWN
HOUSE (May 1962) is a project that Hefner commissioned as his own resi-
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dence, designed by the architect R. DonaldJaye, to be constructed on the
north side of Chicago (FIG. n). This fact explains its relative worldliness
among the domestic designs that Playboy published. The inclusion of a
garage sites the project relative to the city's streets.
A row house of exposed fieldstone party walls with waffle slab ceilings, the town house is organized around a central atrium with a small
swimming pool in its center. The town house marks the first appearance
of the round bed: "The carousel striped coverlet has been turned down.
We've poured a brandy nightcap from the bar concealed in the rotating
headboard, propped up our pillow, and push buttoned several hours of
balladry to add the proper final notes." The rendering shows but one
brandy glass and one pillow. The bachelor is alone tonight.
The discerning city-dweller of individual ways and comfortable means is
turning more and more to the superb outlets for decorative and architectural self-expression inherent in the town house. He is beguiled by its
intrinsic advantages of privacy and spaciousness coupled with a metropolitan location just a shift of the gears away from myriad urban attractions .... As we turn our high performance g;ran turismo coupe into the
driveway, we point out to our comely companion the Playboy Town
House's striking exterior. All floor to ceiling glass and masonry, the Town
House stands in glamorous contrast to, yet in curiously pleasing harmony
with, the post-Victorian brownstones that surround it. ... Guiding our
guest to the right rear of the carport, we unlock the rabbit-escutcheoned
teak door (guests arriving later may be screened via closed-circuit TV and
intercom before being admitted) .... Toward the rear of the left-side wall
is the houseman's desk located below a central control panel (identical
panels are found in the living room and master bedroom; smaller versions
are in all the other rooms) which is the omnipresent electronic brain of
the house. From this one multibuttoned, many-dialed source, the houseman can open and close the sliding drapes and glass doors, the pool's
skylight, control the lighting throughout the house, and precisely regulate
the heating and air conditioning.'8
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FIG. 12

The Patio-Terrace

Reflecting Hefner's success, the town house provides more opulent
quarters for the bachelor. Provisions are made within the house for
servants, while all other spaces open onto the atrium without doors,
reflecting the occupation of the house by a single person. The Playboy
mansion, the purchase of which scuttled the construction of the town
house, is visible through the windows in the rendering of the living room.
The painting Duck Pond by Willem de Kooning, which was owned by
Hefner, is shown in the rendering of the living room.
THE PATIO-TERRACE (August 1963), designed and rendered by Humen
Tan, is a small roof deck (FIG. 12), forty by thirty feet, a garden for the con-

firmed city dweller, "an escape hatch from the hurly-burly of city living."
Its program, on the other hand, seems decidedly suburban: "No cosmopolite is immune to an occasional longing for some parcel of skydomed greensward to offset the concrete, chrome, glass and steel that
may make city living elegant and convenient, but decidedly non pastoral."
The terrace is comprised of four components: the cantilevered sun
deck for "sunning sans suits," the drinking-dining promontory, the tete-atete corner, and the romantically sequestered intimate hideaway. A round
fountain and a cylindrically enclosed television that rotates 360 degrees
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complete the party landscape. The formal vocabulary is ·surreal and
futuristic, typified by the biomorphic cantilever of the sun deck and the
Kagan-Dreyfuss barstool.
An upper cabinet against the kitchen wall boasts a stepsaving mastercontrol panel, from which the host can operate a varied assortment of electronic gear-the TV set at the other end of the cabinet, all of the terrace's
lighting, the hi-fi, whose portable cylindrical speakers may be place in any
area of the terrace where stereo is desired, utilizing the concealed outlets.
The control panel also regulates the terrace pool's fountain and the varicolored lights which play on it in rainbowlike profusion. It operates the
counter's awning, which, covering the entire island, is made up of interlocking porcelain-enameled aluminum slats equipped on each end with
steel plates .... The panel also holds phone and intercom unit.'9

Influenced by contemporary Italian design and minimalism, the DUPLEX
PENTHOUSE (January 1970) reflects its time, and the sensual turninginward of the drug culture (FIG. 13). While the penthouse is still in the
city, the urban panorama is more distant, the environment more introspective. For the bachelor, the domicile becomes
an outward reflection of his inner self.... A large part of this new urban
way of life is responsive to architectural serenity and spatial sculpturing, to
gain a sense of quite-private interior vistas, rather than focusing on or relying upon the outward view from the penthouse windows, garden and
patio-terraces.... The individualization that is ever more important in
today's world is most readily achieved, we believe, by working from a
validly conceived and pleasingly proportioned architectural matrix for living, to be imprinted with each owner's choice of colors, textures, works of
art and personal bibelots, be they heirlooms or recent acquisitions. What
you see here are our suggestions; each man will have his own preferences,
but may find ours to his liking or stimulating to his imagination. Now-in
imagination-we invite you to tour the proposed premises, as a prospective owner would do.
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FIG. 13

The Duplex Penthouse

Controls are not forgotten:
The outsize abstract you've been admiring was created with abrasionproof
acrylic paints applied to panels that open by remote control to reveal the
latest in video and audio equipage.
All of the wall's built-in gear is operated from a master control panel
behind the abstract, while a number of the main controls are duplicated in
an auxiliary panel that's been placed conveniently at finger-tip reach just
behind the couch and to the right of the fireplace hearth. Thus, you can
remain seated with your guests while entertaining them with your electronic showmanship.

The environment is tranquilized and serene. More than a collection
of machines to foster seduction, it is an environment that projects the
desire it shelters, an orgasmatron.

GEORGE WAGNER

Once the floor-to-ceiling painted panels on the wall behind the head of the
bed are flipped back, a battery of projectors connected to the control panel
between the headrests can-if you so choose-turn the room into an electric circus of swirling colors that contrast with blinking strobes fired in
time to your choice of freaky far-out sounds. Or, if a sofdy romantic mood
is what you're after, the room can glow like an ember, the walls and ceiling
pleasantly pulsating, while you're serenaded by sounds more soothingly
conducive to matters at hand. 40

While the earlier projects focused on a set of controls that instrumentally assisted the seduction, the Duplex Penthouse, which was the
last in the series of Playboy designs, is different. While it also functions as
a prosthetic, this Penthouse possesses the characteristics of the mood
ring, visually registering the inner life, the nervous system, of the throbbing bachelor.
Some trends do emerge. The kitchen gets smaller and smaller, a
process culminating in an article describing the "kitchenless kitchen," a
freestanding counter loaded with electric appliances, toasters, blenders,
electric frying pans, and deep fryers. 41 But as the kitchen gets smaller, the
bar gets bigger, until they are both about the same size. 42 Stereo equipment acquires a greater and greater significance, until it finally becomes
part of the architecture, from "Playboy's Electronic Entertainment Wall"
of October 1964 to the "Switched on Superwall" ofNovember 1970.
We never see the bachelor, which allows the reader to project himself into the image of the space.
The Taj Mahal of the Playboy lifestyle was certainly the Playboy
Mansion in Chicago, originally designed by the architect James Gamble
Rogers and renovated by Ronald Dirsmith for Hefner in 1959· The mansion, with large rooms of heavy beams and dark paneling, was considered, as the Tudor always is, masculine in its decor. Twenty-five Bunnies
slept on bunk beds in the attic dormitories. The mansion contained
offices for the magazine and numerous guest rooms. Its renovation, in its
mix of programs and publics, turned the building into a kind of city. 43
Hefner's fantasy for the mansion went like this:
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I am going to have a house with a massage room, a steam room, a bar, and a
bedroom big enough for two 707's. The floor will be covered with a white
rug four inches thick, with a polar-bear skin near the hi-fi. And the bed, oh,
maneroonian, the bed will be adequate for an exhibition match between
the Green Bay Packers and the Los Angeles Rams.
Downstairsville, there is a two story chandeliered, oak paneled living
room with teakwood floors and a trap door through which you can drop
twelve feet into a kidney-shape indoor pool. "That," I'll tell my visitors, "is
where we throw the old discarded girls." At the end of the pool is a waterfall, and you can swim through it twosies into a dark warm grotto which
has wide ledges at the sides, softened with plastic-covered cushions. 44

As this text illustrates, the bachelor's life is quite rehearsed.
The Playboy Mansion was the site of the round bed in Hugh
Hefner's bedroom (FIG. 14). The magazine described the bed in this way:
Eight and one half feet in diameter, fitting into a bank of curved cabinets,
the bed is equipped with motorized controls that enable Hefner to rotate
himself-and a dozen passengers, if he wishes-a full360 degrees in either
direction. "It goes 33 Y,, 45 and 78," Hef says.
When the hinged center panel in the black leather headrest is lowered, it reveals not only the buttons controlling the rotation of this automated innerspring, but also a set of dials that operate an ingenious threemotor vibrator system .... Behind a sliding panel in the stationary walnut
headboard is an intercom-phone system that permits direct communication with any room in the Mansion. For outside calls there is a Rapidial
telephone which, with the push of single button, will automatically dial any
one of the 200 prerecorded numbers anywhere in the country. The headboard also houses remote controls for a video-tape recorder; a rheostat for
romantically dimming the bedroom lights; and outlets for two pairs of
stereo headphones, with complete controls for the room's elaborate hi-fi
system. 45

A biographer of Hefner's offered this list of what was actually inside
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the headboard: "kinky little trinkets like dildoes, vibrators,
chains, and studded leather harnesses, four white Magic Wand
vibrators by General Electric as
well as economy-size bottles of
Johnson's Baby Oil." 46
Back to the magazine's de- ·
scription:
A touch of his bed rotating

FIG. t4

The round bed

buttons allows Hef to create, in
effect four distinctly different rooms. With the bed turned toward the east
wall, the bed faces the video hi-fi area: a twin screened Philippinemahogany custom TV console, operated from the bed; and a rosewood
Claritone stereo hi-fi .... Turned north, the bed faces the conversation
area, created by a long KnoU couch and low marble coffee table. Turning to
the west, the bed faces its stationary headboard, which offers a polished
expanse of walnut that can be used as a desk, a private bar, or a table for
any hour dining. And turning south, the bed faces the romantic glow emanating from the Italian marble fireplace!'

Hefner developed some habits that provided for an erratic daily
schedule. As a result, the windows of his quarters in the mansion were
blocked. There was no daylight, severing the interior from the cycles of
the day, but also from the gaze over the city that empowers the bachelor
in his penthouse. The bed with its machines, previously only a fantasy
within the pages of Playboy, was the apparatus devised to fill, and control,
the void. Hefner said,
That's what progress is all about-man's ability to control his environment. It's what sets him apart most dramatically from the lower animals.
He's come a long ways since the days of the cave man; his home today is
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more than simply a shelter from the elements and a place to eat and sleep.
With the inventions of the phonograph, the radio, moving pictures and
television, it's a place to be entertained as well. It can become a ptivate
world, a place to work and lay, an extension of oneself. 48
The round bed is that extension. In Burnham's Plan of Chicago, the
dome of the city occupied the center of the city, controlling its field as the
plan of the city radiated from it. In Hefner's bed, an empire is controlled
as the occupant pivots around the room, commanding, electronically
now, the controls of the empire. It is the electronic panopticon of the
sybaritic male.
Tom Wolfe wrote of Hefner and his bed, "Hefner's geographic position, whether he is horizontal, on his feet, sitting down, is a major piece of
information inside the house and at the PLAYBOY office." 49
So far, I have tried to talk about fantasies of control in the space of
the city and in the space of the domicile and to explain that those fantasies are strongly connected to assumptions of gender differences and
sexual identities. These changes mirror in scale and focus the economic
transformations of North America after the war, the advent of intense suburbanization, and a consumer culture revolving around the single-family
house. My examples have been from the worlds of Burnham, Gruen, and
Hefner. But an elaborate dialogue on the house of the bachelor is waiting
to be extracted from the history of architecture, from Hadrian to Gabriele
D'Annunzio,John Lautner, Liberace, Paul Rudolph, Philip Johnson and
Mies, from designs in which intensity of artifice and singularity of vision
outweigh social conventions.
These themes can be examined at Philip Johnson's house, the
house of a bachelor and homosexual (FIG. 15). It is frequently overlooked
that Philip Johnson has two houses, a house of night and a house of day.
The principal text of the Glass House is of course that of the rigors of
modernism, ofJohnson's struggles with the patriarch Mies. Little is made
of the fact that a gay man in 1949 made a bedroom for himself without
curtains. In the guest house (FIG. 16), he also made a bedroom for himself
without windows, and the classic image seems laden with sexual anticipa-
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tion to me-the absence of pillows renders the bed more platform than bunk
(FIG.

17).
In the Glass House, the bachelor

has a controlling gaze, looking down the
hill to the pond and its pavilion. The gaze
dominates with such force that it has
determined the pavilion's scale, reducing
it to a defunctionalized product of the

FIG. 1s

Glass House, New Canaan, Connecticut,
Philip Johnson, 1949

bachelor's vision. This vision is active
and determining-effecting the bachelor's will over what he surveys. Philip
Johnson has said, "In all my recent work
I strive for nostalgia, precariousness and
sexual yearning. . . . In the lake pavilion
for example, the small scale gives the visitor a feeling of all importance, superiority
over the environment.mo
Another example of the imagined

FIG. 1s

Guest House, New Canaan, Connecticut,
Philip Johnson, 1949

power of the bachelor's gaze, here controlling behavior and not simply form,
is visible in the photo essay "View from
a Penthouse-a contemplation of the
urban scene" from Playboy in August
1957 (FIG. 18). In this series of nine photographs, a man, whose hands are visible at the rail of his balcony holding a
cocktail, observes a woman walk onto

FIG. 11

Pink Room, guest House, New Canaan,
Connecticut, Philip Johnson, 1953

the balcony directly below. In the
frames that follow, the woman proceeds to undress and strike a Marilyn-

like pose on the floor of her balcony. Looking up, she is shocked to see
the bachelor, and quickly dresses and retreats. In the final frame, the
bachelor has left his drink, and we are left to imagine the rendezvous he
has willed.
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FIG. 18

"View from a Penthouse"

The architectural idealizations of the domestic at johnson's Glass
House (the kitchenless kitchen) and Mies's Farnsworth House can
be described as other versions of the domestic fantasy project, as an
introduction into the house of the sort of extreme purifications that had
characterized the utopian vision of the urban realm. The Farnsworth
House was built for a single woman, Dr. Edith Farnsworth, who, Mies
biographer Franz Schulze claims, had an affair with Mies during the
planning of the project.
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Schulze also goes on to say, "Edith was no beauty. Six feet tall,
ungainly of carriage, and as witnesses agreed, rather equine in features,
she was sensitive about her physical person and may very well have compensated for it by cultivating her considerable mental powers.m• You get,
of course, that he is saying that a developed intelligence in a woman is a
compensation for looking like a horse. Not so unlike what Hugh Hefner
said in a 1967 interview with Orianna Fallaci: "I don't feel uncomfortable
with an intelligent woman. Simply, I do not know what to do with her.m 2
After losing her lawsuit against Mies for cost increases (the house
cost $7,3,000 in 1953) Edith Farnsworth allowed herself to be interviewed
by House Beautiful. When asked, sardonically, whether the house filled
her with implacable calm, she responded, "The conception of a house as
a glass cage suspended in air is ridiculous .... Do I feel implacable calm?
The truth is that in this house with its four walls of glass I feel like a
prowling animal, always on the alert. I am always restless. Even in the
evening, I feel like a sentinel on guard day and night. I can rarely stretch
out and relax." 53
There are no images in this paper of the Playboy Playmates, the
revealing shots of the girl next door you can't touch, with which the magazine helped stake its claim to the market. But I expect they have been
somewhere not very far back in your mind's eye. And I would like to
replace that image now with another one-of a tall, intelligent woman,
alone inside a glass house-a cage up off the ground, in fact-pacing anxiously as she imagines the men in the bushes-staring at her.

NOTES
1.

"It was cool and clean that night. And there was the smeU of the ocean and the surf that came in
through the open windows of the smaU cottage I kept out at Malibu. But in the room there was
nothing but the exciting scent of the girl and her wanting.
"We had gone into the bedroom and stripped with fierce urgency in our vitals. She was
quicker than I and now she was on the bed looking up at me as I opened the dresser drawer and
took out a package of rubbers.
"Her voice was a whisper in the night. 'Don'tJoney. Not this time.'
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"I looked at her. The bright Pacific moon threw its light in the window. Only her face was
in shadows. Somehow, what she said brought the fever up.
"The bitch must have sensed it. She reached for me and kissed me. 'I hate those damn
things,Joney. I wantlo feel you inside me.'
"I hesitated a moment. She pulled me down on top ofher. Her voice whispered in my ear.
'Nothing will happen,Joney.l'll be careful.'
"Then I couldn't wait any longer and her whisper changed into a sudden cry of pain. I
couldn't breathe and she kept crying in my ear, 'I love you,Joney. I love you,Joney.'
"She loved me all right. She loved me so good that five weeks later she tells me we got to
get married. (Harold Robbins, The Carpetbaggers (New York: Pocket Books, 1g61], 8.)
2. "The Playboy Bed," Playboy (April1g65): 88.
3· Daniel Burnham and Edward H. Bennett, Plan of Chicago (Chicago, 1gog) reprinted. (New York:
Da Capo Press, 1g7o).
4· Victor Gruen, Gruen Associates, The Fort Worth Pum, 1g55.
5· Thomas S. Hines, Burnham of Chicago, Architect and Planner (New York: Oxford University
Press, 1g74).
6. See Mario Manieri-Elia, "Toward an 'Imperial City': Daniel H. Burnham and the City Beautiful
Movement," in The American City, ed. Georgio Ciucci, et al. (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1g73).

1· Daniel Burnham and Edward H. Bennett, Plan ofChicago, 120.
8. Ibid., 117.
g. See George Wagner, "Freedom and Glue: Architecture, Seriality and Identity in the American
City," in Harvard Architecture Review 8 (New York: Rizzoli, 1gg2): 66; see also Garry Wills,
"Chicago," in New York Review ofBooks XL, no. 17 (21 October 1gg3): 15.
10. The Plan was commissioned by J. B. Thomas, president of Texas Electric Service Co. ("Don't
think I'm Santa Claus. I'm not that altruistic. I'm a businessman, and my business is supplying
electricity. If the city grows, my business grows." Fort Worth Press, 11 March 1g56, 21.)
11. Fort Worth Plan, 6.
12. Fort Worth Pla11, g.
13. Fort Worth Plan, 10.
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(London: Macmillan, 1g8g), 70. For additional reading on the gendered spheres of city and suburb, see: Margaret Marsh, Suburban Lives (New Brunswick: Rutgers 1ggo); Martin Wachs,
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ed. Martin Wachs and Margaret Crawford (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1gg2), 86;
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17· An article "Blessings of Bachelorhood," published in Life (26 January 1959): 95, provides an
insight into the cult of the bachelor:
William Niall Mitchell of Atlanta, Ga. is a bachelor. By dictionary definition a bachelor is
"any male animal (esp. the young fur seal) without a mate." But to Billy Mitchell, healthy,
intelligent and unattached, and to millions of non-fur-bearing Americans like him, bachelorhood is more complicated than that. It has special privileges mainly involving freedomfreedom from responsibility, freedom to switch jobs, to move fast and do as you please. It
also means being the prey of husband-seeking American females. Its problems, aside from
income tax disadvantages, really boil down to one word: loneliness.

Several books chronicle the swinging life of this era, a life that was not only available to the bachelor, but also to adventurous couples: Frank Robinson and Nat Lehrman, eds., From Playboy: Sex

American Style (Chicago: Playboy Press, 1971); and joe David Brown, ed., Sex in the 6o's: a candid look at the age of mini-morals, (New York: Time-Life Books, 1968). See also the film Pillow
Talk.
18. For a feminist perspective on Playboy and their philanthropic foundation, see Catherine
MacKinnon, "'More Than Simply a Magazine': Playboy's Money," in Feminism Unmodified:
Discourses on Lift and Law (Cambridge: Harvard, 1987). For histories of Playboy magazine see:
Surrey Marshe \vith Robert A. Liston, The Girl in the Centeifold: The Uni11hibited Memoirs of
Miss January (New York, Delacorte, 1969); Stephen Byer, Hefner's Gonna Kill Me When He
Reads This . .. (Chicago: Allen-Bennett, 1972); Frank Brady,

Hefne~· (New York: Macmillan,

1974); and Russell Miller, Bulllly: The Real Story ofPlayboy (New York: New American Library,
1984)·
19. Playboy 1, no. 1 (December 1953): 2.
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A Revolution in the Woman's Sphere:
Grete Lihotzky and the Frankfurt Kitchen

SUSAN R. HENDERSON

The years between 1890 and 1918 were pivotal in the struggle for the
rights of German women. The feminists of this radical period worked
primarily within the political parties of the left, where they argued for
total social and political equality for women. Women like Clara Zetkin,
the leader of the women's branch of the Social Democratic Party, and
communist Rosa Luxemburg were ultimately responsible for forcing the
agenda of equality on their reluctant parties. 1 While the male majority of
socialist opinion only recognized a "helpmeet" role for women, the leadership officially supported a limited progressive plank in the concept of
separate-but-equal spheres. Thus, when the Social Democrats unexpectedly came to power in 1918, they fulfilled the political promises of the revolutionary days more from political embarrassment than conviction. The
Weimar Constitution declared women to be the equals of men and granted them the vote.
Ironically, these legal victories were followed by a period of profound retrenchment within the feminist movement. The women who had
achieved the great victories of the previous decade were entering their
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mature years, and young women, apparently feeling that political activism in
the postrevolutionary period was passe,
no longer joined the movement. As a
result, the ranks of organized feminists
fell precipitously in the Weimar years.
Those stalwarts remaining faced overwhelming opposition, much of it from

FIG.

their own sex.
On the other hand, the introduction of new constitutional rights was
paralleled by the advent of the New
Woman, a complex and contradictory
figure. Young women, it seemed, at1 The modern dancer, Gert Valeska,
tempted to match the rising cult of
epitomized the Weimar spirit of the
modernity and their new freedoms with
New Woman.
a model of contemporary woman of
their own making (FIG. 1). Their ideal was shaped by the images of
women in advertisements and American films as sexually and socially liberated free spirits as much as by the growing numbers of young working
mothers.
Even as an idealization, the New Woman was a phenomenon that
seemed to portend a problematical fulfillment of constitutional promises.
Though in her many incarnations she was not an overtly political being,
in her style-the short hair and the "unfeminine" lines of her dress-and
in her social behavior-working, often single, with no interest in a large
family and little enthusiasm for homemaking-the New Woman embodied an independence and a modernity that was an anathema to the many
self-appointed conservators of the home. Socialists and conservatives
alike believed that she represented a force for change that would destroy
the family, and with it the moral fabric of the country, leading the working
classes down a path to revolution that would end in Germany's economic
and spiritual ruin. 2
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Supporting their fears were alarming demographic shifts. Postwar
male joblessness was high and in sharp contrast to the rapid increase in
the number of working women. 3 The figures for women in the professions and the universities were on the rise. In 1917, as a result of war casualties, women attending universities outnumbered men by 2.5 million. 4 At
the same time a so-called "birth strike" retarded population growth
among the working classes. Experts blamed the dramatic drop in the
birth rate, down to 3·9 births per household by 1925, on young women's
selfish preoccupation with acquiring material comforts.
Still reluctant when it came to its feminist commitments, the newly
empowered Social Democratic Party now felt pressures from the right to
assert the concept of the woman's sphere. The middle class was alarmed
at the declining number of women available to work as servants, while
industry wanted women available both as cheap labor and to produce a
new generation of workers. Critical observers recognized the strain that
such conflicting roles inevitably produced. This conflict was at least partially to blame for the drop in the birth rate. And it was noted that women
who combined long hours on the job with responsibilities at home had a
much higher mortality rate than men in their age bracket. 5
This combination of factors-the veiled misogyny of the New
Woman scare along with class and economic issues-resulted in a state
policy called "female redomestication." With it, the effort to improve the
lot of German women quickly narrowed its focus. Rather than striving to
apportion women the same "basic duties and rights" as men, as the constitution promised, a loose coalition of interest groups sought to reassert
the woman's sphere, at the same time bolstering it as the ideological
equivalent to the male professions and distinguishing it from factory jobs,
which were simply work.
As part of this program, state agencies and the liberal wing of the
women's movement forged an ideal of the household as the "professional
workplace" of women, one that needed the same studied research as the
production line did for men. In one of the ironies of this history, they proposed that an aggrandized status for woman's sphere would be achieved
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by making it more like men's. The Weimar Republic became known not
as an era when women joined the world of men, but as a time of modernization in the household sphere.
The strategic solution and promise of domestic reform was the
elimination of drudgery. The "new housekeeping" took less time, was
reputedly less tedious, and freed the housewife for more uplifting endeavors. Even feminist Clara Zetkin saw the issues in these terms:
Rooted and active in the world and in the family she is able to make the
husband completely at home in the house again. From her own rich, wide
circle of influence there grows in her an untroubled understanding of his
aspirations, his struggles and his work. She stands by his side no longer as
a faithful and solicitous handmaid, but rather as a convinced, warm
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guardian of his ideals, as a companion in his struggles, as a comrade in
his efforts and his exertions, giving
and receiving intellectual and moral
support. 6

According to the experts, professionalization in the domestic sphere
would be realized through simplified
household design and the introduction
of labor-saving appliances. Guided by
the principles of scientific management
that operated in modern industry,
designers and reformers reshaped the
household. Time and motion studies
and the dogma of efficiency confirmed
the efficacy of their work (FIG. 2). The
end product was quantifiable: an
increase in productivity and less "wast- FIG . 3 The cover of the Dutch translation of
Frederick's The Thinking Housewife (1928)
ed effort," resulting in a stable home
contrasts modern housekeeping with oldlife, a contented husband, and more
fashioned drudgery.
and healthier children. Middle class
women could now envision themselves pursuing housework with ease
and grace, while working women could be expected to maintain two jobs
with dexterity (FIG. 3).
American women in the mid-nineteenth century had introduced the
first reforms in household self-sufficiency and time-saving techniques. In
The American Woman's Home (186g), Catharine Beecher and Harriet
Beecher Stowe initiated American women in mechanical production as
the means to professionalization. 7 In their pursuit of the ''Christian
Household," Beecher and Stowe urged women to economize time, labor,
space, and expense "so as to secure health, thrift, and domestic happiness to persons of limited means."8 Christine Frederick urged the same
message in the twentieth century and became the torchbearer of scientific
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management in the home and the official founder of "domestic science."
In Household Engineering: Scientific Management in the Home (1919},
Frederick attached to homemaking a new, worldly imagery that, although
not actually altering women's isolation in the home, associated it with
heroic themes of modernization and social progress. 9
I ... really liked housework.... But now it was a daily struggle to "get
ahead" of household drudgery... .
Just about this time my husband's work brought him in touch with
the new movement called "scientific management," and he came home
with glowing accounts of what it was accomplishing in the various shops,
offices and factories .... In fact, he and his friends talked of nothing but
this new "efficiency idea." Because I had an intuition that perhaps in this
new idea was the life-preserver for which I had been so earnestly searching
in my own problem, I listened eagerly to their discussion. 10

Using time charts, meal plans, and inventories, women would
become plant managers as Frederick rearmed the kitchen to become the
woman's factory work station.

Frederick's works had a seminal influence in Europe. In Germany,
the bourgeois women's movement embraced household reform in a campaign dubbed Miitterliche Politik (motherly politics). The ranks of the
Bund Deutscher Frauenvereine (BDF) (Federation of German Women's
Clubs), a coalition of bourgeois women's organizations, grew exponentially on the wave of patriotic sentiment and conservative reaction that
followed the First World War. By the 1920s, the BDF had more than
6,ooo member groups, totaling more than one million women. It was the
nation's largest and most influential women's association, and it was this
group that took up Frederick's banner in an alliance with the professionals among the state bureaucracy.
With its sudden expansion, the composition of the BDF became
increasingly conservative; in order to appeal to a broad base, it opened its
membership to women's groups either neutral or actively opposed to
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feminism. The conservative wing was largely represented by the

Reischsverband Deutscher Hausfrauenvereine (RDH) (Federal Union of
German Housewife Associations). Comprising half the total membership
of the BDF, the RDH was initially founded by women coping with the
"servant problem.m 1
Following the war, the BDF used its extensive influence-influence
originating from social and familial ties as much as institutional ones-to
play a major role on national and industrial advisory boards. The collaboration between the state and the BDF was largely concerned with the
formation of a new federal educational policy. In the primary schools, the
important curricular innovation was the institution of compulsory home
economics courses for girls, while the effort to preserve a servant class
spurred the creation of women's vocational secondary schools that
trained women as "professionals" for service jobs as seamstresses, laundresses, and day-care and nursery-school attendants. Although Weimar
schools were remarkable for their many progressive innovations, the rise
of the BDF spelled an era of retrenchment in women's education. At the
college level as well, women's programs, which had opened up to a broad
range of fields during the war, returned to an almost exclusive preoccupation with the social service professions: domestic science, teaching, social
work, and nursing. 12
Meanwhile, the RDH had adopted the legal status of a professional
association with an official expertise of housewifery, and assumed a major
role within the state research branch, the Reichsforschungsgesellschaft
(RfG) (Reich Research Organization). Their members worked with
industry, education, and housing authorities in the design of new programs and products to modernize housekeeping. 13 Together the RDH
and the RfG produced their own literature, exhibitions, and conferences,
and, in some cases, their own products. In June of 1928, for example, a
special edition of the RfG organ, the Reichsforschungsgesellschaft for

Wirtschaftlichkeit im Bau- und Wohnungswesen E. V. (Federal Research
Society for Economy in Building and Housing), entitled Die Kiiche der
Klein- und Mittelwohnung (The Kitchen of the Working- and Middle-
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Class House) included articles ranging from the particulars of kitchen
design to a general exhortation on the virtues of the modern kitchen and
its tie to Christian morality. 14 The issue was an extension of an exhibit
held by the RfG in Berlin in 1928 entitled Die Erniihrung. 15 Primary
among the displays was a series ofRfG model kitchens. The designs dealt
with such matters as convenient furniture arrangement and "professionally" detailed kitchen equipment largely inspired by Frederick's work.
On a local level, the RDH network established collaboration among
women's organizations, municipalities, and housing authorities to bolster
a sense of shared goals and citizen involvement. Across the country, its
women's clubs consulted with the Bureau of Standards on appropriate
home equipment and advised industry on suitable household products.
Industry, in turn, made the alliance a promotional forum and a participatory form of advertising. One such collaboration resulted in the Haus der
Ring der Frauen (House of the Circle of Women) of 1931. The exhibition
pavilion, designed by Peter Behrens and Elsa Oppler Legband, represented its feminine subject with a great central cylinder, encircled by
smaller ones. 16
The most influential propagandist in this alliance was MarieElisabeth Liiders. Liiders came to prominence during the war as an advocate and admirer of women's involvement in war work. She refocused her
studies on household professionalization under the aegis of the Weimar
state following the 1918 Revolution. To the public, Liiders identified herself as a housewife, but both in her writings and her activities she stood
forth as the new, conservative professional woman, ready to join with the
state to redefine and strengthen the notion of the woman's sphere. She
frequently acted as an advisor to industry and designers, and served on
the Reichstag committee that funded the Bauhaus and experimental projects in product rationalization. In regard to the household, Liiders advocated a complete rethinking "in a manner conforming to health, morals,
and culture." 17
Erna Meyer was the other important semiofficial spokesperson
on the woman's sphere. A professional housewife, like Frederick, and
a prolific writer, Meyer commented extensively on new household
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equipment and furnishings and was
insistent on the importance of collaboration between architects and housewives to develop good products. 18
Whether she is typically a Cinderella
or a bad-tempered hysteric ... or one
who masters her tasks with a steady
hand and happy eyes and is aware of
her own worth .... [W)hether she is
the slave to her plight or its creative
master ... the house makes a vast difference for her, her family and therefore for society as a whole ....
Before anywhere else change
must occur here, and the way there
lies clear enough before us if we will
only see it! Systematic collaboration
between architect and the housewife
must command the solution.19

FIG. 4

The cover of Erna Meyer's Das neue
Haushalt (1926)

Her book, Das neue Haushalt (1926), went into twenty-nine editions in the first two years20 (FIG. 4).
The work of women like Liiders and Meyer gave political credibility
to redomestication as a feminist program. Their activities supported the
notion that the transformation of the woman's sphere was being forged
through a participatory process-that women, working together with
professionals, the state, and industry, were themselves creating the world
best suited for them, from the base of their intimate experiential knowledge, and that this process was for women the fulfillment of the egalitarian social contract of Weimar.
The advisory boards also provided a legitimizing liaison between
the design profession and the female public. On the one hand, they outlined women's needs in designjournals; on the other, they collaborated
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on professional exhibitions that instructed women in "better living practices." While architects emphasized the influence on them of women
"experts," these same "experts" chided lay women to recognize their
ignorance of modern techniques and to accept what the designers had
developed with them in mind:
The architects need to educate the housewife in how to use the space and
in why the small kitchen works ... that there is only one purpose for the
room .... Most people do not know how to furnish them .... [T]he
housewife must also be educated in taste. 21
Many criticized its [the RfG's] model kitchen's small spaces ... but it is to
be hoped that the housewife will not reject it simply because it is unfamiliar.22
Responding to such specific objections as constrained space, the
"expert nonprofessionals" called upon women to "readjust their demands."23
Designers' interest in the woman's sphere was galvanized by Irene
Witte's 1922 translation of Frederick's The New House-keeping: Efficiency

Studies in Home Management. A group of young industrial designers
immediately took up her book as a manifesto, and a flood of works that
supported and embellished Frederick's notions followed: Bruno Taut's
Die neue Wohnung: Die Frau als SchOpferin (The New House: The
Woman as Creator), Grete and Walter Dexel's Das Wohnhaus von Heute
(The Dwelling of Tomorrow), and Ludwig Neundorfer's So wollen wir
wohnen (This is How We Want to Live). 24 As Frederick herself recognized, the advent of rationalization offered a major opportunity for
would-be modernizers of household culture. In the 1920s, the prospects
for mass-produced housing, housewares, and furnishings beckoned the
members of an overwhelmingly male field toward the reconfiguration of
domestic culture and the private sphere. Inevitably, the result was the erosion of a tradition of female practice in favor of the scientific and modern.
As evidenced in the many new professional manuals, this most subjective
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and personalized realm was rethought
as an objective, technological problem.
In the modernist model, technology and the cult of rationalization
were the methodological linchpins that
ensured that progress was being made.
And always in the back and forth between domestic scientists and architects
was the presumption that the best social

FIG.
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s J.J.P. Oud and Erna Meyer's kitchen at the
Weissenhof Settlement (1927)

purpose of managerial and technical
expertise was to bolster the existing
model of the family and woman's role within it. These various currents
effectively coalesced in 1927 at the Werkbund Exhibition in Stuttgart.
Erna Meyer authored the household section, Siedlung und Wohnungen
(Settlement and Housing), and displayed two demonstration kitchens of
her own design, one in collaboration with architect J.J. P. Oud. Their
kitchen became one of the best-known and frequently reproduced
kitchens of the Weimar period (FIG. s). Though it is generally attributed
to Oud with no mention of Meyer's contribution, at the time, its validity
depended on the participation of an expert homemaker.
THE NEW FRANKFURT

Only twenty miles from Stuttgart, the city of Frankfurt am Main had
gained international recognition for developing the social ideal of the
Neues Leben (New Life) within a belt of modern settlements. 25 In 1927, the
city architect Ernst May invited the thousands flocking to see the
Weissenhof Settlement, the complex of modern housing built at the
Werkbund Exhibition, to take tours of the new parks and housing estates
of Frankfurt.
Ernst May viewed the woman's sphere primarily in terms of housekeeping. Its prominence in his program was largely due to the importance he accorded to Wohnkultur (domestic culture) in the program as a
whole. The study of domestic life received unique emphasis in Frankfurt:
May initiated research and published it in the journal Das Neue
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Frankfurt (The New Frankfurt), which extended from the household to
the kitchen, from the consumer market in household products and appliances to the design of home economics classrooms. His design team
studied psychology, material and product evaluations, and, of course, scientific management principles as applicable to the home. They scrutinized every aspect of household design to produce efficient and content
housewives: color brightened the housewife's world, making housework
more tolerable; enameled surfaces made for easy cleaning; and furniture
with smooth lines eliminated dusting in hard-to-reach places. 26
The modern Frankfurt household was to be based on this happy
combination of a "scientifically" designed house and rationalized furnishings and equipment. While life in the new settlements offered the
most complete array of conveniences, consumers living in older quarters
could match some of its efficiency by purchasing items from The
Frankfurt Register, a line of household furnishings by various manufacturers recommended by the municipal housing authority and published
regularly in Das Neue Frankfurt and elsewhere 27 (FIG. 6).
Modernizing efforts focused on the kitchen above all. The center of
household labor, it became the professional "office" of the housewife and
the subject of endless technological improvements. During the program's
five years, several different designs were installed in the settlements,
including Franz Schuster's all-purpose cupboard kitchen of 2.3 square
meters and Anton Brenner's foldout model, both for use in small flats.
Undoubtedly the best known project, however, was Margarete ("Grete")
Schiitte-Lihotzky's 1926 Frankfurt Kitchen (FIG. 7).
MARGARETE SCHUTTE-LIHOTZKY

And, again, I was part of a group that stood up for certain principles and
architectural ideas, and fought for them uncompromisingly.
-GRETE SCHUTTE-LIHOTZKY ON COMING TO FRANKFURT IN 1926'8

Grete Lihotzky was the only woman architect on May's design team, but
she gained international recognition for her design of the Frankfurt
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Kitchen29 (FIG. 8). Lihotzky was a
socialist activist who dedicated her professional life to the embetterment of the
working classes, beginning with her
student days during the war. so After
completing her studies at the Wiener

Kunstgewerbeschule

am

Stubenring

'I

(Vienna School of Arts and Crafts),
now the Akademie fiir angewandte
Kunst (Academy of Applied Art), she
began work in 1920 under Adolf Loos
FIG. g Lihotzky's design for a concrete kitchen
when he assumed the leadership of the
(1921)
Vienna Housing Authority. For the next
five years, she worked for the city designing housing and new domestic
facilities. 31
With Loos, Lihotzky shared both a political outlook and an interest
in the economizing strategies of rationalization-the reduction of living
spaces to their smallest functional component. It was the same work that
was being undertaken, more-or-less systematically, by professionals
across Germany and Austria.
Ernst May and Lihotzky first met when May arrived in Vienna to
visit AdolfLoos and to see his worker housing estates.32 As Loos's assistant, Lihotzky acted as guide and emissary. She especially impressed May
with her discussion of the work being done in household rationalization,
an area May was concurrently exploring in the backwaters of Silesia,
where he headed the Schlesische Heimsttiite (Silesian Rural Housing
Authority). In 1921, he asked her to become a contributor to the journal
he was then publishing, Schlesisches Heim (Silesian Home). In the first
article of her career, Lihotzky published a modular kitchen-a concrete,
factory-assembled model, installed on site by crane,just as the Frankfurt
Kitchen would be33 (FIG. g). In 1925, May invited her to become part of
his design team in Frankfurt, where he would direct one of the largest
housing programs in the country.
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Lihotzky's Frankfurt Kitchen became one of the most acclaimed creations of the Weimar housing programs.34 In its gleaming metal surfaces,
its high imagability, the specificity of its
interlocking parts, its modular totality,
and its largesse of technical fittings, it
epitomized the transformation of everyday life in the modern age. Above all,
Lihotzky's kitchen created an immediate photographic impact. Intricately
coordinated and tightly configured, the
Frankfurt Kitchen was the realization of
the kitchen as machine.
Lihotzky's points of reference
were far removed from the woman's
sphere: ship galleys, the railroad dining
car kitchen, and the lunch wagon. 35 As

FIG. 10 The

Frankfurt Kitchen

models, these commercial kitchens, developed to produce hundreds of
food servings within short spaces of time, reduced domestic culture to a
meals-per-minute equation. Thus, with Lihotzky, the kitchen came to full
maturity as a piece of highly specialized equipment-a work station
where all implements were a simple extension of the operator's hand. Its
tiny plan of 1.9 by 3·44 meters was "scientifically" calculated as the optimal dimensions by which every movement was totally efficient and every
operation coordinated (FIG. 10).
Though several different versions were designed, including two larger ones for middle-class families with either one or two servants, the standard demonstration model was fully operable by one person. Continuous
counter space encircled the worker/housewife; at the short end of the
room was the cutting board fitted with its own small waste bin and directly lit by a window, and on one end a wooden plate holder, attached to the
underside of the glass-faced cupboards, allowed wet dishes to drip in the
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drainage tray and sink below. Above, a
row of hooks provided easy access to an
array of special tools, and to the side
eighteen labeled metal drawers stored
flours and other staples. A square of open
circulation space in the center of the
kitchen was adjacent to the sliding door
that led into the living room. Thus, as the

The plan of the Frankfurt Kitchen ana-

housewife moved the meal to the table,
her ambulatory movements were neatly

FIG. 11

lyzed in relation to the dining area

confined to this small area. Light from the end window filled this cube of
space, which Lihotzky freed from cabinets on the upper walls to create a
feeling of spaciousness'6 (FIG. u).
Although in the rest of the house, plaster and enameled wood gave a
homey quality to the scene, here (and in the bath) the machine age resonated in gleaming surfaces of tile, glass, and metal as Lihotzky experimented with new materials and simple, strong colors. The white of the
plaster fabric on the walls and the ventilator hood reflected the light,
while the aluminum sink, its splash tiles, and the aluminum storage bins
were metal gray. The linoleum work surfaces, the stove top, and the tile
floor were black, and the enameled cabinet fronts were a deep blue, a
color that Lihotzky understood repelled flies. 37
That the kitchen was no longer a room, but rather a "niche," was
also key. The woman's sphere was thus prevented from intruding on the
serenity of other coexisting spheres within the already-reduced household quarters. In order for the home to provide calm and a respite from
labor in the outside world-understood to be that of the husband-the
household tasks had to be isolated and, indeed, invisible. Again, this was
argued in terms of efficiency and health issues: the niche kept the living
space free of cooking odors, steam, noise, and equipment.
There was yet another reason for the unique power of Lihotzky's
design: among all the various proposals for kitchen modernization, hers
was the only one that transformed the kitchen into a consumer product.
The Frankfurt Kitchen was a factory-assembled module delivered to a
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building site and lifted into place by crane. Ten thousand were installed
in the Frankfurt settlements alone, but individual units were also sold
commercially as an item available from The Frankfurt Reg;ister. In contrast, Meyer and Oud's collaboration at the Weissenhof Settlement, or
Georg Muche and Adolf Meyer's model kitchen at the Haus am Horn in
Weimar seem fragmentary and unresolved. 38
This conceptualization of the kitchen as a consumer product
underscores the progressive commodification of household culture and
the expansion of determinant market interests into the private domain.
Lihotzky's design process depended on collaboration with industry-in
this case Georg Grumbach, the manufacturer-and consultation with
clients-women from middle-class Hausfrauvereine (housewives' clubs).
May and Lihotzky regarded this collaboration as one of the singular successes of the Frankfurt Kitchen, a model of the ideal working relationship
between the corporate structure and the welfare state:
It is especially gratifying to see how closely in tune industry is with the
practical concerns of the housewives. 39
Thus the private patriarchy represented by the family was gradually
given over to a public patriarchy dominated by industry and government.
Increasingly, within the municipal housing programs like those headed
by Ernst May in Frankfurt or Bruno Taut and Martin Wagner in Berlin,
the lines between private and public were indistinct; indeed, the heroic
nature of modernism depended on such comprehensivity, on a universal
vision that overrode social and gender differences.
Lihotzky's kitchen was first demonstrated at Frankfurt's annual
international trade fair of1927, coincident with the Werkbund exhibition
in Stuttgart. Like Meyer, Lihotzky set her kitchen within a larger context
called Die neue Wohnung und ihr Innenausbau (The New Housing and

Its Interior), an exhibit she designed that focused on Wohnkultur in the
Frankfurt settlements!0 Around a central display of Frankfurt housing
and product samples, including a full-scale, concrete-plate model of a
typical Frankfurt row house, photographs and models illustrated the
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work ofWalter Gropius, Taut, AdolfRading, Le Corbusier, P.Jeanneret,
and Franz Schuster's work in Vienna and set the Frankfurt work in the
larger context of the Neues Bauen.
Local housewives' clubs worked with Lihotzky to develop a subsection of the exhibit entitled Der neuzeitliche Haushalt (The Modern
Household). 41 A didactic introduction to modern kitchen and household
design, the display offered an array of technically sophisticated alternatives presented like museum period rooms. In conjunction with the
exhibit, the housewives' clubs also sponsored a special lecture series
addressing the practical arrangement of kitchen plans and living rooms;
the labor-saving kitchen; the hygienic, problem-free bath; the latest in
practical, inexpensive furniture; and the advantages of gas and electricity
for a clean and efficient home. 42
It was at this exhibit that the Frankfurt Kitchen first gained international recognition. In 1928, the French Labor Minister Loucheur proposed to purchase as many as 2oo,ooo for his housing program, and it
was such a critical success at the Stockholm exhibition of Weimar housing that within the year a Swedish version was put into production. 43
Subsequently, any professional critique of kitchen design in Germany
was obliged to include it. Sociologist Ludwig Neundorfer discussed it in
his professionally popular book So wollen wir wohnen, and in April1929,
the Department of Standards produced a special issue dedicated entirely
to it, one that enlisted housewives' opinions. The reviews were generally
admiring but mixed, even advocates of professionalization being somewhat alarmed by its absolute rigidity. Neundorfer, for example, criticized
it as overdetermined, quipping "all you have to do is use it properly," and
regretted that its small dimensions precluded two people working together. 44 Similarly, undazzled by its technical virtuosity, Erna Meyer complained that the Frankfurt Kitchen left too little to chance. 45 But even
among critics, the Frankfurt Kitchen was widely acknowledged.
One of the chief innovations of the Frankfurt Kitchen and projects
like it was the absolute embrace of modern technology. The postwar
expansion of utility networks in Germany had already presupposed
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FIG. 12

The western half of Riimerstadt in 1927

expanded private and commercial uses, and designers tended to view
these opportunities as manifestations of progress. Largely as a result of
the reciprocal relationship they developed with industry, new housing
settlements became the proving ground for a commodity-oriented
rethinking of the single-family home.
In Frankfurt, the expansion of utility networks began shortly before
the war; the city enlarged existing power plants and built new ones.
At the East Harbor, it added new electrical generating equipment to the
gas plant and merged local servicing with the municipal heating network.
By the war's end, the city had an energy production capacity far beyond
the existing market, one readily filled by the introduction of new energyconsuming sources in the home.
Those who made the trip from the Weissenhof exhibition to visit
Frankfurt were offered tours of the city's most famous settlement of
Romerstadt (1927). Romerstadt offered not only a lush, modern version
of the Garden City, it was the first completely electrified settlement in
Germany (FIG. 12). As its renown spread, appliance manufacturers used
its image to advertise their products. Covering the opening of the settlement, the newspaper Frankfurter General Anzeiger saw the electricity as
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FIG. 13

Inside the Gospossoge, designed by Adolf Meyer in 1928

its most notable feature. It led with the headline: "America at the Gates:
The electric stove. The permanently installed water heater. Everyone can
hear the radio without an antenna."46
The main thing is the electricity. Naturally, in the new current of220 volts.
In the new home it is "the servant girl who performs all tasks": it cooks the
soup, grills the meat, bakes the cake, heats the bath and the cooking
water-and, of course, lights the house. 47
While the Frankfurt Kitchen was the locus for most of these innovations, the electrified communal laundry, complete with washers, dryers,
mangles, and irons, was also hailed for its labor-saving potential.
Lihotzky calculated that this facility, built in all the major new Frankfurt
settlements, reduced a typical laundry day from fifteen to five hours.48
Frankfurt's public utility office was a major force behind these
developments and actively pursued public education projects in modern
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housekeeping. Franz Tillmetz, the director of Frankfurt's utility division,
sponsored a permanent exhibition space to display all the wonders of
new kitchen technology. The scheme was implemented by architect
AdolfMeyer, then one of the Frankfurt design team. 49 Meyer transformed
the old shopping arcade "Kaiser-Wilhelm Passage" in the city center into
the Gaspassage, a permanent forum for demonstrating the latest in gas
appliances (FIG. 13). Banking services located in the middle of the hall
insured constant traffic through the space. Meanwhile, the passage itself
was shorn of its nineteenth-century ornament in favor of Meyer's strong
industrial forms, here concrete frames in a rectilinear grid. Heating
equipment, including gas and electric ovens and stoves, hot water
heaters, and various modern kitchen apparatus flanked the passage. 5°
Tillmetz's office also worked in cooperation with the local school
authorities to create a model kitchen to occupy the front window.
Designed by Lihotzky, it was used for daily demonstrations of the latest in
cooking techniques. Courses in cooking and baking actively propagandized on the virtues of gas appliances. 51
SCHOOLING FOR THE MODERN HOUSEWIFE

The goal to rationalize housework will come to total fruition only in the
next generation. The more we achieve widespread instruction within the
Madschenschulen on questions oflabor-saving household operations, the
more comprehensive this realization can become.
The most important teaching tool in domestic economy instruction
is in the school kitchen. The transformation ... of the kitchen ... must
be reflected in the arrangement of instruction rooms in which cooking is
learned. Recently many labor-saving layouts and devices have been
applied to the instructional kitchen. The entire planning of the space
results from an analysis of the labor transaction.
-GRETE SCHUTTE-LIHOTZKY 52

In the schools, redomestication began with the institution of required
courses for young girls in domestic science and the allied household arts.
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FIG. 14

Instruction at the Professional Teachers' Institute (1928)

In order to assert the new professional expertise over motherly example,
classroom techniques, and indeed the classrooms themselves, replicated
the aggrandized sphere of the domestic engineer, and the teacher gained
a new authority in her command of a technology generally unavailable at
home. The "laboratory" installed in new and remodeled schools around
the country consisted of a complex of lecture, sewing, laundry, and dining rooms, with the kitchen as the centerpiece (FIG. 14).
Initially, professionalization and hygiene were the two great themes
in this pedagogical revolution, but as the German industrial economy
slowly regeared toward peacetime production, training young women to
be modern consumers gained equal importance. The kitchen classroom,
like the Gaspassage, typically introduced the array of consumer choices;
gas and electric appliances of German manufacture in a variety of models
let the student appraise their particular advantages. In her design for the
Professional Teachers' Institute in Frankfurt, for example, Lihotzky provided eight kitchen cubicles: five had gas stoves, two electric, and only
one was of the old-fashioned coal-burning type (FIG. 15). At the
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FIG. 15

The kitchenettes at the Professional Teachers' Institute

Varrentrapp School in Frankfurt, the electric cooker-a modern "miracle"-sat next to the teacher's demonstration table. Other more mundane
designer features, like an overhead cupboard with its hanging utensils
easy-to-hand, developed student awareness of the potentials of wise consumer choices in furnishing the home.
Lihotzky designed fourteen homemaking instructional facilities for
the public schools of Frankfurt. 5' Her schoolroom kitchenette was a
miniature version of the Frankfurt Kitchen, then being installed in new
housing throughout the city. At Romerstadt, every unit had a Frankfurt
Kitchen; at the same time, Martin Elsaesser and Wilhelm Schutte
installed Lihotzky's kitchenettes in the domestic science "laboratory" at
the local public school. A girl trained in the Frankfurt kitchenette could
move into the new world of the Frankfurt settlements with full confidence
in her modern homemaking skills. 54
In comparing her kitchenette-equipped classroom with those in
older schools, Lihotzky credited her analyses of "systematic labor" in
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FIG. 16 The

Professional Teachers' Institute,
designed by Max Cetto and Grete
Lihotzky in 1928

generating the arrangement of utensils .
The plan was a product of the pathdiagram technique promoted by Frederick and Alexander Klein, intended to
produce efficient circulation. Other
contemporary examples like Otto
Haesler's school at Celie, despite sharing the same consideration for light,
cleanliness, and stylistic modernity,
exhibited neither the precision of
Lihotzky's kitchen designs nor the clear
distinction between practice and study
areas. 55
At the Professional Teachers'
Institute, designed by Max Cetto in
1928, Lihotzky was free to engender a

FIG. 11

The demonstration table at the
Professional Teachers' Institute

more dynamic plan in the school
kitchen and use the most deluxe equip-

ment (FIG. 16). In the rarefied air of this
modern laboratory, the woman's sphere was characterized by sleek lines
and sophisticated technology, and was peopled with uniformed girl-technicians in starched, white aprons (FIG. 17). Reportedly, this rather complete embodiment of the domestic science ideal was greeted warmly by
the school; it not only exemplified modern practice but lightened the
work of the teachers as well. Above all, it was reported, the students
engaged in their work more joyfully than before, since so little of their
time was now given over to the drudgery of cleaning and maintenance. 56
While the new housekeeping had important social objectives in better public health and hygiene, and fostered hopes for the rejuvenation of
the German economy, the predominant message to students was imparted by the "scientific" atmosphere and a pedagogy dominated by rationalization concepts. The domestic science classroom represented a key
moment in the challenge to women's authority over their traditional
sphere.
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CONCLUSION

Recently, the subject of the house as workplace has again been taken up
and researched, primarily by parts of the women's movement. On the one
hand, one viewpoint advocates moving away from rigid house plans since
they only strengthen stereotyped social roles. The champions of this position have thereby also viewed the Frankfurt Kitchen as a synonym for the
oppression of the housewife, banished to the isolated kitchen, whereas
(they believe) the new Wohnkiiche really can be liberating. Others, on the
other hand, defend the opinion that the dissolution of the sex-specific
practices of role behavior can in no way be expected from such an architectural/spatial transformation.
-GRETE scHUTTE-LIHOTZKY,

1g8o 57

Throughout her career, Lihotzky's belief in the importance of eliminating household drudgery through rationalization remained firm. In
more recent times, she has proposed that with the reemergence of the
"country kitchen," women have sacrificed efficiency and practicality to
the whimsy of fashion and have left themselves with even a longer list of
tedious chores. 58
In the 1920s, however, the issue was much greater than a design
fashion and concerned the technical and social transformation of an
entire society. It is ironic that a politically engaged Lihotzky seemed to
view the kitchen as the motor for change, rather than as a manifestation of
larger redomestication issues.
Whether Lihotzky's Frankfurt Kitchen actually lessened the workload of the housewife is unclear-with women assuming jobs outside the
home and becoming isolated in smaller family units, all indications are
that their burden was growing rather than diminishing, and this in spite
oflabor-saving devices. At the same time, the professional dignity that the
Frankfurt Kitchen was to confer on the role of housewife does not bear
scrutiny. The work station was not borrowed from the professional
world, but from the factory, from labor characterized by single, repetitive,
and mind-numbing operations. The notion of creativity was anathema to
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Aworkstation in a soapmaking factory in

this model-it was for the manager/
designer, the Taylorizer of the space, to
blot out free action by delimiting an
imperative "one best way" (FIG. 18).
That this was not a situation compatible
with household labor, with its myriad
tasks and practices and varied member
composition, was largely irrelevant to
the overriding ideological notions of
efficiency and scientism.
Indeed, household labor itself was
revealed in the parallel made between
the factory worker and the housewife to
be a degraded process, as the persistent
references to it as "drudgery" confirm.
To all accounts, the "professional"

1931

housewife was admittedly committed to
a life of grinding labor from which she
could only be freed for brief moments through the application of techniques invented by authorities in the professional world. In the 1920s,
there were few critics of this limited policy-few among the powerful
women's groups, and fewer still within the ranks of the Social
Democrats.
The backlash against the women's movement that followed World
War I echoed this general erosion and devaluation of women's contribution to culture. At the same time, the positivist and male-defined architectural culture produced new artifacts of domesticity that fostered the
development of the market in household goods. It also facilitated a new
professional role for designers, one that might emerge only after the home
had been newly consecrated as a professional realm and was largely
shorn of its feminine attributes.
Lihotzky herself viewed this work primarily as part of a broader
socialist enterprise, independent of any notion of feminist politics:
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My work was based on the idea of women who worked and not in cooking
itself. I had never concerned myself with cooking in my life. Nowadays this
is seen as feminist but it was not feminist at all. 59

This last remark, that basing her research on women who worked
was "not feminist at all," reflects the situation of would-be professional
women in an era oflimited options: either to embrace patriarchal culture
as a New Woman, as Lihotzky did, or to support it from the vantage point
of the helpmeet, as did women in the ranks of the RDH. Lihotzky's ideal,
both personally and in her work on behalf of women, was clearly to reject
the confines of home in favor of participation in the public world of men.
Even backed by modernized domestic facilities, for most German housewives there was no such choice. The Frankfurt Kitchen may be taken as a
kind of emblem of this cultural conundrum: a brief, if uncomfortable, resolution between women's culture and the ideal of a technological utopia.
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Over the last several decades, feminists and
architects have independently developed
critiques of modern Western assumptions and
cultural practices. ArchitectuTe and Feminism
addresses the intersection of these two seemingly
disparate fields through a lively and diverse
collection of essays and projects, including
interdisciplinary investigations of literature, social
history, home economics, and art history. Articles
examine such varied topics as Niki de SaintPhalle's exuberant building-sized female
sculpture Hon, the aesthetics and politics of the

Playboy bachelor pad, Edith Wharton's ideas on
domestic architecture, and the Legend ofMaster

Manole, a disquieting Eastern European folktale
that prescribes the ritual entombment of women
in the walls of buildings, while visual projects
take well-known structures by Philip Johnson
and Louis Sullivan as points of departure for a
feminist reading of architectural history. Rather
than presenting a single, didactic position, this
collection offers a range of fresh voices to
describe the cross-connections and shared
concerns between architecture and feminism.
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